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Preface

The 1991 Ohio State Uriversity “Computer Conferencing
Conference” was permeated with both substance andan innovative
spirit. Proceedings volumes typically capture the substance of
meetings but rarely do they capture the spirit. This volume does
capture a bit of the spirit—a spirit that kept the attendance at the
samelevel at Saturday noonas at the opening session on Thursday
morning.

Much educational effort around the world is in one way or
another an effort to understand the world, its people, and its
phenomena. Acommonthemethat runs through manyofthe papers
in this Proceedings is the potential for firsthand information and
immediacy in communication. The impact on education is just
beginning to be felt. Even Jules Verne would not have envisioned
going around the world in 80 seconds. Today’s student doing a
geographyproject on Japan can logon andget his or her questions
answered by someonein Japan.

The authors here have envisioned better education through

computer conferencing. They have described their experiences in
distance education, the supervision of student teachers, electronic
focus groups, and many varied forms of interactive electronic
education. Impressively, they have related their experiences to our
existing learning theory and other relevant databases. In so doing,
they make a major contribution to the creation of a database on
interactive electronic education.

Gilbert A. Jarvis

The Ohio State University
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Computer Conferencing
In The Context Of Theory and Practice

Of Distance Education

by
Michael Grahame Moore

1. Introduction/background

The first attempt in English to define distance educa-
tion and to articulate a theory of this form of education
appeared in an article called “Toward a theory of Inde-
pendent Leaming and Teaching” published in TheJour-
nal of Higher Education in 1973 (Moore, 1973). This
theory, sometimes called the two-dimensional theory
was an attempt to idontify the “macrofactors” of dis-
tance education,i.e. the basic variables or factors that
provide the frame that contains all those teaching
leaming activities called distance education, The theory
has been cited in numerous articles, chapters, and
dissertations and most books about distance educa-
tion. It was chosen as one of the world’s six most
significant theories by the Australian writer, Keegan
(Keegan, 1980, 1986). Another prominent writer on
distance education, Borje Holmberg of The German
Federal Republic has also cited the theory in many
articles and papers, most notably in his book Growth
and Struciure of Distance Education (Holmberg, 1986).
In Britain, Greville Rumble said the theory contained
"the most fruitful use of the term ‘distance’, and used
it to orient readers of his book The Planning and Man-
agement of Distance Education (Rumble, 1986). The
most recent treatment is by the Americans Verduin and
Clark, (199%).

2. Aworking definition of distance education is:
Distance education consists of all arrangements for

providing instruction through print or electronic com-
munications media to persons engaged in planned
learning in a place or time different from that of the
instructor or instructors.

As defined, distance education consists of a whole
family of teaching-learmning relationships ranging from
the largely self-directed through to the most highly
organized programs; from interactions between single
learners and individual tutors, to group leaming, to
community education, to education and training in
organizations. What distinguishes this large family of
educational transactions is the separation between
learner and teacher, so that the communication be-
tween the two that is necessary in educational
transaction is transmitted through media,i.e. printed
study guides, television or radio broadcasting, tele-
communications media, correspondence instruction
through the mail, audio and video recordings, comput-
ers, ano various combinations and variations of these.
Programs are designed in whichinstructors and lear-
ers carry on the dialogue across space and time that
traditionally and conventionally occurs face-to-face. At
the simplest level these programs might be print-only

self-study packages for use by highly independent
students. More often courses are taught through two or
more media, suchasstudy guide with correspondence;
study guide, audio-tape and correspondence;telecon-
ference and study guide; television broadcast, study
guide and face-to-face class. In theory there should be,
(and often is in some overseas Open Uri ‘ersities) full
integration ofall such media: study guice, broadcast-
ing, recordings, correspondence,fare-to-tuceclasses,
computer-accessed data and interactions, teleconfer-
ences, and even kits of electronics or chemicals for
experimentation in the student's home.

3. Leaming and teaching

A great deal of spontaneous Isarning takes place
through every day interactions with other people in
face-to-face encounters. Much leaming also occurs
through interaction with the ideas and influence of
others through communications technology, especially
audio and visual recordings, telecommunicatic ns, and
through personal computers. However, in the same
way that educators do not studyall interpersonal inter-
actions, neitherdo westudyall communications through
technology. Communication across distance is not
itsalf education, but in distance education there is
communication across distance between one or more

persons engaged in planned learning and one or more
who deliberately teach.

As educators, ourinterest is only in those communi-
cations thatarestructured, and designed withaprimary
purpose of facilitating learning.It is true that we learn in
the psychologist's use of that term, from casual or
accidentgiinteractions with communications media just
as we leem from all other stimuli but, as educators, we
are concerned only with learning thatis intentional. In
Tough’s words,“There are lots of activities that lead to
leaming, but if that is not the person's primary intention,
we do notinclude it in our definition of a jeaming
project” (Tough 1971).

’ That's not to say that weare only interested in formal
academic learnings. In distance education, we are
concemed with ALL de ‘ibere‘e, planned learning where
there is separation of tne iaamer in space and/or time
from the source of instruction.

4. Distance Teaching

Like other forms of education, distance educationis a
two-sided relationship. tisatransaction between leamers
and educator. Justasleamingthat we study isintentioned,
80 too is the behavior of educators. The intentions of
educators include: deciding what people might want to
learn or what society or an organization wants them to
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learn; presenting information; organizing practice;
bringingthe laamertocertain experiences;givingsupport,
guidance and motivation; arranging for feedback and
evaluation. Allthisis deliberately planned and presented.

5. Educational philosophy

Distance education is driven by the same variety of
educational philosophies that we find in education

ly. There are distance education programs and
institutions characterized by programs that are based
on an information processing theory of leaming, pro-
grams based on behavioristic training approaches to
learning, and, though less common, programs based
on concepts of humanistic self-actualization and on
aducational philosophiesand theories of social change.
For the educator who would follow a Freireian or
Antigonish type of approach to social reconstruction
through adult education, distance education technol-
ogy could be a powerful tool. For the humanist who
wouldfacilitate individual salf-actualizationthrough adult
education following a Masiow-Rogerian approach,dis-
tance education technology could also be a powerful
tool, Distance education technology has for some time
been a powerfultoolfor trainers in thecorporate sector
and the armed forces and elsewhere who have madeit
possible for adult leamers to acquire new vocational
skills regardiess of their geographic location or the
location of expert resources, with learners leaming in
their workplaces, and instruction provided through com-
munications technology.

6. Evolution of distance education
As has been pointed out by Miller (1990), the univer-

sity campusandits classroom are types of educational
“delivery system” that have their origins in the technol-
ogy, economy, and social environment of pre-industrial
Europe.Atthattimein that place education was for only
the male children of the aristocracy, and there were few
scholars and books. Under these circumstances the
best form of communication for the purposes of educa-
tion was to bring students together in one place for a
period of time to learn from the masters. Many of our
educational problemstodayarisefrom the inability of an
educational system that is organized as classroom
instruction to adjust to changes that have occurred in
the population of students, the ownership of know!-
edge, and the media of communication. The entrench-
mentof the old delivery system in fact leads to barriers
such as have been described by Dim (1990), most
importantly, barriers of place,time, access to resources
and barriers of cost. He goes on to point out, as does
Millerthe changes that have, occurred inthedemography
of education. An increas‘ng proportion of students are
adult, mobile and unwil'ing to devote iull time to study.
Education is now ccnsidered a universal right, and
increasingly it is ~xpscted to continue throughlife. As
for knowledge,it is no longer the property of a small
non-laboring e1ite, and is sought for more utilitarian
reasons than it was by them,

Against this background of change in the assump-
tions about education, has comean evolution in under-
standing of the ways in which communications media
can be used in teaching.In this evolution, two events
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stand out in particular. The first was Charles
Wedemeyer's experiments between 1963 and 19686 at
the University of Wisconsin when he attempted to
“articulate” or jcin together, instruction by new, elec-
tronic communications media and traditional corre-
spondence teaching. This was the first full scale test
and development of the hypothesis that the activity of
teaching could be broken In*t> constituent acts and a
variety of media used,selectivey, to deliverthe instruc-
tion to the distant leamer, r:ore effectively than by
correspondence or any other single medium alone
(Wedemeyer and Najem, 1967). Following the success
of the Articulated Instructional Media experiment,
Wedemeyer was invited to Britain in 1968, and applied
his experience in advising the British on the design of
the British Open University, The establishment of the
Open University was the second milestone in the evo-
lution of modem distance education, It proved the
effectiveness of teaching by integrated multi-media
communications technologies and the benefits of spe-
cialization in the activities of course design,instruction,
and leamer support, It opened up continuing, poten-
tially lifelong, education to duit teamers in their homes
and workplaces on a scale so large it has been de-
scribsd as “industrial”. In the years since the Open
University beganinstruction in 1970, more than a score
of other similar large scale systems have been devel-
oped, from Venezuela and Canada in the west, through
almost every European nation, to India, Pakistan to
Indonesia, and the Australian States.

7. Institutional structures

As pointed out by Mark (1990), very little has been
done to analyse distance education organizations in
terms of any recognized organizational typologies or
models, Most categorizations have been bused on
envi: onmental dependence, I.e, is distance leaming
part of a larger institution ordoes it stand alone? Looked
at in this way the organizations of distanceeducation in
higher education can be classified in the following way.
Asimilar classification could be made in the corporate,
military or other non-higher education sactors:

1, Distance Laaming Institutions: These are purpose
built, autonomous Institutions each headed by its
own Chief Executive Officer, with activities di-
rected exciusivaly to distance education and dis-
tance leamers.

2. Distance Learning Unit: this is a subunit,(in higher
education, of a college or university,) EQUAL to
other academic units organized within a traditional
framework of governance.

3. Distance Leaming Program. A subunit whose
educational activitiesalso include traditional class-
room teaching. The Program usually does not
have its own faculty, and provides mainly admin-
istrative support services.

4. Consortium. The educational activities are directed

exclusively to distance education. The consortium
is made up ofInstitutions, Units or Programs as
defined above, and is headed by a director.

Examples ofInstitutions are: The American College,
Athabasca University, Thomas Edison State College,
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and Empire State College.University independent Study
Divisions represent Distance Leaming Units, while ex-
amples of Consortia are the Intemational University
Consortium, and the National University Teleconfer-
ence Network, A trend to intemationalism in distance
education consortia is represented by the Global Uni-
versity Consortium.

Areview ofthe history of distance education over the
past two decades suggests that we are now well into a
new stagein its practice that could have consequences
for its theory as significant as the conceptuaiization of
distance education itself. This new phenomenon is the
development, proliferation and reduction in cost of a
new type of communications media that was only in the
early stages of development in the U.S. when distance
education theory wasfirst conceptualized, and is still
underdeveloped in other parts of the worid. This is the
family of teleconferencs media,i.e. the use of interac-
tive computer networks and audio, audio-graphic, and
video networks, which may be local, regional, national
and international and are linked by cable, microwave
and satellite. Such telecommunications are affecting,
and are likely to affect even more all three dimensions
of distance education: dialogue between leamer and
instructor, structure of course design, and the au-
tonomy of the distant learner.

8. Effects of disi‘ance on educational organizations

The most ofvious effect of distance between leamer
andinstructoris that communication between them has
to be throughanartificial communications medium. The
most commonof these include: printec’ »ublications of
manykinds;writing, usually known as Correspondence
study; broadcasts by radio or television; audio and
video recordings; narrowcasts to special receivers by
cable, satellite, or microwave; interactive televonfer-
ences by computer, telephone, and two way video.
Most good distance education programs usecombina-
tions of these media.Print serves weil as the medium for
communicating the basic framework of a course and
providing in-depth analysis anddense information toads,
while the electronic recorded media bring cctor and
highly motivating visual and audial stimuli; the new
teleconference media not only provide intimate instruc-
tor-lsamer contact, but allow inter-leamer interaction,

leading to collective learning and to the potential for
learner participation in program design, implementa-
tion, and evaluation,

If artificial communication is a distinguishing charac-
teristic of distance education, other significant charac-
teristics arise from it. Most importantly, because com-
munications media require very specialised skills, and
because the media differ in their suitability for different
instructional processes, the various activities tradition-
ally grouped under the term “teaching” are,in distance
education, the work of different specialists. In other
words, in distance education there is a division of the
labor of teaching.

Communications hardware and the labor of commu-
nications specialists is expensive, and the total cost of
adistanceeducation course is usually much higher than
conventional courses. However the distance education
course can be distributed over a wide geographic area
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to muchlargeraudiencesthan conventional instruction,
and so the higher costs can be amortized over a larger
student body. When large numbers receive instruction’
through broadcast, print or recorded mediait may be
very Impersonal. Properly organized distance educa-
tion systems arrange for interpersonal, student-tutor
interaction through Correspondence, teleconferencing
and even occasional face-to-face meetings. As aresult
the leamer in distance education may receive less
structured, more dialogic, and less distant instruction
than in conventional education.

To ensure that the work of the various specialists is
integrated and the various parts of a course are pro-
duced on schedule, and the instruction is effective ina
population that is not only large but also very diverse,
the distance education organization employs instruc-
tional technologists who control the process using
systems design principles.

The above features, division of jabor, use of expen-
sive capital, systematic design and production of mate-
rials, and their large scale use, add up toa revolutionary
change in teaching, substituting space-age technology
for traditional cottage craft. It was the inability of estab-
lished educational institutions in most countries to
restructure their human and other resources to take

advamage of new communications media and to de-
velop new formsofteaching that led in the 1970's to the
birth of a new type of educational institution. The
adoption of this new form of educational provision ina
wide range of cultural, economic, political and social
environments, makes it one of the mostinternationalof
educational phenomenaandthe mostwidelyproliferat-
ing educational innovation ofthe late twentieth century.

9. Teleconferencing

In the United States the teleconferencir.g revolution is
already underway. For example, satellite delivered pro-
grams at the university level are produced by and
delivered to members of the National University Tele-
conference Network. In NUTN there are more than 260
organizations either providing or receiving a range of
over 100 programs —ive,by satellite, with programsin
such areas as; aging, agriculture, A.1.D.S., child abuse,
tax planning, reading instruction, engineering, interper-
sonal relationships, international affairs, marketing,
medicine, and social and political sffairs. Video telecon-
ferencing through N.U.T.N. has been the medium of
program delivery to as many as 6000 people at a time,
located at some 200 receive sites. As well as taking
NUTN transmission, many universities transmit their
own satellite teleconference programs within to their
state campuses and beyond. Well known among these
are Oklahoma State, the University of Notre Dame,
University of Maryland, Califomia State College, Chico,
and PennState.

In the National T. hnological University, 24 of the
country's major universities collaborate to produce
about 500 post-graduate courses in engineering, dellv-
ered by satellite directly to more than 100 workplaces,
Typical of N.T.U. programs was a project in which the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology provided an
updating program forelectrical engineering faculty from
72 engineering schools across the nation.
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In private business, niore than 200 of America’s
biggest companies use satellite delivered, video
conferencing. Typicalof the efforts of dozens of major
corporations to introduce video conferencing into their
training programsis The Interactive Satellite Education
Network (ISEN), IBM's satellite borne system.This is a
one-way video, two-way audio network, with originat-
ing studios in four cities, and receive sites in thirteen.
Other corporationsinclude: Federal Express, with daily
programs to 800 downlinks nationwide; Kodak Corpo-
ration sending twice weekly, two hour long, training
programs, currently nationwide but with plans for an
international network; Tandem Computers, broadcast-
ing to eleven European countries as well as to 72 sites
in North America; The AETNA Insurance corporation:
and Domino's Pizza, whose Training Director sends his
mobile uplink to any store in the ccuntry where an
employee has something to teach the rest.

The American Telephones and Telegraph Corporation
expanded from 5 videoteleconference sites in 1983 to
130 in 1987. Some 20,000 of their employees take
courses by this medium each year. As weil as corpora-
tion owned systemsthere are also a number ofdelivery
systemsthat produce and sell programs orsell satellite
time and -oduction resources.In 1982 there were two
such “business videoconference” networks; by 1987
there were over 40, Examples are The Ameri>2" “ieha-
bilitation Educaticnal Network, providing professio:.al
continuing education for health care professionals at
nearly 100 sites nationwide. One of AREN's programs,
Management Vision, has been transmitted to more than
650 sites.

Nonprofit making bodies use teleconference satel-
lites in their continuing education programs, organized
by The Public Service Satellite Consortium.These in-
clude The American Hospital Association, The Ameri-
can LawInstitute, American Bar Association Commit-
teeon Continuing Professional Education, The National
Education Association, The AFL-CIO, and the
U.S.Chamber of Commerce. Well know examples of
computer conferencedistance teaching institutions in-
ciude the Electronic University Network and New York
Institute of Technology.

In the schools area, audio, computer and satellite
teleconferencing are in use though perhaps notto the
extent of their use in adult and higher education, Ex-
amples can include TERC, one of the “Star Schools”
projects, the Telelanguage program in Nebraska, in
which students in 24 school districts have participated
in high schoo! audio conference instruction of modem
languages; AT&T's “long dista::ce leaming network” in
over 300 classroomsin 6 different countries. In 1986
there were some 600 schools in the U.S.with satellite
receiving equipment. Among leading providers has
been TI-IN the Texas based enterprise, sending some
two dozen courses five days a week, and the Arts and
Sciences Teleconferencing Service, of Oklahoma State
University, offering German languagesince 1985, and
Calculus, Physics history and goverment more re-
cently.

10. Theory of Transactional Distance

Distance in distance education is not merely geo-
graphic,but is the psychological spacebetween learner

af2

and teacher that arises from geographic distance and
that through communications media has to be over-
come. This has been termed “Transacticnal Distance”
and has been defined as a function of two characteris-
tics existing in all educational programs (Moore 1972,
1983). The first of these is the extent and nature of the
dialogue occuringwhen ateacher instructs anda leamer
responds. Dialogue descrites the extent to which an
educational) program provides fora leamerand a teacher
toconduct a series of responses to the stimulusofeach
other. This dialogue is determined tosome extentby the
subject-matter of the course, by the educational phi-
losophy of the individual or group responsible for the
design of the course, by the personalities ofteacherand
leamer, and by environmental factors. The most impor-
tant of these is the medium of communication. For
example, an educational program in which communica-
tion betwean teacher and leamer is solely by radio or
television permits no dialogue: the student might make
aresponse to ateacher, but no consequent responseis
possible. A programme by correspondence is more
dialogic, yet not to the same extent as one taught by
computer conference,

The second characteristic that determines transac-

tional distance are the elements in the design of a
course that are collectively referred to us its structure.
Structure expresses the rigidity or flexibility of the
program's educationa! objectives, teaching strategies,
and evaluation methods and the extent to which these

are prepared for, or can be adapted fo, the objectives,
strategies, and evaluation needsof a particular leamer.
Structure describes the extent to which an <cucation

program can accommodate or be responsi\e to each
learner's individual needs. A linear, non-branching pro-
grammed text, or a recorded television program for
example are both very highly structured, with virtually
every activity of the instructor and every minute of time
provided .or, and every piece of content pre-deter-
mined. Thereislittle or no opportunity for deviation or
variation according to the needs of a particular indi-
vidual. This can be compared with many correspon-
dence courses which permit a wide rangeof alternative
responses bythe instructortc individual students’ ques-
tions and assigninent submissions.In the case of the
programmed text and the television program, not only
is the program highly structured, but teacher-learner
dialogue is nonexistent and transactional distance there-
fore is high. At the other extreme, there is low transac-
tionai distance in these teleconference programsthat
have muchdialogue andlittle predetermined structure,
According to Rumble, “This conceptualization also helps
explain how a student learning in a ‘face-to-face’ envi-
ronment, whose sole educational activity is to go to
lectures to take notes, can be at a greater transactional
distance than a student on a distance education course

who regularly meets, correspondswith, or telephones
his tutor.” (Rumble 1986 p8).

In programs with little transactional distance, the
learner receives directions and guidance through both
the structure of thecourse and dialoguewith an instruc-
tor. In more distant programs, learners have to make
many of their own decisions about study strategies.
Even wherea courseis structured to give directions and
guidance, in the absence of dialogue stucents may
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decide for themselves whether they will be used, andif
so when, where, in what ways, and to what extent. The
greater the transactional distance, the more such au-
tonomythe leamer is required to exercise. This interre-
lationship between dialogue, structure and learner au-
tonomy has intrigued many thinkers about distance
education (See for example Moore, 1972; Garrison and
Shale 1987; Keegan 1989; and Saba 1988).

11, Dialogue In instruction
It is apparent that the new technology brings into

focus some new applications of the Two Dimension
theory, since with older media there was only dialogue
between the learner and the content that was studied
and dialogue between the individual learner and in-
structor. Programsdelivered by{hese media were more
highly structured than are teleconference progranis.
Today, programsare relatively unstructured, but, even
more important, new telecommunications mean there
can be a new form of dialogue in distance education
whichis dialogue betwsen learner and fellow learners.
These changes demand new ideas about distance
teaching as well as changes in our theorizing about
distance education.

The first of the older forms of dialogue, based on
interaction by the leamer to the content of the subject
is a defining characteristic of education. Without it there
cannot be education since it is the processof intellec-
tually interacting with contentthatresults in changes in
the leamer's understanding, what we sometimes call a
change in perspective, a change in the cognitive struc-
tures in the learner's mind. However, even such learner-
content interaction isa form of highly structured learner-
instructor dialogue, a dialogue between the learnerand
the person who in some distant place and time orga-
nized a set of ideas or information for transmission to,
and interaction with an unknown distant reader, viewer,
orlistener. Such interaction may occurat any timeinthe
study process.It is the primary form of dialogue that
occurs when the learner is working with the recorded
media whether print, audio or video, Some leaming
programs are solely content-interaction in nature. They
are highly structured, one-way communications be-
tween subject expert, sometimes vssisted by an in-
structional designer, and leamer. In preparing instruc-
tion for leamer-content interaction the educator can
design written ard recorded maternal that aims to mo-
tivate, make presentations,facilitate application, evalu-
ation, and even a degree of student affective support.
Howeverthe lack ofdialogue between individual learner
and. tucator makes these teaching procedures highly
structured,not individual, leaving ultimate responsibil-
ity for maintaining motivation, for Interacting with the
presentation, for analysing the success of application,
and for diagnosis of difficulty on the learners them-
selves, requiring a high degree of learner autonomy.

The second type of dialogue, regarded as essential
by many educators and most learners is what occurs
when a leamerand an instructor communicate interac-
tively by electronic media or by correspondences. The
instructor may be the expert who prepared the subject
material, or some other expert who specializes in such
interaction. This is a two-way interaction tr. ' results in
a more dynamic dialogue than that in the dialogue

5

between expert and leamer using a recorded medium,
and programsthat have it, being more highly dialogic
and also less structured, are less distant.

The frequency and intensity of the dialogue between
teacher and leamer, and theextent to which the teacher
can influence the learner in these ways is much gn ater
when there is leamer -teacher interaction than when

there is only content-learner interaction.
Content and instructor interaction are both possible

by teleconferencing. One of the benefits of teleconfer-
encing is that content can bepresented by computer, or
on audio or video in real time by experts wherever
located, or asynchronouslyon computer bulletin voards,
A variety of leamer-instructor interactions cen be ar-
ranged, especially question/answer sessions in real
time in audio and video conference, and more indi-

vidual, longer and more thought out interactions by
computer. Thus computer conference instruction per-
mits highly dialogic instructor-learner interactions.

Instructors have dialogue with learners with the fol-
lowing aims in mind:

1. To support the leamer's motivation and to give
encouragement. Having planned or been given a
curriculum, a program of content to be taught,
instructors seek to stimulate or at least maintain

the student's interest in what is to be taught, to
motivate the student to learn, to enhance and
maintain the leamer's interest, including self-di-
rection and self-motivation. By making unstruc-
tured, individual, personal teacher-learer contact
and unstructured learner-leamer contact possible,
thepersonal computer can makea majorcontribu-
tion to learner motivation. This individualized as-
pect of computer communication also makes indi-
vidual remedial study advice available, Such con-
tact resembles that available to the instructor by a
personal telephone call, with of course the benefit
of asynchronicity.

2. Presentation. Every instructor makes presenta-
tions, or causes presentations of some kind to be
made, whether of information, demonstration of
skill, or modelling certain attitudes and values. The
computer is able to present knowledge. By deliv-
ering text It has some characteristics of print, i.e.
book, study guide. Before being used as an elec-
tronic page tumer, decisions must be made re-
garding the sheff life of information to be pre-
sented, since the recorded media have certain
acvantages in this regard. For information with
long sheif life, the computer has no great advan-
tageover print, though it may be useful asa means
of rapidly updating information and, used in this
way it can be a supplemen.to print. It also may
serve as an eloctronic library for persons whofind
access to hard copylibraries difficult.

3. Stimulate analysis, criticism, evaluation. These are
higher order cognitive skills, not necessarily ex-
pected in all instruction, but expected in most
higher education.

4. Give advice on study, teach study skills and help
with study problems. Every .nstructor provides
counsel, support and encouragement to each
learner, though the extent and nature of this sup-
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port varies according to educational level of the
learners, teacher's personality and philosophy and
other factors.

Wheres interaction between leamerandteachermakes

diaiogue possible throughteleconferencingthe instruc-
tor is able toadviseand help the leamer interact with the
content in the manner that is mast effective for that
particular individual. in computer based instruction,
suchindividual advicecan be communicated by e-mail.

5. Arrange practice, application, testing. Every in-
structor tries to organize the students’ application
of whatis being leamed, eitherthe practice of skills
that have been demonstrated, or manipulation of
information and ideas that have been presented.
Computer software can be provided to give excel-
lent practice and application exercises, including
simulation. In distance education in higher educa-
tion thewrittenassignmentisstill important. though
could be delivered by pc and responded to quicker,
which is good,

The instructer is especially valuable in responding to
the lsamers’ application of new knowledge. Whatever
self-directed learners can do alonefor self-motivation
and interaction with content presented, they are vulner-
able at the point of application since they do not know
enough about the subject to be sure they are applying
it correctly, or that they are applyingit as intensively or
extensively as is possible or desirable, or that there are
not potential areas of application they are not aware of.
It is for reality testing and feedback that

6. Evaluate leaming. Every instructor organizesevalu-
ation, toascertain if the learner is making progress,
and to help the teacher decide whether to change
strategies. In some ways the pc may replace con-
ventional writing, although there is danger in stu-
dents losing conventionsof writing ifthe computer
note becomesthe sole form of evaluation of writ-

ing.
7, Arrange studentinteraction.
8. Create knowledge.

12. Dialogue and structure in teleconference
instruction.

The areas of studentinteraction and creating knowl-
edge promise to be the pc's main contribution to
distance education. Here is where the third form of
d'alogue by teleconference,ie. inter-learner dialogueis
e1nerging as a challenge to the thinking and practiceof
distance education in the 1990's.Inter learner dialogue
occurs by computer conference between learner and
other leamers, aloneor in group settings with or without
the real-time presence ofan instructor.It is dialogue by
teleconference between students that is making pos-
sible the creation of knowledge by students and the
high level analysis, synthesis and critiqueof knowledge,
the first of which goals has been unmanageabie at a
distance until now and the second which has been very
difficult.

Throughthe history of education the class or educa-
tional group has moreoften than not been organized for
reasonsthat have nothing todo with leamers’ needs. At

the present time many classes are organized because
the class is the only organizational form known to most
teachers and because in the short term, though not
usually the long tenn, it is the CHEAPEST way of
delivering the teaching acts of stimulation, presnta-
tion, application, evaluation and student supr "
mustalso be recognized that manyclassesand s: is
are organized for economic, social and political reasons
that are not truly educationalin origin.

In promoting leaming however, dialogue among mem-
bers of a class or other group IS sometimes an ex-
tramely valuable resource, Until now it has been impos-
sible at a distance.It is the increasing availability of
learner groups, either individuals at different locations
who by teleconferencecan compriseagroup, orgroups
of learners at different locations, joined by teleconfer-
ence into larger groups that is opening up new teaching
opportunities and causing us to rethink our concepts.

Until now it hasbeen very difficulttoorganize learner-
leamerinteraction. In the British Open University, face
to face classes and summer schools are arranged for
the purpose, but not all students are able or want to
attend. In American correspondence education such
face to face meeting is not apractice. Learners dialogue
with instructors but not with other learners. A degree of
interstudent activity can be organized by audio
conferencing, if the numbers aren't too large, which
they usurilly are, but the advantage of the pc is its
combined asynchronicity and individuality. Not only
can eachindividual student interact with the ideas of
others, but this can be in his/her own time and own
pace. This is something not available before in either
distance education or conventional education. As well

as providing a new dimensionfor distance learners it is
likely to go some way to reducing the tyranny of the
group in conventional education, for the slow and
reflective student will beable to contributeaswellas the
quicker and more extrovert. There is potential here for
improvement in quality of work prepared by students
and also improvement in their participation in the cre-
ation of knowledge. This engagement of the “collective
intelligence “ is what Kowitz and Smith define as the
third and most advanced form of instruction, after
teaching basic knowledge and teaching technicalabili-
ties.It is referred to as collective training in the military
and collective learning in recent thinking by instruc-
tional systems experts.

Most educators would like to see such creative and

collective leaming in school ana college teaching as
well as in distanceeducation, and so we!cok forward to

every conventional class of stur:ents having someele-
ment of distance education by keyboard and modem.
The students’ network would then not be the perzons
sitting next tothem but other students wherever located
in the country or the world. Then of course they will all
be distance leamers.

13. Adult leamers and teaching by teleconference

Until now most people involved in the design and
teaching of teleconference programs come from a
backgroundofteaching in schoo! or university, or using
the teleconference media in business communication.

These are authoritarian environments not appropriate
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foradult leaming. Theeducational teleconferenceshould
not be just like a business meeting, nor should the
teleconference for adult learners be ‘ike that for chil-
dren. The teleconference for adult leamers should be
conducted on the basis of what we know about adult
leaming and instruction, and #.is includes what we
know about the adult's propensity for autonomous
learning. We know a lot about this, from beth research
and practice, because the self-directed, autonomous
studycircle is one of the oldest and most well estab-
lished adult education leaming methods. The following
are some of what are generally recognized as major
characteristics of the adult learner that should be taken
into account when facilitating the teleconference group.

The adult learmmers.

1. Adult students are personsof experience and bring
considerable knowledge to their course. The typical
student knows more aboutoneor more areas than other
students and often the instructor also. Therefore, while
students are looking for knowledge from the instructor
and from literature, they are also expert resources for
their peers and for the instructor. Teleconference me-
dia, including computer conferencing, are ideal for
having students make presentations of their experi-
ences and knowledge. Whattheinstructor shouid not
do in the presentation mode is is lecture at length.
Persons familiar with broadcast media or with writing
for academic publication often overstructure on tele-
conference, and miss completely the point that the
media being used are interactive and therefore permit
panicipati n by everyone.

Such participation in presentation also reinforces or
enhances motivation, including self direction. Often the
student is aware ofhis or her expertise, and might feel
resentmentif it isn't used, or at least receives recogni-
tion. In other cases the student might be diffident and
unsure that he/she really has something specialto give,
andis therefore stimulated by the experienceofpositive
response to a presentation. In teleconferencing this
means instructors must be careful to give everyone
frequent opportunities to contribute, and be aware of
who is and whois not contributing,yet at the sametime
not impose too much pressure.

Adult students have a self-concept of being in control
of themselves. They areaccustomed totaking charge of
their affairs and taking responsibility for meeting their
obligations.

In teleconferenceinstruction this meansthe instruc-
tor should not be overanxious about keeping control.It
meansalsothat the activities ofteachingcan beshared.
This opens possibilities for a greater variety of activity
than can beaccomplished by teacher alone, and variety
is crucial in this medium,

For most adults continued education is an activity
undertakenin spare time that they hope to have benefit
from in the short term. They are usually impatient about
learning for the sake of learning, and at jeast want to
know that what they are asked to learn fits into their
larger purposes in work or personal or community life.
For this reason projects and case studies in which they
can apply knowledge to back-homesituations are spe-
cially appreciated. Projects give students opportunity
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to apply their knowledge, and can also be used to
evaluate leaming. Because project learning is usually
quickly transferable it is also highly motivating.

Because leaming is a spare-time activity for most
adults they appreciate a learning environment that is
enjoyable.In particular this means a friendly supportive
atmosphere marked by opportunity to socialise with
other leamers. It has been a consistent phenomenon
that afterinitial shock at being apart from the instructor,
students report pleasure at the interdependence they
developinteleconferencingasaresultof the instructor's
distance.

Finally, adult leamers Leing persons of experience
are more likely than children to appreciate the relative
and problematic nature of knowledge. The adult more
Often recognizes that education frequently deals with
uncertainties, with exploration, with controversies and
disagreements. Teleconference allows for more “brain-
storming” and exploration of knowledge than do re-
corded media, and students appreciate opportunity to
explore different perspectives and a wide range of
opinions as course content.

So, taking these considerations into account, the
implications for practice of teleconferencing are:

Try to maximize student participation;
maximize the opportunity for student involvementin

planning the learning program;
maximize student presentation;
maximize interaction;

focus on learners problems as basis for curriculum;
maximize self and pee~ evaluation;
make the learning expe ience relaxed and enjoyable.

Instructors by teleconference can aim to be less
structured than in distance teaching by print or re-
corded media. They can be less structured than in
conventional lecturebased courses, and beclose to the
open dialogues of the small adult leaming group.

In a typical course it is possible for the instructor to
plan and provide an outline of events and topicsfor the
teleconference “meetings” andto plan in general terms
whatsubject will becovered in each particular segment
of the course,in what way, and by which resources,i.e.
by student groupsor individuals, or visitors. The in-
structor may give an overview of a topic, a history, and
bibliographic references, and shouid then try to be
artistic, and to go with the flow of communicationsthat
are presented, aiming to maximize and influence the
flow of dialogue among students.

The instructor might chose to organize sub-sets of
leamers to work on projects and casestudies. Students
can discuss personal interests with team members,
decide which to focus on as group activity, plan to
divide responsibility for making presentations, and for
rasearchingliterature resources. Team members share
in reviewing set readings and presenting analysis, and
report to the class by bulletin board, or realtime confer-
ence. Besides project teams it should be possible to
adapt other adult teaching techniques, such as panels
and debates.

it helps a great deal if the student groups aren't too
large, and more important that they meet in teleconfer-
ence often enoughfor the instructor to build a sense of
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trust and risk-taking, It is also reasonable to bring in
experts to give the students the satisfaction of hearing
the latest ideas and information from recognized au-
thorities, and instructors also offer their expertise. This
has its content dimensions but is just as often that of
expert conductor of the communication and leaming
process.

What experience has shown is that teleconference
makes distance teaching very exciting.It is possible to
beboth more dialogic and less structured, more explor-
atory and speculative than in print, correspondence or
recorded media. It is possible for students to have
greater autonomy andto share in the responsibilities of
deciding what to leam and to act as significant re-
sources far each others’ learning.

14. Policy.

Federal, state and local polic'es with regard to dis-
tance education have only begun to emerge in the past
decade.Policy research has consisted mainly of stud-
ies and recommendations to planners, aimed at the
development of procedures for coordination and regu-
lation, with consistent concerns being: accreditation
and regulation of credii programsdelivered by distance
education, especially out-of-state delivery; funding of
such delivery; enhancement of resource sharing among,
and cooperation amonginstitutions; reporting and ac-
countability issues; and, in a few cases, faculty devel-
opment. Among specific questions that are engaging
the attention of persons in the policy areas are: the role
of the states and non-governmental agencies and fed-
eral agencies in oversesing the development of dis-
tance education; the responsibility for leadership in
what ought to be large scale, and therefore multi-
institutional, multi-regional, sometimes global program
developmentand delivery ; the analysis offuture direc-
tions for distance education, based on the visions held
by policy makers across government and key distance
education organizations; more specifically, to what
degree to they want distance education to be analter-
nitive to conventional education; to what extent to
incorporate and to what extent to be incorporated into
conventional education?

The main weakness of distanceeducation in U.S.A.is

its fragmented nature, Notonlyare institutions separate
from each other, there is even division within institu-
tions. Most programs are fixed on only one type of
medium.It is important not to be myopic with regard to
the technological wonders of any particular communi-
cations element of distance education. We should look
beyond the question of HOW TO USEparticular com-
munications media, and apply ourselves to questionsof
philosophy, social policy, educational theory, historv,
leaming theory and the support of leamers,instruction,
evaluation and research. These are the givens of the
educational universe. Diverse communication media
come, and some go. They all change. Computer com-
munications shouid play as important a role in distance
education as in otheraspectsof modem life, suchasthe
civil aviation system or the army; however the airlineis
as muchthelow tech and the humaninterfaceas it is the
satellita and thecomputer. Similarly the army. Theseare
total systems; integrated total systems: with technol-

alb

ogy and people; with mission and vision as well as
technique. So is, or ought to be distance education.
Being aimed at meeting the needs and rights of all
sections of our society for high quality education on
equal termsfor all, and being aimed at meeting the
needs and rights of the total population for lifelong
learning without disadvantage caused by age, place of
residence or other barrier, distance education is not
only a total delivery system,it is a movement and a
method thatis far more important than is any particular
technology.
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An Introduction to Computer Conferencing: A Look At
S~ftware Available in The Academic World

by
Alex Cruz

This paperis intended to be an introduction to some
of the concepts of computer conferencing as weil as a
guide to some of the existing coriferencing software
today. Even though the number of commercial users is
increasing, the software described is mainly used in
academic environments.it should provide novice users
with the necessary concepts and leads to visualize the
applications ofcomputer crnferencing intheirfields. An
special emphasis is placed on interactive computer
conferencing.

What is Computer Conferencing?
The concept of computer conferencing is nat new

and lot of definitions have been given.It refers to the
idea of establishing some type of communication with
one or more people through a computer that is
presumably connected toanetwork ofother computers.
The most basic way of computer conferencing can be
two computers connected to eachotherthrough a wire.

Thesophistication ofcomputerconferencing is directly
related to the amountof ‘wire’ used,the friendliness of
thesoftware used, thegeographic location of the parties
involved, the requirements of the information to be
transmitted (simple documents,graphicfiles, etc) and
the nature of the conference:

Types of Computer Conferencing
Computer conferencing can be classified in many

differant way: but mainly twodifferent variables define
the types of computer conferencing best: the size of the
audienceand the amount oftime involved in thequestion-
response interval .

Accordingto thefirst criable, size of the audience,
thereara three different typesofcomputerconferencing:

One-to-one; one person interacts in a direct way
with another.

One-to-many: one person establishes com-
munications with more than one person at a time.

Many-to-many: many peopleare able to interact with
many others.

According the second variable, amount of time.
there are two types of conferencing:
Non-interactive: the period of time betweenthe initial
contact and the response canvary from a few seconds
to many weeks.

Interactive: the conference occurs “live”; participants
are able to communicate to each other directly at a
particular time resulting in no delay between the initial
contact and the response.

Most people involved in the academic and research
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fields have already experimerted with some
combinations of these different types of computer
conferencing: the mostbasic and oldest wayofcomputer
conferencing [s the one-to-one, non -interactive kind:
electronic mail.

Using the concept of electronic mail, mailing lists
were born: the same message body was to be sent to
many people; this refers to the one-to-many, non-
interactive conferencing. Thousands of private and
public mailing listsexisttodayoverhundredsofcomputer
networks; this is not s'irprising since most computer
systems that have eiectronic mail soft ware allow
distribution lists that can have many electronic mail
addresses.

The last type of non-interactive conferencing refers
to the many-to-many concept: any person belonging to
a large groupof users can “post” a message orarticle
and many peoplecan reply to that message, each of the
replies being able tobe read by all the users. Thousands
of electronic bulletin board systemsutilize this idea for
discussions of different topics.

The massive useofinteractivecomputer conferencing
is more recent and its applications are starting to
flourish as the academic community increases its
involvement with suchsystems. One-to-onesoftware is
verycommonandincluded in most multi-useroperating
system packages such as Unix, VMS, CMS, Even one-
to-one interactivecomputerconferencing can bebroken
downin twodifferent types:

Line driven: in line driven environments, one user
sends a single short messagetoanotheruser's address
in the system.

Screen driven: two users establish a communication
session where typically, the screen is divided in two
halves, and each other can “talk” by simply typing the
desired text. The other party receives the text as it is
being typed or after the return key has beendepressed,
depending on the hardware/software being used.

One-to-manyinteractive computer conferencing at-
tracts the idea of ‘public speech’ or ‘lecturing’ in
aacomputer environment. Even though this concept
has yet not been fully explored, it would naturally be
included as part of many-to-manyinteractive because
of software limitations: most many-to-many
conferencing software have or can implement the one-
to-many feature (for example, as a listen-only user).

Perhaps one ofthe mostexcitingtypes of conferencing
nowadays is many-to-many interactive communica-
tions via a computer. Thanks to the already existing
commercial and academic computer networks, many
people have beenintroduced to the concept of across-
the-world interactive communications. Some examples
will be provided later in this paper.
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This type of software allows a user to interact with
manyusersatthesame time anddiscuss different types
of issues and e@ research and academic prob-
lems and solutions . Due to thecultural and geograrhi-
cal diversity of the users of some of these systems,
many different types of useful feedback is provided
when asked for.

How is computer conferencing used st the univer-
sity level today?

Non-interactivecomputerconferencing hasbeen used
extensively at just about every college and university.
Most higher educationinstitutions havea connectionto
BITNET and/or the Internet. The main applications of
these connections are electronic mail, file transferring
and remote login. Both BITNET andIntemet connected
computers have bulletin board style software available:
BITNET list servers and USENET newsgroups are the
main ones; USENET is indeed a network ofits own that
sits on top of many other Internet based networks.

Academically, teachers are using electronic mail and
mailing lists to get in touch with their students on class
matters and university administrators to provide faculty
and students with information related to university life
and courses.Intelligent ‘fuzzy’ electronic mailers [IRCC
APRIL90] combined with other conferencing services
such as interest groups lists or newsgroups help both
‘sachers and students get answers and suggestions to
their subjects of research as well as find answers to
questions that have already been asked. Today,it is
commonfor a well ‘networked’ researcher to search for
the answer to a problem first by asking others in a
specific topic discussion group and then apply the
results to the problem if a feasible answer is found,
These and otherapplications reveal an extensive use of
non-interactive Computer conferencing in academics.

On theother hand,interactivecomputerconferencing
is starting to become more and more popular at the
university level: BITNET users are able to contact any
user in the BITNET network byusinga simple command
to issue line messages. The power of Unix softwere/
hardware along with the already existing Internet ba.sed
networks allow academic users to establish one-to-une
screen based communication sessions by also issuing
a simple command. At the moment,limited academic
research is being conducted on the applications of
interactive Computer conferencing to teaching and re-
searching, thoughit is being widely used for electronic
meetings among researchers to discuss aspects of the
research as well as to collaborate in projects remotely.

Software Examples For Each Category

(The following is a small guide providing some ex-
amples of softwareand hardwarethat isable to execute
the different types of computer conferenci:.g as previ-
ously described.)

Non-interactive computer conferencing is already
widely in use but the outreach of a single computer
connection (BITNETor Intemet based) is not well known
yet:

One-to-one: electronic mail. The number of compa-
nies, institutions and forsign countries that now are
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reachable through already existing Computer networks
has increased enormously in the last few years. Compa-
nies and computer services such as Compuserve, MC]
(MCIMail), AT&T (AT&T Mail, GEnie, the National Public
Telecomputing Network, Appielink, Byte Information
Exchange, Connect Professional Information Network,
Fidonet, GeoNet Mailbox Systems, NASAMail,
PeaceNet, the Space Physics Analysis Network,
Telenet’s commercial electronic mail service and many
regional networks are al) already connecter’ ic the
Intemet or other networks reachable from the inten‘et
and therefore van reached by BITNET [INMGE0)}. For a
guide ~~hov > reach each network from your system,
get tne Imer-Network Mail Guide by John Chew, by
anonymously FTPing into ra.msstate.edu (see Appen-
dix A) and obtaining the file: /pub/docs/intemetwork.

For a more complete description of all the possible
networks that can be reach,refer to“! % @:: A Directory
of Electronic Mail Addressing and Networks” by

Donny Frey and Rick Adams,O'Reilly & Associates,nc.

One-to-many, this type of computer conferencing
normally comes as mailing lists or moderated
Newsgroups. If you wish to get introduced to the
concepts oflist servers, send a one line message to
LISTSERV@BITNIC.BITNET with the content: “HELP”.
Only an e-mail connection is needed to subscribe to
most discussion lists.

Many-to-many. USENET moderated and un-
moderated newsgroups are more common on Unix and
Internet connected machines. Subjects of the
newsgroups rangein bothintellectual as well as recre-
ational value. There is a very strong molecular biology
community that uses the USENET software and net-
work to exchange ideas and discuss research. Just
about any type of computer software and hardware has
its own Newsgroup as weil as some other science
topics. On the recreational side, sport event schedules
from soccer to biking are regularly posted; also TV,
music, humor, religion and foreign cultures have their
newsgroups. If you do not have access to a USENET
news feed, please contact your system administrator.

Interactive conferencing is easily reachable at the
 one-to one level because the simplicity of the software

isnot comparabletothat of many-to-manyconferencing
software. Also, it must be noticed that the type of
software described here can only be found in large
multi-user systems: local areanetworked personal com-
puters normally already have software that enables
some computer conferencing.
One-to-one:

* Unix (Hewlett Packard, MIPS, DEC, AT&T, Suri, Next
manufacture hardware for the Unix Operating System):
Most versionsofthe Unix operating system support the
“talk” command which enables the userto establish an
initial user to user session where everything that one
usof types appears in the screen of the other user and
vice-versa until an escape key Sequence is pressed. A
typical commandline could look like:

talk amiller

to talk to user amiller in the presently used system,
ortalk amiller @ magnus .acs .ohio-state.edu
if the Unix system being used is other than
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magnus.acs.etc. Adding other users to the initial one-
to-one conversation is not possible.

In addition to the “talk” command, most Unix sys-
tems also support the “finger” command which allows
a user to getalist of users at a remote machine:

finger @mercwio.dm.uninm.it
will return a list of current users in a Sun workstation

used in the department of Mathematics at the University
of Rome,Italy. these two commands compliment each
other when 4 useris trving to find a particular remote
user and talk to him/ he

e VMS (Digital Equipment Corporation Vax ma-
chines...):

The PHONE command behaves in a very similar way
to the ‘talk’ command in UNIX. The PHONE command
does allow for more than one user at a time.

* CMS (BITNET based machines, IBM main frames..):
The TELL command in this operating system allows

lows the user to send a single short message toanother
user currently logged on to any BITNET computer:

tell CRUZ at OHSTVMBHello, Alex how are you?
tell CRUZ at OHSTVMBHello, Alex how are you?
would sendashort message to user CRUZ in SITNET

node OHSTMVB.
All three commandsin all three operating systems are

standard, Contact yourlocal system administratorif not
present in your machine.

Many-to-many: (Dus to the diversity of interactive
computer conferencing, only threes systems will be
touched and given sources to)

 Bitnet Relay Chat: this software is available mainly
for BITNET based machines.It provides the user with &
friendly interface to communicate with other BITNET
users. Some of the features of this software include:
switching between users/screens via PF-keys, disk
message logging, disconnected answering machine
services;it is suitable for any type of terminal from 1200
Baud PC to local 3270 terminals.It is maintained by Eric
Thomas (ERIC @ FRECP!1 .BITNET) [CHATS90]

® Intemet Relay Chat: It is mainly a Unix based
program that enables machines from all over the world
connected to both Internet and BITNET based comput-
ersto establisha “chat” connection andsetone-to-one,
one-to-many and many-to-many sessions.It provides
many diffesnt features such as private, moderated,
invite-only, secret channels, group and private mes-
saging, multiple nicknames,notification of user pres-
ence, user list by server, channel and other properties,
etc. To access IRC on = trial basis from an internet
connected computer, type “telnet bradenville . andrew
.cmu.edu” and provide the necessary nick- name and
screen emulation information, Issue the command “/
HELP"toget started, “WHO "” to see the current users
(as an average 200+ from over 18 countries around the
word) or ‘/LIST' to see a list of current users.

The softwareto run IRC is free of chargebut copyright
guidelines are to be met. This is where it can obtained:

Os Site Directory/File
Unix freebie.engin.umich.edu pub/
irc/clients/UNIX

VMS freetie.engin.umich.edu pub/
irc/clients/VMS
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freebie.engin.umich.edu pub/VM
irc/clients/VM

OS = Operating System; Site = Site to FTP to (see
appendix A);

Directory/File = Filename and directory
International Citizen's Band:this is a similar program

to IRC. It contains most of the same features butits
architecture and logic for server-client connections
differs from that of IRC's. The softwarecan be obtained
through anonymous FTP at “athos.rutgers.edu, file/
pub/icb-client.tar.z”. This software will only execute in
Unix based machines.

Conclusion

Computer Cenferencing is another necessary too!
for today's computer aided research and instruction.It
has all the embedded advantages that other already
used electronic media enjoy: easiness of processing,
easy data storage, quick detailed responses, easier to
find the desired recipient, speed and reliability of
document/messagetransmission, document safety and
security, etc. [CRUZ9O].

There are also other advantages that are due to the
character of this type of communications: the store-
and-forward nature of computer conferencing gives
the participants a response time period that is not
possible in more traditional ways of face-to-face or
telephone communications [STEVENS86) .

Flexibility so that any researchor with a workstation
and a network connection is abie to join a discussion
session; facility to search the network for existing
conferences; multiple communication channels; these
and other features are needed for collaboration during
the process of refining a theory or analysis of
experimental data [SMARR90]. Interactive computer
conferencing al: eady offers these features.

Computer conferencing is a growing field and many
applications are alreadysurfacin; in the areasofproject
coordination, sales management, customer service,
online market places,interactive journalism, distributed
education and organization & Community Building.

The academic world is just a step away from fully
taking advantage of all tte capabilities of computer
conferencing.

Appendix A
The TCP/IP file transfer protocol is called File

Transfer Protocol (FTP). FTP enables a user of a given
network to remote access and then locally transfer files
existing in another computer hostof that same network.
Many computer hosts allow for anonymous FTP,
wh @ user can obtain files from a remote host
[QUARTERMANS8].

The FTP software is available in most Unix and
VMS based systems. Some IBM mainframes support
FTP file transferring but with a lot of limitations. In
order to access the software,just type “ftp host.name”
where host nameisthe archive you want to access: “ftp
ra.msstate. edu” ‘will access the machine “ra” at the
Mississippi State University archives. When prompted
for a USERNAME: respond with the word “anony-
mous” and when prompted for a password respond
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with yourelectronic mail address. Once theconnection
is successfully established, the user may retrieve anyof
the files available in the authorized directories. To
retriave the InterNetwork Mail Guide, the user would
type:

cd pub (to changeto “public” directory)

cd docs (to change to “documents” directory)
get intemetwork

(to get file transmitted from the remote computer to
the current directory of the user that is doing the FTP
connection)

Exiting the program can be resolved by typing “exit”
or “quit” at the FTP prompt.
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Delivering Credit Courses by Computer
And Other Observations

by
Donald R. McNeil

Three or four years ago | stepped into a taxicab here
at the Columbus, Ohio airport and was amused to see
a whole panoply of technological devices mounted
under the dashboard. There was the usual radio voice
squawking out orders to drivers around thecity, and a
radar detector for protective purposes. There was a
cellular phone and along side it a television screen
connected to a small computer. The driver could punch
in questions to find out the fastest and easiest route
from one place toanother, what thecostswould be, and
how much gas would be used to reach the destination.
If bored, he could switch it to television.

{ marveled at this magnificent array of gadgetry and
for several months afterward told the story asif this,
plus my experiences, heralded a new age of technology,
as if this symbolized the all pervasive penetration of
technology everywhere in our society.

J should have known better. | had spent six years as
head of University of Wisconsin Extension, withits radio
and television divisions, its Articulated Instructional
Media (AIM) Program and a Kenya radio-study Project.
| had spent four years managinga consortium called the
University of Mid-America (UMA) which was designed
to take video courses to colleges and universities
throughout the country. Out of that UMA experience
had grown the idea of an American Open University with
computer conferencing as the centerpiece for enabling
studentsat adistance to obtainabaccalaureate degree.
Weinitiated the program at New York Institute of
Technology.

More recently, with financing from the Fundfor the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education, we have
been conducting an experiment at Montgomery
Community College in Rockville, Maryland in which we
arecomparing academic outcomes,levelsofsatisfaction
and cost effectiveness of using computer conferencing
and E-Mail asa meansoftotally replacingtheclassroom
and as a supplement for video courses offered by the
College.

In short, fc. the last 25 years or so | have been
involved in the APPLICATION of technologies in
educational settings, and whatever lessons| thought |
could draw from those experiences and that cab ride in
Columbus, I was fartoo impulsive about my conclusions.
Or maybe it was naivete, The world was not moving as
fast toward the proper application of technologiesas !
once thought.

| pause here to offer a few general comments about
what | feel is the present state of technology. The
computer is rapidly being wedded to voice and video.
The videodisc, the compact disc, graphics, sasier-to-
use software all will help create a learning environment
in the future that will be vastly different than what we
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know. And computer conferencing should be looked at
in light of that whole new and rapidly changing
technological environment.

In a sense technology IS almost everywhere. But
widespread utilization is not. Nor do we know very
much about theoutcomes of these prodigious efforts to
introduce technologies into every phase of ourlives.

This is particularly true of education whether it be at
theelementary and secondaryor college and university
levels, or whether it be training programsfor industry,
labor or government.

It is true that more and more people are becoming
involved with the computer as a tool in the leaming
process, but the computer's penetration of the work
force and the schools a 1d colleges is still very shallow.
A number of notable experiments are under way and
they are to be lauded. And while we have a long way to
go to gain universal acceptance and usage we are
definitely moving ahead,

However, it still seems to be a provider-oriented
market, that .he “magic answer” mentality of hardware
and softwarevendorsis matched only by the “gee whiz”
attitude of some administrators, purchasing agents,
computer center personnel, legislators, faculty and
students. ;

More attention to assessment of the consumers’
needs — both faculty members and students — is in
order.Is this the right method forthis course? Whichof
the several technologies will work best. Do we need in
every case such sophisticated software? What are the
rewards for faculty members who participate? Will
there be resources sufficient to make it a quality course?

No doubt, people everywhere are beginning to have
enormous expectations of technology. They believe
that information and technology linkages will bring
them into the mainstream (a place where few people
feel they are), that they will receive great economic
detail. Three years ago the Academy for Educational
Development, a not for-profit consulting and manage-
ment organization, received a grant from the Fundfor
Imp ~.~..1ent of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) to
explorethe possibilities of using computerconferencing
as a means ofinstruction. The idea was to compare
computer conferencing instruction with traditional in-
struction by using the same instructors teaching th.-
same courses by two different methods. The students
would come to the campus only for examinations. The
study was later modified to include comparison of
traditional courses with video-based courses,too.

Ourthree-year study demonstrated twothings:First
it exposed someof the basic problemsof introducing
and maintaining the computeras an interactive instruc-
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tional tool; and second, it confirmed the long-range
potentialities of inter-active computer instruction.

While these two general conclusions might sound a
bit . the fact remains that we are far from
convincing the masses of faculty and students of the
effectiveness of inter active computer communica-
tions, even as our vision of the immense possibilities of
the method is re-enforced by studies such as this one.

The original design of our FIPSE grant called for a
semester of planning and training, four semesters of
teaching, and asemester for evaluation and completion
of the report. Originally, we were to teach two courses
per semester. When we modified the system by inctud-
ing support for TV-based courses, we taught as many
as 10 courses per semester. The two instructors who
taught the first semester repe-'ed their courses the
second semester. in the last two semesters, when TV
courses were supplemented by E-Mail, sight more
faculty members participated.

About 100 students participated in the E-Mail sec-
tions fren thetime the courses were first offered through
this past Spring semester. Fifty-seven percent were
female and 43% male. Seventy-eight percent were
white, 10% were black, and 12% were “other” (meaning
Asian, Hispanic, etc.) Ages ranged from 19 to 84. The
median age was 30, the mean, 32 , with a surprising
number of persons in their 60's and 70's participating.
That raised the question among us senior citizens as to
the validity of the old maxim, “You can't teach an old
dog newtricks.”

it is important to note here that even after the grant
money was no longeravailable for instruction — when
we were in the evaluation stage of the grant — the
system continued as a regular part of the Montgomery
College course offerings during the Spring semester. In
fact, about 20 students have signed up for the E-Mail
version for a basic programming computer course this
summer. Moreover, five courses offered totally by E-
Mail are scheduled for this fall. Time and experience
may be the crucial factors in success.

The experience of using E-Mail as a supplement to
the TV courses which were normally offered, brought
forth some complaints. Learning and using E-Mail was
extra work forfaculty without extra pay or time off. In the
main, however, faculty members who used it exten-
Sively found it helpful.

Our evaluations took several forms. We used ques-
tionnaires for both comparison groups at the beginning
of each semester, and then different questionnaires for
faculty and for students at the end of the course.
Besides periodic planning and evaluation sessions,
each of us — the campus coordinator, the technical
support person, and the project director — wrote a
summary evaluation at the end of each of the first two
years of the project. Our final report is now in the
process of being written.

In addition, we had an outside independent evaluator
beginning the second semester and now havea differ-
ent outside evaluator looking at the total project.
So here are some of the preliminary findings with
personal comments of mineas tothe implications of the
findings and somesuggestions for others who might be
entertaining the thoughtofutilizing this exciting means
of instruction.

First the good news:

Studenis using interactive electronic communica-
tions did as well as those students who took tha same
course in the traditional lecture method.In somecases,
E-Mail students did better but that may have been
because of the nature of the students who used E-Mail

who were generally highly motivated by the opportunity
to overcome time and place handicaps.

Second, E-Mail instruction met the academic objec-
tives of the courses.In fact a sizable numberoffaculty
said they felt that the objectives had been more than
met.

One really interesting side-light to this conclusion,
was the statement of one professor w= had taught the
course entirely by E-Mail and traditionally. Shesaid that
while her traditional students absorbed more informa-

tion from the course, the E-Mail students thought more
critically about the subject matter. This might call for
further study.

Some faculty members noted that their own writing
skills as well as that of the students improved,that they
wrote more precisely than before. One professor noted
that it was not the computer that was the variable in
writing ability, it was the practice that came from the
very nature of teaching with E-Mail.

Third, student satisfaction with E-Mail was high. They
liked the quick feedback, the opportunity to “talk” with
their fellow students; indeed, they actually helped each
other. A majority said they spent ;more time on the E-
Mail course than they did in regular courses. They also
cited committed faculty, good technical support (after
an initial period of chaos and disgust), and the asyn-
chronous nature of E-Mail which let them work on the

course at their convenience. They liked the reduced
travel time and costs and not having the hassle and
costs of parking.

They also mentioned the support of the college ad-
ministration which joaned them modemsand especially
the marvelous support of the technical backup (again,
after aperiod when the support system was in disarray).

Another interesting side light: Faculty members felt
they spent more time than on a traditional course the
FIRST time they taught the course, using E-Mail, but
less the secondtimearound. 1,18 poses the hypothesis
that as they become more at ease with the computer,
they may even be able to teach more students which
makes the operation more cost effective from the
institution’s stand point.

The downside findings and conclusions are good
wamings for others contemplating the use of instruc-
tional E-Mail. The responses varied a great deal and
seldom, with one exception, were they unanimous.

That unanimous opinion was on the subject of lack of
technical support and the mid-semester breakdown of
the software system during the first year of teaching.It
almost became a disaster. We had to change from a
computer conferencing to an E Mail system in mid-
semester. The old systern was unpredictable. The ex-
perts could not answer technical questions. Some
students began getting technical phobia. The break-
downalsocalled for ustotallor the new E-Mail package
to our needs,install the software and teach faculty and
students how to use the new system. But while we lost
afew students, many ofthem remained andfinished the
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courses. We also hired our own support person atthat
point.

Success will depend to a great extent on the rois of
the college’s computer center and its backup capabili-
ties, how it supports faculty and students, how weilit
knowsthesystem, and how patient it is with people who
are just leaming how to operate a computerfor the first
time. When we found such a person to act solely as our
technical backup person, the system began to run
smoothly with few compiaints from faculty or students.

Some students and faculty missed the face-to-face
relationship. Both faculty andstudents felt there should
be a longertraining period. Faculty members felt they
needed training in how to teach with this media, to be
exposed to teaching strategies that would work.

As for cost effectiveness,it was difficult to get reliable
information. We do know thatstart up costs are heavy,
but costs per student per course are alleviated the
longer the system is in operation. For example, the
College bought and loaned 25 modemsfor students
and faculty and six computers for faculty members. The
College will be using them over and over with new
faculty teaching by E-Mail and students who taketheir
courses.

We have some anecdotal information about costs:
the young man who worked nights clerking at a hote!
who could not have taken thecourse without E-Mail,the
woman who was pregnant and could not always get to
campus at the prescribed time for classes, the remarks
of several who mentioned thereliefof not having to drive
20 or 30 miles to class.

in asense,this becomes “cost avoidance,” a slightly
more complicated result than plain “cost effective-
ness,”

Offsetting this “cost effectiveness” is the argument
that in order to train people forthe “information society”
we must encourage computerliteracy and effective-
ness as part of the mission of higher education. The
cash outlays may be high at the beginning, but just as
it has in the administrative areas, the computer (com-
bined vith video in some cases) will be an important
factor in the instructional process in the future.

Moreover, in the long run, widespread use will bring
toinstitutionsa different form of cost avoidance, namely,
the costs of new buildings — even new campuses.
Provided of course that the program becomes large
enough. But for the long haul, technology can be
cheaper than real estate and buildings.

Out of these facts and opinions, then, | come to
several overall conclusions and recommendations.| am
convinced that E Mail or computer conferencing is a
valid and important means of conducting distance
learning programs.It has immense possibilities, espe-
cially as we avoid or resolve some of the problems
which we,as early birds in the game,suffered through.

There are five major concems which any potential
user ought to concentrate on.

First, the planning process. We did not take enough
time to plan the details of the operation. This included
such things as the role of the computer center, the
adequacyof the software, the need for modems and
hardware, how to recruit faculty and students, what
time and support the faculty members needed prior to
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teaching viathis method, which constituencies were we
after, which courses should be taught? Eventually, we
solv~d all these problems but toc often it was midst a
crisis.

Second, training. We did not spend enough time
training ourfaculty and students. With neophytes to the
computer world especially, one needs to conduct a
training session, fet the people go away and practice
and then comebackfor further training. And then repeat
the process as often as needed.

Incidentally, one of the wrong assumptions we are
likely to make is that only those with a great deal of
Computer experiance will take these courses. While
80% of one class said they had used a computer
previously, only 17% said they had taken a course in
computer science. And only 10% had ever used a
modem before.

Third, marketing. We learned after thefirst semester
that marketing an innovative product like E-Mail had to
mean more than putting a notice in the Campus news-
paper and the class schedule. We began to target
audiences — computer clubs, single parent groups,
physically disabled organizations, local weekly news-
paper readers, employees of corporations. We had
thought that Montgomery County with a high per capita
income, a number of hi tech companies, and headquar-
ters for several national organizations would be ready
for credit courses conducted by computer.

We were caught between those who had, and knew
about, computers but did no‘ nesd thecourseswe were
offering because they were highly educated, and those
who needed our courses and did not have access or
knowledge of computers. (We offered access to com-
puters at the college but that meant the students had to
come to campus which the program was designed to
avoid.)

Fourth, finance. Fortunately the campus had money
to invest in lap tops for the faculty (on a loan basis) and
modems for both faculty and students. But up front
costs are reasonably heavy andthatfact should be built
into the planning process.

Fifth, leadership. This not only means strong admin-
istrative backing from the top administration.It means
recruiting prestigious faculty which will put a psycho-
logical stampof approval on the innovation.It means a
particular kind of leadership from the computer people
who provide the backup. They have to be patient and
able to explain complex ideas simply.

So where does that leave us. It leaves me with the
feeling that despite the problems we had and despite
the limited number of both students and faculty we
attracted to the program,thatultimately more and more
educators andtrainers will adapt this method of instruc-
tion and training for their benefit.

Togoback to what I said earlier. It isnot acontradiction
to say that we experienced a number of problems but
still came out withthe feeling that computerconferencing
in some form is part of our educational future.
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The Fully Electronic University
or

Mind Expansion Without Drugs

by
Edward B. Yarrish

(This paper has been adapted from a verbal presenta-
tion that included slides andaudience involvementthat
cannotbeduplicatedin a written form.Participants from
the Conference will recognize that changes had to be
made for e clifferent medium in the same way that
education will change with the new medium of com-
puter conferencing.)

How My Mind Was Expanded

Computer conferencing technology affects our sense
of thespace/time continuum.

| never really understood the idea of space/time as a
continuum until | did some mental exercises created by
Jean Houston and distributed on an audio tape titled,
‘Mind Expansion Without Drugs’, | borrowed that title
for my presentation because it was a description of
what| and others had experienced in our use of com-
puter conferencing systems.

The Jean Houston exercise asks, after you have
relaxed and cleared your mind, to visualize a different
image for a series of increments of time. It uses both
very small and very large units of time. For example, see
if you can create an imagein your mind for —

— aminute

—asecond

— a tenth of a second

— one hundredth of a second
— a thousandth of a second
— amillionth of a second

Nowlet's go the other direction. What is your image
‘or—

— aday
— a week
—amonth

— a year
— 10 years
— 100 years
— 1000 years
— 10,000 years

Well, when | did that, the images | saw in my mind's
eye were
small for small time units, like the distance a second
hand moves for a second, andlarge for large units of
time,like a view of the earth from out in space for 10,000

| feared that small units of time were small spaces
andlarge units of time were large spaces, There was a
continuum that joined time and space.
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Of course, we use the concept of this continuum all
the time.

For example, when someone asks howfaris it from
Allentown PA to Columbus OH, | might answer, ‘Oh,
about 9 hours driving time.’

The question was in terms of distance. How far? A
spatial measure. The answer was given in units of time
— 9 hours.

| might have answered, 'Two hours flying time.’ The
technology of my choosing affects my sense of space
time.

The world is a lot smaller because of the airplane.
Well, computer conferencing has similarly adjusted

my understanding of time and space. Communicating
with a friend in Japan is the same experience as com-
municating with a friend in New York. | don't feel the
distance.

Computer conferencing has made my world smaller
and more intimate.

Can We Open Our Minds to New Opportunities and
Challenges?

A friend recently sent me a card with a note that said,
‘minds, like parachutes, must be open to work’.

Well, | am here to provide the hotair to fill your
parachute.

In fact, | want to start way upin the cloudsof blue sky
ideas and slowly descendto earth. You'll need your
parachute opentotravel slowly and gently downward to
more grounded concepts.

We'll start with the dreams,the jeap of faith out the
plane door andfinally get to the farmers planting seeds
of innovation in the fresh soil of opportunity.

Dreams soundalittle crazy when you describe them
to others, because only you see them so clearly. But,
dreams and dreamers are necessary. If you don't be-
lieve me, ask the folks in the sleep deprivation labs
about how necessary dreamsare to our health.

But dreamscan seem crazy toothers who don't share
your vision. The last time | was here at OSU was on
Columbusday to help get the Global Dialogue Associa-
tion started for North America, The GDAis still more
dream than reality. Like Columbus’ dream of sailing
west to go east. Now that was a crazy idea.

Could you imagine yourself living in 1491 when Co-
lumbus started to promotehis idea? Everyone knew the
world wasflat. Your grandfather knew it, and told you
mother, and your mother told you. It was the ‘truth’.
Everyone knew it.

You might imagine that Columbus didn't have an
easy time getting supporters, but he certainly made
history.
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Now today, five hundred years later in 1991, here
comes some dreamer talking about a ‘fully electronic
university’ and he wants you to climb through the
locking glass of the computer screen and sail on his
computer cotferencing spaceship into ewelectronic
universes. Sure! Right!

You know that universities are builcings and cam-
pusesand classrooms. They havealways beenthat way
and they always will be. Right?

Well, | don’t claim to be a new Columbus,but | do
want to share some of my personal exploration in
electronic space, and | want to tell you about someof
what| learned on those journeys.

What Does a “Fully Electronic University” Mean?

Let's take the words one by one —
FULLY — Where the university is inside the com-

puter.
Smaller, less visible, less physical than today's uni-

versity— raore mental.
Like Alice going “Thvough the Looking Glass", we

leap throughthe computer screen into a magical world
completely of human creation.

Into a world as small as a subatomic particle and as
limitless as the universe.

ELECTRONIC — not bricks and mortar.
Electronic space where we can create new models of

our world and play ‘whatif’ with them to explore
possible future times.

Where we can create new leaming tools and new
learnings.

Where notonly the results are captured,but the step-
by-step process of how wegot there, so we can leam
more about the dynamics of processes and move
beyond the flat, and static, two dimensional fimits of
paper thinking.

Where time is recorded and we can replay past
events.

A UNIVERSITY — a community for leaming, not
limited by space, not limited by place.

A FULLY ELECTRONIC UNIVERSITY —Aplace to
instantly publish and share knowledge.

An electronic, global distribution system for carefully
crafted instructional modules and fcrinstant insights of
wonder.

We Need New Mental Images of a University
Dare we expand our mindsto take the image of the

university from the neatly trimmed, ivy covered halls,
the pristing, ivory tower to the whole planet with ail its
problems and chaos?

Can wedoitwithout drugs to easy the pain? The pain
of letting go of the familiar so we are free to moveinto
the unknown.

Can we stand the freedom of having our choices
expanded, ourvalues challenged, or will the distur-
bance of new thoughts,new ideas only create disturbed
minds that know no peace orresolution?

Will the disturbance be that ofthe grain of sand inthe
oyster that produces the pearl of wisdom?Or, the blow
that shatters the mind that has such calcified rigidity
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that it allows no uncertainty? Perhaps, as in most
changes,it will be a combination plus many unantici-
pated results.

All that is perhaps a warning — the type of changes
we are talking about are dramatic and possibly disrup-
tive. H the level of discontent indicated in the popular
media is accurate, education is poised for changes as
dramatic and disruptive as those that have impacted
Eastem Europe. And, computer comerencing technol-
ogy is ready to provide new option and opportunities.

Computer Conferencing a First Step
Computer conferencing,as it exists today,is the first

step toward ihefully electronic university. To become a
beneficial developmentfor our planet it requires —

1. Leadership,
2. Creativity, and
3. Concem for, and about, people.

By being at aconferencelikethis one, you are already
demonstrating your willingness to show leadership.
You also will lear about the creativity that has been
made a part of computer conferencing over the last 15
years. All of us by working together can demonstrate
that this new madium can improve the human condi-
tion. We are moving into new,pristine, electronic Space.
Hopefully, we can bring the best of our human expe: i-
enceinto this new universe andleave che worst behind.

What Is Computer Conferencing?

Computer conferencing is different from electronic
mail and bulletin boards.It includes elementsofeach of
these, but also much more. Current software has three
major elements —

— messaging
— meetings
— management

Messagingis similar to electronic mail in thatit is a
private con,munication, usuallylimited to a sender and
receiver. Mestings are group interactions that can be
similar to classrooms, seminars or hallway Conversa-
tions,

Managementis what tums conferencing into an orga-
nized and intentional educational process.

Conferencingispart of alarger spectrum of computer
mediated communications processes. The following
chart was developed by Christine Bullen from MIT and
Bob Johansen from the Institute for the Future. The
technologies that represent the 4 quadrants of thechart
will eventually blend to help create thefully electronic
university,

Thig chart shows the ‘space/time continuum’ of com-
puter mediated communications. Our focus, computer
conferencing, assumes that the people can leam to-
gether even if they are doing it at different times and
different places (DT/DP).

Related technologies are available for the three other
variations of time and place.
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sameTime(sn|biterentime.7
ST/SP DT/SP

(Face to face (Specifically equipped
instruction) room or place)

 
ST/OP DT/DP

(Audio or {on-line “chat”)
video conferencing)

A New Vocabulary Needs To Be Crested
Wehave had to create some special names to de-

scribe the mental effects of computer conferencing on
our sense of time.

Susanna Opper, who wasthefirst president of Elec-
tronic Networking Association, coined the term,‘rolling
present’, to describe what happens when you get an
inbox of messages waiting for you.

You experiencea series of conversations ondifferant
topics where others you are, communicating with may
have made their comments over a span of days or
weeks, For you it is the pissent as it rolls up your
monitor. All the energy, passion, laughter is real for you
right then. You respond accordingly with messages of
enthusiasm, anger or humor.

You are emotionally engrossed in what to the others
has already passed downthe stream of time.

Computer conferencing has expanded my mind by
introducing other new vocabulary to me.

When a new medium of communication is created,
new roles forthe people who work in that medium are
defined. For example, when motion pictures came into
being new roles like producer, director, key grip and
beat boy entered cus vocabulary.

Computer conferencng has given us roleslikesysop,
porter, moderator and netweaver.

A sysopis usually someone who runs the computer
system anc is :ore technically oriented.

A porter moves information and messages among
different syatems and usually combines good technical
skills with a sense of whatwill interest people and is
therefore worth the effort to port.

A moderator creates discussions and is responsible
for keeping them of value to the participants. This
person needs goodgroup process skills and an interest
in ideas and people,

A netweaver is somewhatlike a producer for the
movies. He weaves all the elements and people to-
gether that are needed to make a successful systum. A
combination of organizational skill and creativity is a
key requirementfor this role.

In 1985 |decided | was goingto be a netweaver. After
years of training to learn this new andstill little known
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craft, | put that title on my business card for the first time
in 1990.

The Electronic NetworkingAssociation, which | helped
to found in 1985 and for which | currently serve as
treasurer, has an electronic newsletter called the
Netweaver. In fact there is even a book published in
1984 titled, “The Netweaver's Sourcebook”, that cap-
tures a sense of the diverse skills and knowledge that
this new role requires.

Now you can tell yourfriends that you went to Colum-
bus, Ohio and met a netweaver. And,they probably will
ask whatis a fisherman doing that far away from the
ocean.| would just love to hear the explanation you give
ther <smile>.

[Writer's Note: The <smile> above Is a common way
to illustrate the body languagethatis missing in orline
communications. | do it so naturally afteryears of online
conversations that it even slips into other written forms
of communications. Like this one <grin>.]

Expanding My Mind As An Instructor

In addition to myrole as anetweaver, | have also had
the role of moderator/instructor online. To play that role
| hadtofirst be willing to become a studentof this new
medium and open my mind to new processes and
challenges.

The computer conferencing software | work with is
called PARTICIPATE.This name was chosentoindicate
a major requirement of this new medium — you need
learners to participate, passive attendance isn't enough.

In fact, users of this medium have created the term
‘lurker’ for those who read but don't contribute to an
onlin discussion, This term creates a certain social

pressure to contribute.
| have cometo recognize that we have been trained

socially to do just the opposite most of the tims, The
overwhelming majority of us are expected to be a
passive audience,justlistening and watching. Whether
in front of the television, the stage or the podium, our
rols is to be passive. Very few of us get the opportunity
to express our thoughts and feelings in front of groups.

To reenforce this system, a higher social vaiue is
given to being the speaker than to being in the auci-
ence,In computer conferencing a high valueis given to
the person who can get others to speak and participate.
This meansthat the instructor/moderator's “question to
statement ratio" must be much higher thanin a tradi-
tional classroom.

[Writer's Note: Another one of those online habits is
addingemphasis byusing symbolslike the *aroundwords
orphrases.]

Thetitles moderator and participant are much more
appropriate in this medium than instructor and student.
Using these titles is a good wayto help peopleadjust to
the differing behaviors and expectations of working
online.

Online communication is very much a conversation
even thoughit appears on a screen as text. People will
often reply, “I heard you say”, not “I read what you
wrote”. But, this is a conversation without the usual
visual observations of the person and the information
we get from those observations.
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Theabsenceof the visual clues is one of this medium's
great opportunities.

| have found it has been an opportunity to get to know
pecple in ways that | would not have in face-to-face
interactions.

A key example of this is working online with people
who have some physical handicap.

in aface-tc-face encounter, the person with a handi-
cap always has that difference impact the interaction.
Online the handicap is not apparent. He, or she, neither

getskereaiy nor avoidance based solely on a physi-cal lL

The interaction can go past the shell because the
shell doesn't exist online.

This same benefit can help me as an instructor
overcome my preconceived ideas about peopie based
on age, skin color, body shape and modeofdress. | can
interact with them based on their energy and ideas and
not be limited by my prejudices.

Let me give you a brief summary of several other
adjustments | have had to make.

—Text items online need tobe brief, notlongspeeches
orarticies. Books orphotocopiesare still better for long
items than computer screens.

— | had to plan parallel activities and discussions
because the pacing online is slower than a Classroom.
The medium makes héving parallel streamsofactivities
very easy, but thatis very different from the sequential
thinking needed for class after class, week after week.

—The names given to theelectronic spaces set aside
for those activities and discussions need to be chosen
carefully because they give ciues about expected be-
haviors, An area titled ‘coffee break’ is going to signal
different behaviors from one named ‘lecture hall’.

— The socialization processes that take place in the
halls and cafeterias of a physical university have to be
allowed and encouraged in the electronic university.

Some of these can take place online, others canstill
be done best face-to-face. I'll let you have the fun of
figuring out which ones are which <smile>.

Economics Considerations Will Assist Us

Economicswill be one of the forces that help support
the move toward thefully electronic university. Here are
economic reasonfor society to support this movement,

1. Computers, and electronics in general, ara one of
the few areas of the world economythat continue
to provide significant productivity gains. Each year
the power, speed and capacity of computers in-
creases as the price remains the same or de-
creases. Contrast this with the cost of higher
education that continues to increase each year
with little change in the product.

Increased investment in computer capabilities for
knowledge workers holds a productivity improvement
promise that is similar to what the investment in ma-
chinery has meant to manufacturing. Whereas know!-
edgeworkers used to seean investment of about $1500
per worker for desk, chair, filing cabinet, phone, etc.,
manufacturing had an investment level in the range of
$30,000 per worker.
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Today, | would estimate that progressive organiza-
tions are investing more like $5000 to $10,000 per
knowledge worker.

Computer mediated leaming can tap the promise of
these trends to bring productivity gains to educationat
exactly the time that education is being challenged by
society to make significant improvements.

2. The electronic university can be more costeffec-
tive than the bricks and mortar ono.

Accessing theelectronic classroom viamodem means
that it can be used 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365
days a year. Setting up a new electronic classroom can
be done in a few minutes with software commands.It
can even be done by the faculty member who directly
creates his or her preferred design. Contrast that with
constructing a new physical classroom.

{also would argue that much of thewestem world has
too many buildings already. Most of our cities show a
serious lack of maintenance.Indicating to methat,asa
society, we have more buildings than we can manage
properly, yet we have people who are homeless.

Most knowledge workers use two physical spaces
today. One to live in and one to work in. When one is
filed the other tends to be empty. If by using more
electronic space knowledge workers could use only 1
and 1/2 physical spaces, we could reduce the number
of buildings we have to maintain andalso free up space
for those who don't have any,like the homeless.

A few years ago | decided to practice what | am
preaching here. | had two buildings, one home and one
office building. When one was filled the other was
empty. | had to beconcerned about thesecurity ofeach
whenit was empty. | don’t really enjoy building mainte-
nance, yet | had to be responsiblefor it in two buildings.

Today | have one building and am working on the
addition that will give me 1 and 1/2. My office is fully
electronic in that | meet and work with my associates
inside of a computer conferencing system.

Unfortunately,| stil! haven't improved in my building
maintenance activities, but | am working on it <smile>.

3. A fully electronic university can open new markets
and generate new revenues for education.

The potential market for anewcourseof study can be
millions. But, as soonas you select a specificday of the
week fora class, you significantly reduce the potential
market because of schedule conflicts. As soon as you
choose a location, you further reduce the potential
market because of the cost of getting to your chosen
location.

Because an electronic course Is not limited by time,
you don’t reduce your potential market by picking aday
of the week, Because traveling the data highways can
be less costly and more convenient than traveling the
thruways, you don’t have the market reduction caused
by picking a physical location.

All this means that people who want the course but
couldn't come to the physical university may be able to
attend the electronic one. These people represent mar-
kets that aren't being served today, but can be
tomorrow’s new sources of revenue.

Similarly, the courses that aren’t offered today, be-
cause there are too few people who might find them of
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interest within the geographic limits that the university
presently serves, might be justifiable when the geo-
graphic limit can be expanded to an entire country, or
even several countries.

Finding the faculty to teach a course can be affected
by thosesame geographic limits. Today afaculty mem-
ber in the Soviet Union can teach a course to students
in the USA. And,that is already being done.

4. The electronic university is ecologically more sen-
sitive, and there is increasing economicjustifica-
tion for ecologically sensitive alternatives.

A fully electronic university can reduce the need for
driving and the resulting air pollution. It doesn't need
parking lots and the associated water runoff problems.
It can greatly reduce the amount of paper needed to
convey information and, therefore, reduce the amount
of trash and preserve more forests lands.

Seeds of Innovation

Computer conferencing makes the truly global uni-
versity possible. Students, faculty and administrators
can all be at various places on the globe, Eachliving,
working and studying at a place of their choosing,
based on quality of life, intellectual stimulation, cost of
living or whatever other factors they fee! are most
important. The folks at Connected Education,Inc. pro-
vide a masters degree program today that works very
much that way.

Having a global university provides someinteresting
challenges for human social adaptation. One of the
challenges will be adapting how people are named.

A computer conferencing system let's each person
be referenced by their name. The PARTICIPATE soft-
ware that | work with has a theoretical capacity of more
than 4 billion names. The challenge is that the names
must be *unique*. Two Bill Smith's or three Tom Miller's
aren't allowed. Since each human being is unique,
perhapsthis is a movein the right direction to recognize
that fact.

This situation brings to mind what happened in our
humanhistory as we moved out of small villages and
into cities, That was when sumames were created and
many people who did the work of a blacksmith or milled
grain, became known as Smith and Miller.

Luckily our commonconsciousness is preparing the
way. The social trend over the last 10 or 20 years that
has caused many couples to combine surnames in
some form versus using only the male name is the
equivalent of adding another sumame.It gives us the
added uniqueness needed for that huge global white
pages of the future.

Since that problem is being addressed, we may need
to think about a more important one — do wehave the
necessary world class instructional products — the
courses and related materials?

Based on popular media reporting, | get the impres-
sion that our educational system produces a product of
a quality similar to that little East German car that
sounded like a pebble rolling aroundinside a tin can.

Can our educational product face global competi-
tion? Can it be —
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— So effective in its presentation that everyone
understands?

— So comprehensive in its coverage that nothing of
importance Js left out?

— So flexible it automatically adjusts for all types of
learming styles?

— So attentive to quality contro! that there aren't any
rejects and that every learner coming out of the system
is graded “A” in quality?

A similar challenge has been placed in front of busi-
nesses today that are competing on a global basis.
Education is going to be held to the same standards as
computers and other electronic technologies provide
for instant global distribution of educational prod-
ucts

Can we doall that while lowering the cost every year?
The answeris that we can and that the rewards will

makeit worth the effort. The rewards will be in the
quality oflife we live and in new degrees of freedom.
There is a great market around the globe today for
freedom. And higher degrees of freedom in time and
space can help improve our quality oflife.

If we nurture these seeds of innovation and dream
together, years in the future we can harvest grains of
wisdom to nourish us and flowers of beauty to give us

ce,

Finally, let me share with you a poem thatafriend,
Harry Stevens, wrote. { have renamed it —

THE NETV EAVER'S CREED

I'd rather be a node in a network,

Than a cog in the gear of a machine.
A nodeis involved with things to resolve,

While a cog must mesh with cogs in between.

Acog in aniche can never question
An instruction from a superior.

It does whatit's told and seldom acts bold,
Except when bossing an inferior.

A node’s a crossingoflines of action,
And in the center there is inner peace,

Where choices are bom and memories form
Mutual respect makes tyranny cease.
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Teaching by Computer Conferencing

by
Linda Harasim, Ph.D

Introduction:

This paper addresses issues in teaching online,
especially how to design and implement an online
educational environment on a computer conferencing
system. Experiences in educational computer
conferencing at two universities illustrate how this
communication technology can be transformed into an
educational environment through the application of
intentional design. The focus is on the use of compter
conferencing to support and augm~nt acive
collaborative or group leaming, that is, how to “urn a
conferenceintoaclassroom or seminar room or campus.

Background:

Computer conferencing is a recent technology,
developed in 1971 . Over the past two decades it has
been adopted forgroup communication by many sectors
of society. The following timeline outlines the adoption
of computer conferencing,giving particular attention to
educational use and selected educational applications
(see Notes).

1971-2 CC invented. The first

application was for
Govemment Use

CC adopted for Corporate
Communication

CC adopted for Sciance &
Research Networking

CC adopted in Universities
CC used in Public Ontine

Services (The Source)
CC first used for Education
(WBS! Executive Training)
CC & Teacher Networking
project at OISE
CC used by AmericanOpen
University for distance
education

(5C used for course delivery
at NJIT, OISE, ConnectEd
CC used for teacher

networking at SFU

CC used by Open
University (UK) for first
mass d.e6. application

CC adopted by many
schools, universities,
colleges.

mid 1970s

mid 1970s

mid 1970s

late 1970s

1982

1984

1984

1985

1985

1989

Educational adoption of computer conferencing
began less than ten years ago but its adoption atall
levels of education, from public schools to universities,
teaching colleges, graduate schools, and distance and
adult education demonstrates the strong interest in
the new teaching and learning options that it offers.
Experience indicates that with some reformulation,
the group learning approachis particularly appropriate
to computer conferencing and can generate important
educational outcomes (Harasim, 1990; Hiltz, 1990;
Newman, 1980; Riel, 1990). Online groupwork may
be used in relatively small classes (10-30 students) or—
with some modifications—for hundreds or even
thousands of learners. This article considers issues in

designing and implementing online group leaming,
based on experiences in classes of 6 to 70 students.

Computerconferencing has been used at the Ontario
institute for Studies in Education (the Graduate Schoo!
of Education for the University of Toronto) since 1985,
and at Simon Fraser University, Canada, since 1986 for
a variety of educational applications, including:

* Credit course delivery (antirely or partially online)

-graduatelevel

-undergraduate

* Curriculum enhancement(in regular face-to-face
or distance courses)

*® Teacher Networking and Peer Support
® |nternational Educational Research Workshop

(Online)
® Latin American Educational Research Network

® Inservice Training and Support

® Teacher Professional Development

* School-based Networks

-SFU Leaming Xchange

-Southern Interior Telecommunications Proje

-Wired Writers

-TeleLink

-Ask an Expert (in law, the environment, etc.)

-SFU Xchangeprovides links to

-KidsNet (National Geographic)

-AT&T Learning Networks

-Edutel.(on Comserve), etc.

-OISE Bilingual Schoo! Network
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These varied online educational activities have had
important educ-tional benefits. Teachers and learners
have found that computer conferencing can enhance
cognitive and socio-affective interaction,it is not overly
difficutt to leam, and thesystem offers features that can
positively change the way in which leamers can lear
and teachers can teach. For example, participation by
studentscan be very active—far beyond ‘whats possible
in face-to-face classes. In courses delivered entirely or
partially online, students averaged 5 to 10 messages
each per week (Harasim, 1991). A rich database of
1,000’s of messages about various curicular topics
with multiple perspectiveswasgenerated in aclass with
20 students. And this content rich database was
produced by all the students, with the message input
being fairly evenlydistributed (Harasim, 1987). Students
also reported finding It easy oreasierto become friends
and colleagues online than in traditional classroom
settings. Studentsappreciatedthe increased opportunity
to communicate with their colleagues and with the
instructor, and felt that the 24 hour/7 Jay/week access
improved the quality of their leaming and knowledge
building.

Instructors who use computer conferencing do so
becausethey fee! that onlineeducation provides leaming
opportunities andoutcomes superior 1 important ways
to those availabiein traditional classes,Teachers report
asenseofrejuvenation, bothasaresutt ofthesatisfaction
in the leaming opportunities afforded the students and
also as a result of the opportunity to network with other
teachers (Teles, 1991).

Researchin other settings indicates similar results,
demonstrating that learning outcomes for courses
delivered by computer conferencing can be at least as
good as outcomes fortraditional face-to-face courses,
and that it offers new unprecedented benefits (Hiltz,
1990).

HOWEVER,critical factors for successdepend upon:

* adequate user access to equipment
* student characteristics (students motivated to work

online, who are seif-disciplined and have access to
computers,arelikely to produce superior outcomes).

® the instructor's effort and skill in teaching online.

This paper focuses on the skills and effort of the
educator in teaching online. Computer conferencing
offers tools to augment teaching and learning
opportunities; it cannot compensate for inadequate
instructional design and input. The remaining sections
of the paper examine issues in conceptualizing,
designing, and managing computer conferencing for
educational purposes.

Teaching Online:

Teaching online involves both conceptual and
mechanical tasks. Educators adopting computer
conferencing for teaching and academic collaboration
need skill in the following key areas:

|. Conceptualizing Online Education
ll. Designing EducationalActivity Online
li]. Managing the Online Environment
IV. Operating the Basic Mechanics of Computer

Conferencing.

26

1. Conceptualizing Online Education:
Opportunities and Constraints

Teaching online requires understanding the nature of
the medium in order to conceptualize and design it as
an educational environment. In earlier works | have

that online education is a new and unique
domain: while it Is similar in important ways to face-to-
face education and also to distance mode education,
the attributes of computer conferencing combine to
offer both unprecedentedopportunitiesandconstraints
for teaching and leaming (Harasim, 1989; 1990). The
characteristics of computer conferenuing shape the
way in which educational tasks, timelines, and group
processes can be implemerted. Educators need to
formulate the instructional events based on the at-
tributes offered by computer conferencing.

Five attributes of computer conferencingdistinguish
this communication system and provide a conceptual

oe to guide teaching online (Harasim, 1990).
ey are:

* many-to-many
* place-independent
* asynchronous
* text-based

* computer-mediated communicatior..
These attributes enable new teaching and learning

options; they also introduce unique constraints for
designing and managing the online educational envi-
ronment.

ll. Designing Online Education:
Education is based on intervention by a content and/

or process expert (the instructor) who organizes the
content and sequencing of the instructional activities.
While attention to design of the activities is one of the
singlemost critical factors In successful online educa-
tion, the instructional design of online environments is
anew area, Unlike face-to-face teaching, online teach-
ers do not ev3n have the benefit of their own experi-
ences as learners to serve as models. Conceptual
models, such as that of collaborative learning,
with experiences from the field provide valuableteacher
guides for teachers on the use of educational computer
conferencing.

Computer conferences are “spaces” that require
shaping,structuring, and topical sequencing to form an
environment. Computer conferencing is a tool devel-
oped toenabledistributed group communication. Shap-
ing the features of the conferencing system into an
environment fo: ¢ducational interaction requires signifi-
cant input by the teacher. Just as with face-to-face
education, online education requires structuring the
learning events accordingto task, groups,and timelines.
However, the opportunities and constraintsofthecom-
puter conferencing medium are quite different, in im-
portant ways, from face to-face communication.

Turing a Conference into a Classroom
Significant intervention is involved in making a com-

puter conference feel and function like # classroom,in
tuminga computer screen intoa ‘window on theword’,
and making a series of asynchronous messages ‘feel’
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and behave like teamwork. Students who in the class
may be relative strangers and never meet in face-to-
face conditions, must be able to function as a group
using only computer messages. The conferencing sys-
tem and instructional design must be organized to
facilitate that. What is astonishing is that students can
and do adapt very quickly, if given appropriate condi-
tions, The instructor's challenge is to create those
conditions, to set up an environmentfor group leaming
using suchlimited tools as the ability to open and close
conferences in various topical and temporal formats
and to create a sense of group and community, among
electronically assembied individuals by assigning ac-
cess privilages and membershipin the various confer-
ences.

Toillustrate, computer conferencing—like face-to-
face activities—supports group communication ex-
change. However, in order that seminars, discussions,
debates, and group projects function online, they re-
quire reconceptualization to fit within the attributes and
constraints of thecomputer conferencing environment.
Online group communication can take place 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. It is also place-Independent. These
qualities increase access and expand opportunities for
discussion, interaction, and reflection. Increased ac-
cess (temporal and geographical) and the motivation of
the group communication environment can stimulate
very active input by learners. Designs for online group
work are needed to structure and organize the student
input. Text-based discussion can be voluminous and
soon overwhelm even an enthusiastic reader, so mes-
sage organization and focus are important for manag-
ing the information flows and the curriculum. Managing
group tasks among team members located in different
cities or perhaps even countries is however complex,
especially by text-based communication.

Metaphors

Metaphors such as a campus, a schoolhouse or a
classroom can provice the entree or link to help new
users becomecomfortable with the online spaceand be
able to conceptualize and navigate around the various
conferences. Using the example of the online campus,
the teacher may compare each conference to a room,
with each room forming the setting fora specific activity
or topical discussion. One conference may be desig-
nated as a seminar room for a particular topic; another
conference may be a room for small group discussion;
yet another conference could be designated as an
electronic cafe, for informal socializing and drop in; a
“help” space is a conference for requesting or volun-
teering assistance, Each “room”isaconference, Users
movefrom room to room by changing conferences. The
metaphorhelps usersgrasp the conferencing‘environ-
ment’. By knowing where to send comments or where
to go to read discussions, users can fee! comfortable
and become productive much sooner.

Intentional Design

Intentional structuring of computer conferences—
such as in the definition ofindividual, paired and small
grouptasks, and the definition of sub-groupand whole-
group discussion—can create an educational environ-
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ment to orgenize the online educational activities. De-
signing an online educational environment involves
structuring conferences by

* type of task

* size of group

* duration of task

* scheduling of task.

Conference spaces can be distinguished according
to the type of task. Two types of conferences are
needed: 1) conferences for course related activities and
2) conferences for informal discussions such as an
‘electronic cafe‘ and ‘help’. The informal, social spaces
are essential to building online community and support-
ing the socio-affective aspects of knowledge building.

Conference ‘type’is further distinguished by access
privileges,that is, whois able to read and/orwriteto that
space.'n a typical online class conference,the teacher
will allow all users the privilege to read and write
messages. However, certain conferences may be des-
ignated for small work groups, and access to such
spaces would be limited to the members of the group.
Other kinds of conference may also be set by the
teacher to enable certain students to read and write
messages, while allowing other students to only read
messages (for example, see a dyad debate). An online
class activitymayhavestudents working in smali groups
or dyads to conduct an assignment and prepare a
report for the full group. The groups need ‘work spaces’
where they can discuss and draft out their final report;
only the members of the group and the teacher would
have access to this conference space. For the purpose
of the class ‘presentation’, theteacher would thenopen
a conference to which all class members are joined.

Conferences may also be distinguished by group
size. Some topics or tasks may require a full group or
plenary group activity, while others may benefit from
small groups or dyads.(A discussion of different kinds
of groups and group sizes follows on the next page.)

Duration is related to the length of time a conference
is Open or madeavailable by the teachers for a particu-
lar topic or task. Writing a report may involve a small
group up to3 or more weeks, while othertasks, such as
a small group discussion, may take only one week.
Activities/conference such as the ‘online cafe’, the
library, or ‘help" should be open the entire period of the
online course.

Scheduling of tasks and conferencespaces is impor-
tant for sequencing the learning and organizing the
curriculum. Online courses at OISE and SFU used a
schedule based on the unit of an ‘online week’, based
onafull seven days (including weekends). Some tasks,
such as discussion may utilize one unit or online week
per topic. Tasks which involve more extensive work
may require several online weeks.

Structuring and sequencing of the online activities
can be accomplished by providing several conference
spaces to accommodate different tasks and topics for
various durations, Topical and temporal structuring of
conferencesassists information management, organiz-
ing the messages by topic and by sequence. Providing
a conference per topic, and specifying the duration of
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each topical discussion/conference (such as a weekly
topic or focus) can help to organize the temporal and
topical sequencing of the curriculum. Structuring and
scheduling conferences helps toorganize the activities
conceptually and procedurally for the participants.

Online Learning Groups:

Here is a brief description of selected group learning
activities that have been found effective online:

Plenary seminars
Small group discussions
Leaming partnerships, dyads
Small working groups
Team presentations/moderating by the learners
Simulations or Role Plays
Debating teams
Peer leaming groups
Informal spaces fer socializing, such as an online
cafe

. Mutual help

. Access to additional educational resources

(References, InterNet, ComServe,Library, Groliers
encyclopedia, Eric, Etc.)

1. Seminars:

An online seminar has manysimilarities to a face-to-
face seminar. Students prepure by reading the as-
signe materials and then log on to discuss, debate,
extrapolate upon, and critique key issues and defend
their positions. Students log on to the appropriate
conference to type in comments and to read and
respond to input from their peers and instructor. The
medium of discussion is text-based. Time is more
malleable online than in face-to-face: an online seminar
is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Asynchro-
nous discussion increases theopportunities for partici-
pation and refiection; everyone can comment and have
the opportunity to reflect and build on previous com-
ments. This new rhythm of interaction—in which re-
sponse is not real-time but delayed—can also contrib-
ute to ‘communication anxiety’ (Feenberg, 1987).
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2. Small group discussions

Small group discussions involve groups of 3 to 10
individuals who focus ona particulartopic usually under
theguidance ofa group leader or the instructor. As with
the face-to-face variety, an online small group discus-
sion often follows a plenary presentation or seminar
discussion, or it may complement a paraliel online or
face-to-face activity.

Small group discussions are particularly valuable for
facilitating active discussion in a large-sized class or
when there are special interest groups on a particular
topic. As in a seminar, students prepare for the discus-
sion by reading the preparatory material or undertaking
a related task, and then logging on to enter comments
and respond to commentsalreary in the conference.

3. Learning partnerships, dyads

Inaleaming partnership ordyad, learners aregrouped
into pairs to provide peersupportortoundertakeatask.
Dyadscan be used,forexample, early in an online class

to serve as an ice-breaker, providing a peer in what is
otherwise a new environment. Dyads are useful as well
for a first assignment, such as a joint writing project.
Working in pairs ir logistically easier than working in
larger sized groups online and can provide a valuable
entree to small work groups. The dyad may have a
conference as a work space or, particularly in the case
of peer support,partners mayuse the email facility
when they need or wish to communicate. Having a
conference space for work provides a record of the
discussions and what has been produced;it also en-
ables the teacherto participate and comment if neces-
sary.

4. Small working groups

"il working groups enabie students to collaborate
on .n assigned task, such as undertaking a research
pr-ject, producingareport, orsolving aproblem. Team-
work online is possible even where members of the
team live in different locations and are linked only by
computer conferencing. Effective online teamwork re-
quires clearly defined tasks, roles, labor distribution,
and timelines. Either the studentsor the teacher need to

establish principles for decision making, timelines, and
distribution of labor, Coordination is critical when
timelines are involved and the work is interdependent.
To facilitate the process, the teacher might assign the
task, group roles, subtasks, and timelines, or any por-
tion of the process. At minimum, suggesting a timeline
for the various phases of the online project can be
helpful. Coordinating group work is a complex but
crucial aspect of collaboration online.

Group size is another important factor for groups
working to generate a common product. Groups of
three to four students are, in most cases, a manageable
size, Too many participants may result in unwieldy
decision-making processes. This is particularly critical
in an asynchronous environment, where decision-mak-
ing can be stalled if users log on irregularly orare unable
to reach consensus.

Online group work can refiect different kinds of prod-
ucts and processes.It can mean that the final product
is a composite of each member's input; or it can be the
result of collective input, refinement, and completion.

One of the benefits of the online environment for

group work is that the final report or product can be
‘presented’ to the class. The working group needs a
private space during the preparation of the final report,
and a public conference open to all class members
where the final can be presented. Allowing class
members to read and ask questions or comment on
each ‘presentation’ contributes toexpanding the leam-
ing ofall participants on that topic.

5. Team presentations/moderating by the leamers

Research on group leaming indicates that the most
effective leaming comes from teaching others. Stu-
dents in online classes can take on rojes typically
associated with teaching suchas leading class discus-
sions. Team presentations mayInvolve writing and then
posting (presenting) a report or paper, online, to a
computer conference, where it is read by peers and the
instructor for comment. This is typically part of a dyad
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or small group project. Or it may involve leading a
topical discussion. One example involves having stu-
dents work in teams of 2-4 persons to present, moder-
ate, and synthesizeaseminar on aclass topic. The task
involves three components: a) preparing and present-
ing an introduction to the topic, based upon assigned
and additional readings (day 1 of the online week); b)
moderating the week's online discussion ( day 1-7) c)
synthesizing the content and anatyzing the usage sta-
tistics and group process (this isposted 3 days afterthe
seminar).

6. Simulations or Role Plays

Simulations or role plays enable leamers to apply
their theoretical knowiedgeinasimulated environment.
This technique is enjoyed by leamers of all ages. The
online environmentis particularly conducive for simula-
tionsand role plays, given the potential for anonymity or
pseudonyms and setting out hypothetical scenarios.
Exampies of role plays used successfully in online
environments include an online ‘managementlab’, in
which students take on various roles in managing a
hypothetical corporation; an ‘evaluation manor’, in which
leamers assume the personas/perspectives o~ various
evaluators todebateevaluation approachesandproce-
dures; and ‘Sam's Cafe’, in which learners adopt the
personas of characters in a bar to explore different
philosophical perspeciives and positions.

The instructor assigns the roles and establishes the
task and the timelines. The outcome may be a product,
such as a report or it may be a process, such as an
opportunity to deepen and pursue a discussion.
Timelines might be short, such as a few days or the role
play may continue over an extended period, perhaps
alongside other tasks. In some circumstances, such as
in training contexts, synchronous communication may
be employed, whereby a team enactsa particular sce-
nario such as a budget crisis or an interview.

7. Debating teams

Debating teams allow learners an opportunity to
deepen their analytical and communication skills by
formulating their ideas and information to defend one
position and critique the counter position. An online
debate can be unstructured, in which students respond
to a stated position (and defend their position), orit can
be structured, as in a dyad format in which participants
are assigned a particular position ona topic. Each dyad
team Is given a conference space to present, argue and
defend their case. Other dyads maybe allowed to read
the debates of their peers, but they can write only to
their own space.

One of the unique features of online activities is the
full transcript of the proceedings that is automatically
generated during the class discussion. This feature can
be utilized for retrospective analysis or review, thus
helping to develop critical and analytical thinking skills.
For example, havingthe rules ofthedebate require that
students gather their data and arguments from the
class conferences encourages students to make mul-
tiple passes through the transcripts. This approachis
thus particularly valuable as a concluding activity,
whereby students revisit and review and rework the
content of the class.
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8. Peer Learning Groups

Peer learning groups can be based on dyadsorsmall
groups, where learners assist one another on various
tasks (writing assignments, problem-solving, etc.) For
example, students may work together online to heip
one another improve their writing skills. Each student
prepares a draft version ofapaperwhichis sent, online,
to a peer for comments and critiques. Based on the
suggestions and input of the peer, the student revises
the paper before submitting it to the teacher. Both the
paper and the peer critique can be graded. In other
cases assistance may be encouraged for mutual sup-
port networking.

If the task is conducted using dyads, the teacher has
the choice of opening a conference for the activity or
having students use email, The conference option is
preferred where there is a need for a record of the
interactions and/or for the teacher to easily participate.

9. Informal socializing: the online cafe.

Social communication is an essential component of
educational activity and an online educational environ-
ment should provide a space for informal discourse,
such as online cafe. The online cafe can contribute to
creating a sense of community, within the group,forg-
ing a social bond that can offer important motivational
and cognitive benefits to the learning activities.

The online cafe should be primarily a student space,
and not directly tied to the curriculum. Grades should
not be assigned for participation in the online cafe, This
is a space for students to talk about their interests,
concems, the weather, social plans, or even write an
interactive group short story. The main pointis that it
should be primarily a space developed for and by the
students, for socializing.

10. Mutual assist for help

An online help conference based on mutual assis-
tance is a valuable tool for providing technical and
system support. The mutual assist conference is where
students can ask for help about using the system, or
share tips on how to use it better. As a mutual help
space,it alsoencourages cooperation and social learn-
ing. The opportunity for students to share their discov-
eries in operating the system also builds confidence in
using new communication and knowledge work tools.

11. Access to additional educational resources

(References, InterNet, ComServe,Library, Groliers
encyclopedia, Eric, etc).

Mostuniversity computer conferencing systems en-
able access to other online n sources such as interna-
tional networks (Intemet & Bitnet enable academic
email and user group services such as Comserve); as
well as access to online databases, the library cata-
logues, and similar information pools. These resources
could be integrated into the designofonline activities to
benefit the curriculum .

lil. Managing the Online Environment
Getting Started:

Many questions arise as teachers begin to plan an
online class activity or online course. The thought of
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getting started, and getting the students online and
active may provoke some anxiety. While having a
conceptualization ofan online environmentandvarious
groupactivities is useful, actually launching the online
work may ssem complex. Many questions can arise.
What kind of training do students require? Does a
teacher ease slowly into group work or implement it
quickly full-scale. How to handleinitial student uncer-
tainty about group work? online? How to ease intothis
situation?

In university or adult level activities where students
are not co-located, and where travel to a training site is
difficult or impossible, training may be handled online.
Good manuals and some basic, easy to read 1-page
sheets illustratinga typical logon session,are adequate.
Additional online or telephone help should be available
if needed. A face-to-face training may be offered if
users live nearby. While face-to-face training need not
be required, hands-on training does offer an opportu-
nity to build confidence in computer conferencing and
a sense of community among the class members,
Seating students 2-3 at a terminal is usefulto initiating
group work and group problem-solving. Hands on ac-
tivities should introduce basic operations of computer
conferencing and involve group tasks.

For example, in launching online class activities |
generally allow for about4-6 hoursfortraining activities.
Training shoutd include an introduction to the Course,
the curriculum,the collaborative learning approachthat
is used, and something about the use of computer
conferencing for teaching and learning. Once students
have been introduced to the concepts of online learn-
ing, they could moveto hands-onactivitias.In my online
courses | have already set up the introductory email and
conferencing activities so that this ‘environment’ awaits
students. Thefirst task is to log on, read the email
message thatis waiting in their inbox. That messageis
from me, personally welcoming them to the online class
and asking about their first impressions of online com-
munication. Students must then respond to the mes-
sage: their response both enables me to ensure that
they have learned how to read and send a message as
weil as to see their immediate feelings about computer
conferencing.

Having completed the task of reading and writing an
email message, students go on to send andreceive
computer conferencing messages. The first
conferencing activities that students experience in my
courses are full-group and are basedon somethingthat
they already know about. Since students are con-
fronted with ‘new learning’ to master the conferencing
system, the subject matter should be familiar at the
outset, beginning with the known and then moving to
the unknown,i.e., the curriculum. | begin with three
conferences,all of which are plenary or full-group:

® Salf-introductions

® Our objectives (for the course)

* Great Debate.

The first two conference topics are self-evident. The
third, Great Debate, deserves description because it
has been so useful, and because itis quite different from
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the formal debite described earlier (section 7). While
the debating teams are more formally organized, as an
activity that wou.d occur towards the end of an online
class activity to Incorporate the class transcripts, the
Great Debate intends to initiate the students to online
discussion and debate. My goal in the Great Debate is
to engage the students as soon and as much 8s pos-
sible, to make them feel that their computer screen has
tumed Into a window on the world. | have found the
Great Debate to be very valuabie in this respect. In the
Great Debate | formulate a statement related to the
topic of the course that Is very controversial, and likely
to generate strong and different positions. | ask stu-
dents to formulate their position and to defend it. Once
students post their initial comments they become eager
for responses to their comment, and to read comments
‘2y others. Their Curiosity and interest sets the tone for
active engagement and students begin to log on regu-
larly. Soonafter, within a few days ofdebating and self-
intros, the class moves into group activities on the
curriculum.

Role of the Teacher:

The role of the teacher changes in the online environ-
mentin several important ways. Compared to face-to-
face teaching, for example, a class taught entirely
online requires extensive planning.In this respect it is
similar to distance modeactivity becausethe teacher or
moderator must send all course materials to studentsin
advance of the course, On the other hand, the interac-
tive nature of online education provides a flexibility that
in many ways resembles face-to-face classes. New
information, perspectives, or changes to the course
design can be easily introduced and accommodated
online, to enhance or modify the existing curriculum by
incorporating references to current events orincluding
new information.

Delivery ofeducation through computercommunica-
tion alters the relationship of the instructor, the stu-
dents, and the course content. Unlike traditional class-
room activity in which it is the teacher who directs the
instruction, leads the lessons, prompts responses, and
paces the class, Online group leaming is student-cen-
tered and requires a different role for the teacher.
Computer conferencing enables a shared body of text:
students can build knowledge, interactively through
text-based messaging related to the course content.
The online teacher becomes a facilitator rather than
lecturer. The teacher plans the activities; in online
groupwork the curriculum is student-centered. The
many-to many, asynchronous nature of the medium
democratizes access and encourages stucient input.

Rather than direct a lesson, the teacher needs to
provide the groupstructures to snable students to work
out a problem or undertakea task, search for strategies
on their own, and evaluate their solutions. Though the
teacher needs to be present, the conferencing system
enables the teacher to play an observant but back-
groundrole and put the primary focus in the class on the
students’ own thinking processes.

Forming Groups:
As mentioned earlier, the size and composition of the

groups will vary online, Some activities may bedone by
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dyads and others by small groups orthe entire class as
a plenary session. Groups or teams may work together
for different periods of time, ranging from perhaps a
week to a full semester. The teacher mustinitiate the
formation of the groups, Group formation may be ac-
complished by the teacher or by the students or both
methods may be used. While there is merit in allowing
students to sometimes choose their own group,self-
selection is complex online. Conferencing systems do
not yet provide tools to facilitate group formation, and
the asynchronous nature of the medium can create
problems for the student trying to organize her orhis
own group by email messages, especiallyif there is a
deadline to the groupwork and a limit to the size of
group. A student may not know whether a groupisfull
and loosetime trying toestablish contact with someone
in the group. Or a potential partner may have already
agreed to another dyad and then not log on for some
time. Assigning students to groups can avoid these
kinds of management frustrations,particularly in condi-
tions where groups do not meet face-to-face, and/or
when deadiines must be met.

Groups may be organized according to various prin-
ciples, such as commoninterest or friendship, or by
principles of heterogensity such as ability, race, gender,
perspective, or other variables.

Assigning Role Responsibilities:
The teacher must decide whether to assign group

roles and responsibilities. Assigning or encouraging
grouproles may be advised in the online context, given
the logistical difficulties that can occur. Assigned roles
also assists students to anticipate and prepare for the
tasks ahead. One role that is particularly valuableis the
coordinator, to track task completici: and ensure that
the work is proceeding smoothly and in a timely man-
ner. Another role is that of the editor whose responsibil-
ity is receive the various pieces of online work written by
group members, edit them into a cohesive whole, and
upload the report to a specified conference space.
Actual task activity needs to be distributed among the
various members, acknowledging the additional load
on the coordinator and the editor.

If roles are assigned,it is valuable for the teacher to
provide opportunities for students to experience differ-
entroles, learning leadership skills as well as technical
skills.

Moderating & facilitating group processes

Once groups begin to work, the role of the teacher is
to observe,facilitate and provide information as appro-
priate. The nature of conferencing systemsis particu-
larly conducive toa facilitative role by teachers, in which
they may read and monitor the discussions in the
various group conferences looking for opportunities to
offer academic and social learning.

Online group learning is a golden opportunity to see
what students have learned and how they understand
and apply the . While in traditional classes
students havelittle opportunity to participate,in online
group activities students must participate and articu-
late thelr ideas. If ideas are incorrect or the students
have misinterpreted the information, the teacherhas an
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opporiwnity to clarify. Monitoring groupactivity should
be unobtrusive so as not to undermine the group
dynamics r or the process of discovery and leaming.
Students‘nay take onthis role themselves. However,if
help Is needed or It an incorrect idea is not challenged,
this is a valuable opportunity to help students under-
stand the information or the tasks.

‘NETiquette

The term 'netiquette' refers to the etiquette of net-
work communication and social interaction. Working
online is a new experiance and users can benefit from
a set of guidelines or “NETiquette” to provide orienta-
tion in how to work with the conferencing process. The
classnetiquette shouldstate theexpectations and rules
for participation in theconferencing system. For educa-
tional activity, netiquette could be provided for: 1)
writing online and 2) group dynamics online.

Netiquette & Online Writing:
Since all discussions, debates, and interactions in a

computer conferencing system are text-based, guide-
lines to help the communication flows are important.
Suggestions include:

a. Message keyword: users should begin each mes-
sage with a keyword,to act as an advance orga-
nizer for the message content. If responding to a
previous note, WHICH note should be specified so
that the reader can refer back if needed (ie, in
response to Pat’s note #14 about apples). Key-
words help to create organizational order and
conceptuallinks.
Message length: Each message should have a
maximum limit. For class discussion, 1-2 screens
per note seems to be a good length.
c. Message focus: A message should contain one
point, plus examples. This rule of thumb makes
subsequent referencesclearer and easier to track.

. Visual layout: Messages should be presented so
be easy to read. For example, double spacing and/
or using only upper case is difficult to read. Includ-
ing paragraph breaks is helpful to visual layout.

e. Message tone and typos: Online discussions may
be viewed as “talking with one’s fingers” rather
than formalwriting. Messages sent to online dis-
cussions need not be inhibited by concem for
formatting, typos, even formal grammar.. As long
as messages ary ‘readable’,it is the flow of ideas
that should be important. However, assignments
presented online should be well written, corrected,
and formatted.

WETiquette and Group dynamics:
Group dynamics addresses how to build and main-

tain a sense of online community. Positive climate
buildingcan reduceanxiety about communicating online,
and contribute to a positive collegial environment. Cli-
mate building can be developed by:
in using the computer is not a prerequisite, the user
must be able to manage the operating environment of
the microcomputer in orderto accessand move around
the conferencing system.
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The mechanics of Online Education involve skill in
basic operations such as knowing howto -access, and
up/download messages in CC and email -read,write,

a. use of first names by participants
b. responding promptly to messages
c. use of reinforcement phrases (ie, “Good idea!” or

“Thanks for the suggestions”, etc.)
d. use of personalizing remarks (ie, a reference to

where you are working—home,office, terminal,
what is happening around you, the weather,etc.)

@. avoiding hostile or curt comments. No objection
able, sexist, or racist language should be toler-
ated,

f. displaying humor
g. promoting cooperation by offering assistance and

supportto other participants and by sharing ideas.

Beyond NETiquette: Do's and Don'ts

a. Demonstrating courtesy online is fundamental.
Moreover, many sysops are providing advance
waming regarding the use of any form of libelous
or abusive comments, which would result in the
loss of the user's account

b. To build community in this new and somewhat
foreign environment,useraccounts with real names
can be important. Pseudonyms and/or anonym-
ity—if—employed, should be restricted to specific
tasks.

c. Confidentiality: Nonparticipants should not be given
access to any of the conferences (either viewing
onscreen orin print), without the previous consent
of all participants and conferees.

d, Copyright & Plagiarism: The wordsor text of others
should not be cited without proper
acknowledgement of the source (if this was in
somepublic source). or—if private (as in a confer-
ence) without their permission,

Problems

Teachers constantly face various kinds of problems
and given the newness of the medium, online teachers
may face more rather than fewerdifficulties. Here are
some of the more common problems that arise and
some suggestions on how to deal with them.

In the OISE and the SFU experiences, the difficulty
most reported is technical problems. Technical prob-
lams are most common in the early days of the online
activity and tend to almost disappear over time, The
most common probiemsrelate to setting up the mo-
dem/communication system, leaming how to access
the conferencing system from home or work, getting
lost In the conferencing system, ediing online, and
uploading and downloading difficulties. As an online
teacher, an approach that | have found helpfulis to tell
students at the outset they should set up their equip-
ment, and gain somefamiliarity with it before the class
starts. His advisable that ifstudentsare purchasing new
equipment such as modems & communication soft-
ware, that they look for easy to use modem/software
and buy equipment thatis supported by technical staff
at the schooloruniversity or buy from areputable dealer
who will provide them service as needed,

The online “assist” conference is helpful in encourag-
ing group support, with students requesting help from
and providing help tooneanother rather than relying on
the teacher to provide the answers. Assist is heavily
used, primarily early in the online class (with experi-
ence, students have less need ofassist). | also provide
customized user documentation, and on occasion,will
provideonline tutorials on Specific problems if there is
a clear group need. However, generally with some help
from one another and from me, users are able to gain
cemfort on the system in 4-6 hours and confidence and
some mastery within 8 12 hours of use.

Asecond maior problem lies with group work online.
The asynchronous nature of the communication me-
dium can pose difficutties for group work, Problem
solving and decision-making require particular atten-
tion in an asynchronous environment, especially when
deadlines are involved. Coordinating thetasks in a work
group online is very important. Designs for group activi-
ties can address and compensate for such constraints
by providing explicit guidance for accomplishing the
tasks and for managing the group process. Providing
explicit timelines for the various subtasks is helpful.

information managementis another problem experi-
enced online. Computer conferencing enables very
active participation and active conferences generate a
ricn database of information. However, high levels of
activity can be a double edged sword if there are no
tools to help manage the informatior: flows.

Conference structures are valuable but they are not

enoughto dealwith information overload. Students and
teachers report that information overload is asignificant
problem, Some causes ofthefeeling of overioadcanbe
dealt with: these occur early in the course as students
laam to navigate around the system and the sense of
being lost can trigger an experience of overload. Re-
lated to this, students may send notes to the wrong
conference, and this creates confusion for others who
are reading the conference.Also student enthusiasm is
often high in the early weeks of online activity, with
some students writing voluminous and numerous mes-
sages. However, with some experience online, stu-
dents refine their ‘online leaming’ skills, and these
problems are overcomes. Nonetheless,the larger prob-
lem of overload that accompanies an active online class
remains to be solved. New developments in the area of
information management tools hold some promise.

Finally, many students and teachers report that the
amount of time spent in onlins classes far exceeds that
of traditional face-to-face classes, Teachers need to
ensure that the workload for students is manageable.
Teachers also need to attend to their own workload
online. Given the tremendous accessibility of online
class activity, and the increased availability of the online
teacher, students may begin to expect almost ‘instant’
response to any question they pose to the teacher. To
help set student expectations, teachers may consider
posting ‘electronic office hours’. For example, univer-
sity instructors or adult trainers might post office hours
(l.e., such as “I log on and respond to email every
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday”) and/or inform
Students that email messages,etc., will be responded
to within a certain time (2 days, 3 days, etc).
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IV. The Mechanics of Online Education

Teachers require a basic understanding of and com-
fort with computer conferencing systems. While exper-
tise delete, and forward messages in CC and email -
open, close, and delete conferences and subconfer-
ences -join and remove conference participants.

The skills necessary for operating an online educa-
tional environmentare basically those thatwill allow the
teacher to be able to design and manage an online
educational activity or course.

Conclusions:

This paper addressed the issue of teaching online:
howtoturn acomputerconference into anenvironment
for group learning. The focus was on howto structure
and sequence group leaming activities, using a com-
puter conferencing system. in online edu-
cationat OISE (the Graduate Schoo! of Education at the
University ofToronto) and Simon Fraser University. BC,
Canada,indicates that the amount of contribution and
exchange in a computer conference ie ; otentially large
in total, maintained overtime, and evenly distributed
overthe participants. University-level studentsengaged
in active writing, generating a large database of ideas
and information.

Various forms of group leaming were described for
the online environment:

Plenary seminars
Small group discussions
Leaming partnerships, dyads
Small working groups
Team presentations/moderating by the learners
Simulations or Role Plays
Debating teams
Peer leaming groups
Informal spaces for socializing, such as an online
cafe.

Mutual help
Access to additional educational resources
(References, InterNet, ComServe, Library,
Groliers encyclopedia, Eric, etc).

Conferences supported the various group leaming
activities. Conferences were structured by topic, task,
group, and duration. Structuring of computer confer-
ences was ableto facilitate:

¢ high levels of learner input,

® peur interaction,

* group leaming activities,
# even distribution of communication

* user Motivation, sociability, and satisfaction

® opportunities for thoughtful and reflective input.

=9OBNOGSwr
—

Notes (from page 1)
ConnectEd=Connect Education,affiliated with the New
School of Social Research OISE=Ontario Institute for
Studies In Education (Graduate School of Education,
University of Toronto) NJIT=New Jersey Institute of

Technology SFU= Simon Fraser University, Burnaby
British Columbia, Canada WBS/=Westem Behavioral
Sciences Institute, La Jolla, California.
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Guidelines For Conducting Instructional
Discussions On A Computer Conference

by
Mark E. Eisley

A Graduate Program Based on Computer
Conferencing

Overview

Boise State University (BSU) offers an entire graduate
degree through distance education, and more specifi-
cally, through computer conferencing.It is the M.S.
degree in Instructional and Performance Technology
(IPT). This is currently the only degree program offered
bythe university which canbecompleted eitherthrough
traditional, on-campus classes or through an entirely
nonresident option. in terms of its delivery method and
scope,it is oneof the first ofits kind in the entire world.

Both the traditional and the nonresident IPT options
prepare students for careers in theareasofinstructional
design, job performance improvement, human re-
sources, training, and training management. Such ca-
reers exist in a variety of settings, such as business,
industry, education, the military, and private consulting.
Students learn how to designand evaluate both instruc-
tional and noninstructiona! interventions aimed at im-
proving human performance.

Time- and Location-Flexible Classes

Students all over the North American continent (and
a few overseas) participate in BSU's IPT program from
theirhome locationsthrough distanceeducation classes.
A number of IPT students local to the Boise area also
prefer to take the courses we once called “distance
courses.” The irony of “local” students taking “dis-
tance” courses led us to realize that the critical attribute
of these classes was not the “distance,” but their time
flexibility and their location flexibility. Thus we had to
coin.a new term which more aptly describes the central
element of these nontraditional classes, The term se-
lected was time- and Jocation- flexible (TLF) classes.
The increased accuracyof this terminology does not,
however, negate the fact that the maiority of students
enrotied in TLF courses do in fact reside far away from
Boise, While they are sprinkled all over North America,
mostof our distant students live on the east cost. Four
of them live in Canada (from British Columbia to Nova
Scotia). From application to diploma, most of our stu-
dents never set foot on the BSU campus. We are set up
to grant diplomas to students whom wewill never meet
face to face.

TLF classes are conducted by computerconferencing
(via personal computers and telephone connections).
TLF classes are distinct from correspondence courses
in many important ways. Two of these are: (a) each
student in the class sees the questions and comments
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of all the rest of the students in a natural flow of normal
class discussion; and (b) interaction between teacher
and student and among peer students is much more
immediate and natural than possible through mailing
systems. Computer conferencing permits (and encour-
ages) a highlevel of interaction among class members.

TLF classes are delivered through a combination of
media in addition to the medium of computer
conferencing. For example, for any given course, the
media used might include printed materials, video-
tapes, audiotapes, computer-assisted instruction, other
computer tools (such asauthoring systems, databases,
etc.) slow-scan video, facsimiles, and personaltele-
phone contact.

The distance option ofthe IPT program usesthesame
admission standards, instructo:s, and requiredcourses
as the on-campus option. However, the tuition is higher
than for on-campusclasses, and special equipmentis
required. The curriculum jends itself to students taking
one or twocourses per semester (including thesummer
session) inorder to complete the program in twoto four
years.

In order to be admitted to the distance option, appli-
cants must own or have convenient access (a minimum
of 2 hours per day, 5 days per week) to a complete
computer system whichincludes the following compo-
nents: an IBM-compatible computer with at least 20
megabytes of available hard drive space and color
graphics (EGA or better) capability; a Hayes-compat-
ible modem (2400 BAUD recommended); either a 3.5"
floppy drive or the means to convert 3.5" floppies to
whatever size and density typically used by the appli-
cant. Distance students are encouraged (but not re-
quired) to gain access toa fax machine for both sending
and spontaneous receiving.

Thedistance option Is fully accredited by the North-
west Association of Schools and Colleges (NASC).
Distance studentsin the program have been enthusias-
tic about the rigor and value of their academic experi-
ence. The distance option clearly mests the needs of
busy professionals who are seeking to increase their
knowledge, skills, and credibility in the training profes-
sion, but cannot relocatetoattend traditional graduate
courses. (The appendix at the end of this report gives
the comments of several students regarding the value
and effectiveness of the TLF classes.)

Communication Architecture

Various types of communication software available
on host computersenable participants tocommunicate
with one anothervia text transmitted through modems
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and phone lines. These can be grouped into three maior
categories: those designed for E-mail (etectronic mail),
thosedesigned for bulletin boards, and those designed
for conferencing per sa. All three forms of communica-
tion architecture operate asynchronously. That is, par-
ticipants need not log onto the host computer at the
same time in order to communicate. Senders’ mes-
sages are stored on the host for later access by receiv-
ers.

E-Mail

Figure 1 illustrates how E-mail works in actuality.
Each user is connected to the host computer by net-
work cable or phone line. In distance education,the link
is through modem and phoneline. Participants are not
linked directly to one another. Rather, theyare all linked
to the hub constituted by the host computer. However,
as Figure 2 shows,it feeis to theuser as though thereis
a direct link with every other user on the system.(If
Figure 2 were complete with an arrow drawn in from
each usertoevery other user, the figure would be nearly
iNegible; butthat would more truly represent thenumber
of private connections felt by the users.) With E-mail,
senders relay private messages to system users one at
a time. The best metaphor for such a communication
system is, as the name “electronic mail” suggests,
mailed correspondence.

Bulletin Boards

Electronic bulletin boards are one step higher in the
hierarchy of communication architecture, because in
Peidition to private mail capabilities, bulletin boards are
built for handling public communication,Let it be pointed
out here that “public” communications are possible
through mostsimple E-mail software programs,but the
method of accomplishing suchis laborious. A sender
would have to either manually send a separate copy of
a message to each user on the system, or make use of
“mailing lists” if the software permits. The nomenclature
and command structure of E-mail are not really de-
signed to perform bulletin type communication.
Figure 3 illustrates how an electronic bulletin board,
much like the physical one in the student union, can be
divided into separate areas where various bulletins are
posted. Such organization does help to reduce the
otherwise overwhelming task of navigating through
numerous unrelated bulletins. However, within each
subject area, comments can be addressed randomly
and do not constitutea serial discussion. Thus bulletins
do not lend themselves ideally to emulation of class-
room discussion, This is not to say that they cannot be
used as a vehicle for integrated, focused,lineardiscus-
sions—but to use them for such takes a great dealof
management and discipline on the part of the users.
Again, the software is really designed with a nomencia-
ture, commandstructure, and function set which best
meets the purpose of posting bulletins, not conducting
discussions.

Computer Conferencing

True conferencing software is the ideal suppurter of
instructional discussions which “feel like” a real class-

room discussion. In fact, the transcript of an on-line
discussion reads just like a transcription of an audio
recording of a discussion held among students and
teacher meeting simultanecusly in the same physical
classroom. The differance experienced by the com-
puter conferencing participant is that the time required
for the discussion toevolve is a period of daysor weeks,
rather than a period of an houror so. For this reason,it
is advisable to conduct several slowly unfolding discus-
sions simultaneously. In this manner it is possible to
hold the same number of asynchronous discussions
within in the same semester time frame as are normally
held by meeting in a classroom for an hour three times
per week for synchronous discussions,

Figure 4 comparescomputer conferencingto aseries
of related letters to the editor in a newspaper. In sucha
series tha sequence in which contributions to the dis-
cussion are made is important. Persons reading letter 3
will understandit better if they have read letters 1 and
2 first. The letters constitute responses to one another
in 3 chronological order. Time(at least a day) elapses
between each response. Several such chains ofdiscus-
sion can be unfolding in the newspaper simultaneously.
The process is very similar to computer conferencing,
except that the medium is electronic rather than paper.
Another appreciated difference is that many contribu-
tions can be made to any given discussion in a day’s
time frame.

The special kind of software available to support a
true conferencing environment contains features which
lend themselves to concurrent chains of discussion
responses. They also contain all the facilities needed for
bulletin boarding and E-mail. The IPT program at BSU
uses all three levels of features (conferencing, bulletins,
end E-mail) in conducting TLF courses. The program
doesnotmake much use of the software's bulletin-type
potential to do lecturing, mostly because students
prefer paper-based readings/lectures which are more
time-enduring, annotatab!e, highlightable, and physi-
cally referable. The program does make extensive use
of the software's E-mail capability for private student
interaction, personal concems between student and
teacher, submission of assignments and return of per-
sonal feedback on ests and assignments,etc. But for
BSU, computer conferencing actually finds its highest
and most distinctive applicati:n in conducting “class-
room” discussions.

In the BSU program.discussions on several discrete
topics occur during the course of a semester. Some of
these overlap time-wise or occur simultaneously. Ex-
amples oftitles for such discussions are givenin Figure
5.

Making Discussions Effective

There are two key principles for effectively guiding
the use of computer conferencing discussionsfor in-
struction:

1. Design the discussion ahead of time.
2, Manage the discussion in process.

If either of these steps are omitted, computer
conferencing discussions tend wander aimiessly. The
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resulting discussion may turn out to be interesting, but
minimally productive.

Designing DiscussionsAhead of Time
With regard to designing the discussion ahead of

time, the following advise is given:

1. Tle discussion plans to your objectives.
2. Make sure your points get made.
3. Structure the discussion.

Tleing Discussion Plans to Objectives

Obviously, a first step in tieing discussion plans to
objectives is to establish what you hope thestudent will
learn, Libraries of material exist on this aspectof pla -
ning discussion, and do not need to bediscussed here.
It is sufficient to point out that once objectives are
established,it is Important to design your discussion
plans around whatever purposes you have in mind.
College instructors can easily be more topic-oriented
than objective-oriented in conducting classroom dis-
cussions. The sameis true in computer conferencing
discussions, but the consequences seem to involve
even more entropy than results in a traditional class-
room. Just having students bring up any points they
may in an on-line discussion to help “cover the topic”
ends up being very low-gradeinstructional ore.
In order to tie discussion plans to one's objectives,it is
important to determine which of the “phases of instruc-
tion” the discussion is aimed at. Phases of instruction
have been described in a numberof ways by a number
of authors. One simple schema contains the following
five steps:

1. Preparation
2. Presentation
3. Practice with Feedback
4, Evaluation

5. Follow Up

Determining which of the phases of instruction you
are trying to conduct using computer conferencing
helps you to gain a clear view as to what you hope to
achieve in the discussion. For example,if you are in the
“preparation” phase, your goal will be to arouse inter-
est, to review prerequisite material, or to tie the new
discussion in with what has preceded it in the course.
These goals are quite different from a discussion which
is aimed at the “practice with feedback” phase for the
same unit or topic. And so the way the instructor
designs and manages the discussion will be quite
different in different phases of addressing the same
topic or leaming objective.

Making Your Point

After first planning the discussion objectives, it then
Goes become appropriate to focus a bit on content. One
of the activities of the planning stage for an on-line
discussionis,in fact, to plan what points you hope will
be brought out in the discussion, Creating a ist of these
points does threes things: (1) ft helps you see more
clearly ways you can stimulate students to bring out or
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discover those points without you having to spoon feed
them.(2) It aliows you to manage the discussion more
efficiently. (2) While conducting a discussion, checking
yourlist to 360 if all your points have been brought out
gives you come clueas to whether toend the discussion
and go on: to a new one.

Structu:ing the Discusion

Structuring the discussion involves four main activi-
ties:

1. Focusing the content.
2. Specifying the format.
3. Avoiding structures which invite nonresponsive com-

raunication.

4. Avoiding structures which invite redundancy.

Focusing the Content
The introduction to a discussion tells students ex-

actly what you want them to do,It is in your “kick-off”
statement that you communicate the structure, format,
and rules of the discussion. In an introduction, the
boundaries on the content need to be fairly narrow,
otherwise the discussion will wander. For example, “In
this iter, let's discuss self-esteem,” would invite such
broad discussion that there would belittle direction or
cohesiveness. A more content-focused introduction
would be, “How does self-esteem affect the success of
incentive systems? Please give examples.”

Avoiding Nonresponsive Communication

it is all to easy to fall into the trap of giving an
introductory statement which invites too muchself-
referenced communication. This means that the dis-
cussioninputsof each student will refer only tohis or her
own experienceor viewpoint. Commentsontheirpeers’
contributions are minimized. Each response is indepen-
dentof all others. It produces a nonresponsive environ-
ment whichisalittle akin to the bulletin board environ-
ment where there is no sequence or dialogue to the
individual items posted. Sometimes this is desirable
(such as with, “Each of you give an example ofbias in
interpreting data.”), but moreoftenitis not. An example
of an introductory statement which almost demands
that students be responsive to one another is, “Work
together to propose a group recommendation on how
to improve the feedback system in the EverRite case
study.”

Avoiding Structures Which Invite Redundancy

Hf in the introduction to a discussion you imply that
each student should give an answer regardless of how
redundant it may be with other students’ answers, you
set the discussion on a course for low productivity and
boredom. For exampie, if you say “Each of you give
definition of efficiency,” you are likely to get 20 repeti-
ticns of essentially the same definition. It would be
better to say, “Each of you suggestaway your employer
could be more efficient. Please comment on one
anothers’ suggestions regarding how weil you think
they would work and whether you have tried something
similar.”
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Specifying the Format

Someofthediscussion formats which you mighi wish
to try are described below. These formats heip to keep
discussionsinteresting, focused, and ive. Rather
than define the formats, they are identified withatitle
and thenillustrated with an example of the type intro-
ductory statement that might be used.

The critique.

The critique. “Here is a sample proposal for a forma-
tive evaluation study. Please pointoutits strengths and
weaknesses. What would you do to improveit? Each of
you make only one or two comments until others have
also had a chance to respond.In other words,pleasedo
not try to do the whole critique yourself!

The group report.

The yroup report. “Susan, Linda, Fred, Danie) and
Jan: Please work together under a restricted confer-
ence and research the various methods of doing cost
assessments for instructional programs. Summarize
your results and report them back to the group under
discussion #24. Once you report, the rest of the class
will be invited to ask questions of you five.”

Twenty questions.

Twenty questions. “Pretend | am yourclient and you
are an instructional designer. Please interview me in a
groupinterviewto try to narrow down what | really need
you to developfor me.| will give you a first clue and then
you should ask Clarifying questions to arrive at what itis
| really want. (This Clue is a request | actually received
once!) CLUE: We want you to make us a video tape on
how to do mair.tenance work on our new line of print-
ers.”

The poll.

The poll. “Each of you register your vote privately with
me (use E-mail) on the following issue; Can you have
efficiancy without effectiveness? | will only reveal the
poll results and will not reveal how specific individuals
voted.”

Timed disclosure.

Timed disclosure. “in one paragraph, please defend
why you do or do not think parties who are not paying
for an evaluation should have a say in what the evalua-
tion addresses. Send yourjustification to me by private
message. At a certain point in time| will share all of the
arguments andtheirauthors, but! do not want you to be
too influenced by what others are Saying until you have
all had a chance to respond.After I’ve received all your
paragraphs, you'll have the opportunity to comment on
one another’srationale.”

The assigned debate.

Theassigneddebate. "John, Maxine, Larry, andTodd:
please take (such and such)a position. Lucile, Corinne,
Lee, and Frank: you take theopposite side. Now please
debatetheissue.”

Free asscciation.

Free association. “I'm not going to structure this
discussion too much—we're just exploring ideas to
peak your interest in the topic of consulting. What are
your thoughts and ideas on this subject?"
The hot seat.

The hot seat. “Zach, your in the hot seat now!| want
the rest of the class to ask you questions about why you
selected naturalistic inquiry as the method for your
evaluation proposal.”
The Socratic dialog.

The Socratic dialog. “Class, we're going to bat this
one back and forth. First I'jl ask a question, then one of
you answer. Then I'll ask the next question and some-
one else answer, and so on. Every other commentwill
be from the instructor (unless there’s something you've
just got to break in and say or ask!)”
The shot gun.

The shot gun. “This discussion is to get you thinking
about a lot of related topics relating to the differences
between training and education.I'm going toraise them
all at once and you answer which ever ones appeal to
you personally: Ready? here goes:” This is then fol-
lowed by a set of perhaps ten related questions.
Go around the circle.

Go aroundthecircle. “Let's go aroundthe‘circle’ and
each of you tell the class why you selected this major.
After each of you has responded, we'll close this item
and move on.

Guided discovery.

Guided discovery. “Class, rather than give you the
conclusions Stumpps and Grig laboriously came to
about the use of CAI, | will tell you the first thirg they
learned and ask you to raise succeeding questions,
Each time you hit on a question they raised and an-
swered,| will give you the results of their research,”

Blind man’s bluff.

Blind man's bluff. “Since evaluation is primarily a
technical process, what partdoes politics play in evalu-
ation?” In this case the initial premise is purposely
misleading and students will eventually bring out the
point that evaluation is only partially a technical pro-
cess andthatit is also largely a political activity as we!
as a human communications activity.

Managing the Discussion in Process

Once a discussion is appropriately designed, \'"ing
the principles outlined above,itis also necessary in the
implementation stage to manage the discussion, En-
tropy aboundsin on-line discussion.It takes the con-
stant addition of energy to the system onthe part of the
instructor to keep the discussion on course. Students
are often not disciplined at following directions explic-
itly. They need io be reminded and guided. Manage-
ment techniques such as the following may be required.
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. Reinforce good discussant behaviors by saying
things on-line, like “Thanks for responding so
effectively to Judith’s question, Barry.”

. Request change in poor discussant behaviors by
tactfully pointing out the preferable behavior. For
example, “Class, | would like to reiterate my re-
quest that you be more directly responsive to one
another's comments.”

. Spur participation when lagging by directly re-
questing it. For example, “I notice that not many of
you have commented on this issue. Let’s have a
little more response in this discussion.”

. Move misplaced content. If a student makes a
contribution under the wrong discussion heading,
moveit immediately. Many students do not bother
watching whatthe original intent of the discussion
was and mayfollow the errantlead of the student
who misplaced their contribution.

39

5. Vary who participates by privately asking tne overly
outspoken towait a fewresponsesbefore contrib-
uting, privately asking less outspoken individuals
to participate more actively, and calling on specific
individuals justasa teachermight call onastudent
in a traditional class to respond.

6. Occasionally, have a student conduct the discus-

7.

8.

sion.

Summarize occasionally throughout the discus-
sion, especiallyif it is a tengthy one.
Handle tangents appropriately. For example,
“Lynne, that's a great issue you brought up, but
let's get back to the original topic. If some of you
want to discuss Lynne’s issue with her, please do
so under the open discussion #27.

. Give a decisive end to each discussion. Don't let
discussions drag on after they have served their
purpose, since doing so will distract from other
discussions where students should be focusing.
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Developing A Learning Community
In Distance Education

by
Robin Mason

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years there has been a considerable
growth in the use of computer conferencing in Europe.
The European Community (EC) has funded a wide
variety of projects involving conferencing and elec-
tronic networking, and this initiative has lent support to
other institutions to embark on applications in the area
of training, education and business communication.
The Open Unive.sity in the UK pioneered the use of
computer conferencing in mass distance education,
and since its beginnings in 1988, many other educa-
tional institutions have followed suit. Although some
applications involve global networking, such as links
between schools all overthe world, an” distance teach-
ing institutions offering their courses to anyone who can
access their host machine, many of theinitiatives are
specifically directed at developing links amongst the
various countries of Europe.

In addition to practical applications of computer
conferencing, there has been considerable research
into two related areas. Firstly network issues - compat-
ibility, standards and access, have been substantially
funded by the [:C and to a lesser extent by the Public
Telephone Coripanies. Secondly, software develop-
ment- new conferencing systems, upgrades to existing
software, and design of front-ends to conferencing
systems - has been carried out at European universities
and software companies.

One of the stipulations of all EC funded projects is
that they must involve the collaboration of several
partners, usually educational institutions and industry,
across several European countries. This hasled to the
need for considerable collaboration and communica-
tion, which in turn, has fuelled the uses of computer
conferencing. Although this is not an ideal tool for
collaborative work, the need for an electronic commu-
nications medium widely accessible from many sites
and different countries and allowing joint preparation
and redrafting of papers, has given tremendous impe-
tus to the research and development of such tools.

COMPUTER CONFERENCING AS A TOOL FOR
TEACHERS

Because of the difficulties of access to computers
outside established institutions, computer conferenc-
ing as a teaching tool has been taken up in limited
educational - primarily, management, high tech-
nvlogy subjects and teacher training, where equipment
is usually provided by employers and institutions. Most
schools throughout Europe have computers, though
not necessarily in convenient locations or linked to a
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modem. Nevertheless, there are increasing initiatives
involving electronic communications between teach-
ers, either as teaching tools in the classi. .om, or as an
in-service training medium.

Rie! (1990) underlines the need for teachers in iso-
lated classrooms to participate in the same kind of
community learning environmsnt whichtheytry to set
up for their students. She points out that:

There have been a number of studies that have

documented the change in students’ reading, writ-
ing, science and problem solving skills when work-
iny on a network with studentsin distant locations
(Newman, 1984; Riel, 1985; Mehan, Moll and Riel,
1985; Naiman, 1988; Cohen and Riel, 1989). Less
attention has been focused on thechanges that take
place when teachers work together in this coopera-
tive manner. (Riel, 1990: 451)

Her research with Leaming Circles on the AT&T
Leaming Network shows that teachers working on
educational networks Consistently rate their own learn-
ing, not the learning by their students, as the most
important benefit of the programme.

In this paper, case studies of conferencing applica-
tions involvingteachers will be presented giving a range
of uses of the medium: as a teaching medium for
teachers, as a tool for teachers to use in their teaching
and as a support and networking facility for teachers in
the field.

CREATING A LEARNING COMMUNITY

As perhaps the most exciting offspring of the mar-
riage between computers and telecommunications tech-
nology, computer conferencing is most effective at
creating a eense of community. Newcomers to the
medium are constantly surprised that warm, meaning-
ful relationships develop easily and frequently. Com-
ments from conference participants describe thei: ex-
perience:

Despite the medium'sinability to transmit the smiles
(and glares) ar J other non-verbal speech parts en-
joyed in face-to-face contact,| still feel more in-
volved and part of things than | have done on other
courses.

| have looked forward with excitement to reading this
conference every time | logged on; and | have naver
been disappointed.

Althoughin previous years I've never been aware of
feeling isolated, the prospect now of going back to
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the old system [without computer conferencing]
next year frightens mea little bit.

Manystudents studying at a distance miss the social
life and network of contacts which traditional face-to-
face teaching offers. Conferencing cannot entirely sub-
stitute for this, but it can provide a unique kind of
contact and atmosphere. Students van put up on the
system queries and statements of their interests and
‘meet’ like-minded fellows or get information on their
particularquestions from the poolofsystem users.This
is especially true when the students are adults with
considerabie expertise in their working lives.

The value of collaborative leaming is increasingly
recognised both in higher education and in training.
Computer conferencing allows certain kinds of joint
project work and peer learning exercises to be used
with students studying at a distance. For exampie,role
play and simulation games have been tried online;joint
preparation of assignments are being used increas-
ingly, and many examptes of peer commenting on
written work are described in the literature. The UK
Open University will try a group assignment next year
with 1500 students on an informationtechnology course.
Students will take part in discussions on the question
set by the course team, and tutors will give individual
marks to each student based on the quality of their
input, the extent to which they comment on what other
participants have said, and add new ideas and opin-
ions.

The case studies which follow, are focussed on three
themes: the use of computer conferencing in a large-
scale distance teaching application; its use as a Col-
laborative tool for teachers and students; its use as a
means of communication amongst teachers across
European frontiers.

CASE STUDIES

THE UK OPEN UNIVERSITY (OU)

The Open University is a large-scale dedicated dis-
tance teachinginstitution with over 150,000 students
spreadall over the country and increasingly in parts of
Europes. By the end of 1992. the University will open
access to students from all parts of the European
Community. Although the primary delivery medium is
printed units written by academicsat the University, an
extensive system of regional offices throughout the
country organise tutors to mark assignments and run
face-to-face tutorials in local study centres. After find-
ing that the use of terminals in study centresconnected
to the University mainframes wasincreasingly difficult to
maintain, a policy of home computing was launched in
1988, in which students purchased compuiers at dis-
count or toaned a machine from the University. Over
20,000 students now use a computer at homeaspart of
their undergraduate studies.

The use of thecomputer conferencing system, CoSy,
on the course DT200, An Introduction to Information
Technology, was started in 1988 with about 1500 stu-
dents and 65 tutors. Other computer software was also
used on the cou. se - word-processing, spreadsheets
and databases, in addition to a book of readings,

considerable text material written by the course team,
cassette tapes and broadcast television programmes.
Now in its fourth year of presentation, many lessons
have been leamed about how to integrate Computer
conferencing into OU courses, howto structure confer-
ences to get the right critical mass of students partici-
pating, and how to manage the system as a whole to
provide support to students, respond to queries and
keep the conferences free of extraneous comments. A
number of important lessons can be drawn from the
extensive evaluation (Mason, 1989; Mason, 1990; Ma-
son, I990b) of this course:

e for relegating computer communication to a very
small part {in this case, about 5%) in a course inevita-
bly leads to marginalisation and lack of use

* the cost of telephone charges is a significant deter-
rent, particularly when learning to usea conferencing
system anddevelopingconfidence in theearlystages,
has to be carried out at the student's expense

* it is possible with adequate support facilities (both
software and human) to teach large numbers of stu-
dents the rudiments of conferencing entirely at a
distance

e the exploitation of conferencing to achieve educa-
tional goals requires careful and extensive structuring
of the online environment so that both students and
tutors can make productive contributions

® conferencing can tap the invaluable resource of adult
students’ experience and expertise to the advantage
of all concerned.

Since theinitial large-scale use of conferencingat the
University, a variety of other applications are in hand.
Othercourses haveadopted CoSy,notary in the Open
Business School's MBA programme,andincreasingly
as an optional extra for students with suitable equip-
ment. One of these is an education course, Computers
and Learning, available both to teachers taking an
undergraduate degree and to those wanting a single
up-date course. As many teachers have access to a
modem at their school, course team members, tutors
and other interested staff have set up # numberof
conferences, for discussion of course material, ex-
change of experience with using computers in the
classroom, and support for the project element of the
course. Additionally, one of the case studies in the
course material is an evaluation of the use of computer
conferencing as a learning tool. Using extracts from a
previous DT200 CoSy conference, students are taken
through acritique ofthe conferenceinteractions with an
audio tape prepared by the course team. For example,
on thefacilitative role of the online tutor, the tape points
out:

Thefirst student’s reply to the tutor is to disagree
wi.n his description of the OU student working ai
home. . .So the tutor's input is being treated quite
differently from the wayit is treated when it Is written
in a course unit. The tutor does make an input, but it
can't be compared with ‘input’ in the sense of ‘what
is to be learned’. Here the tutor’s input was valuable
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a5 a stimulus to the student to articulate their own
understanding. But it wasn’t taken as gospel.

On the use of students’ personal experience as a
valuable element in conferencing:

You will have noticed that a lot of the discussion
relies on personal experience, and sounds rather
unacademicat times.It'san aspectofthe informality
of the mediumthat it's easy for Students to talk this
way. But that doesn’t mean it has no academic
validity. As students relate these issues to their
personal experience it enables them to see more
complexities in the issue; that it’s not open to a
simple analysis.

On the value of commenting on others’ opinions:

[Student x] is pushed to make this elaboration of his
argument by the converse points made by [student
y], so the interactive discussionin this way forces the
re-articulation of his views, and allows [student x] to
develop for himself a more elaborated understand-
ing of the argument. This is important because it's in
this way that discussion can lead to leaming without
any formalinput from the tutor."

The benefit of using computer conferencing at the
University can be broadly described as the growing
sense of an academic community - of students, part
time tutors, regional staff and course developers. For
those whoparticipate on CoSy,there is a unique chan-
nel of communication which has had tangible as well as
intangible results. Tutors have been involved in the
maintenance and developmentof the course; regional
staff have had a convenient means of coordinating
activities; students have benefited from a real sense of
contact with the course team as well as a Supportive
environmentfor learning; central staff have been more
closely in touch with the presentation of the course and
its effects on students. The very quick feedback loop
which CoSyaffords has revealed many problems, as
well as positive responses from students and tutors,
which the usual indirect and protracted methods ob-
scure and dilute.

CAMPUS 2000

Campus 2000 is the mejor providerof online systems
to education in the UK.It was formed in 1989 with the
integration of two well established services, PRESTEL
Education and The Times Network Systems, known as
TTNS. Campus 2000 has used some elements of the
PRESTELdatabase, which is a commercial service run
by British Telecom for the benefit of businessand home
users, but now provides a vastly different range of
features and services specially tailored for educational
use. In addition to databases, Campus 2000 provides
group mailing facilities for schools as well as the confer-
encing system, Caucus.

These extracts from Laurillard, 1989, are transcribed
from an audio vision exercise in which an audio tape
accompanies the conference messages on a computer
screen.
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The facilities of Campus 2000 can be accessed from
anywhere in the UK at local telephone charge rates, and
this has led to a vast range of primary and secondary
school applications throughout the country in all as-
pects of the curriculum. For teachers it provides spe-
clalist subject and project information es well as a
flexible and dynamic resource for contacting other
educationalists.

In addition to the local and national projects it facili-
tates, Campus 2000 has hosted much of the develop-
ment work on distance education and computer sup-
ported cooperative services in Further and Higher Edu-
cation establishments.It has actively fostered links with
European schools and teaching institutions, and pro-
vides links to thousands of users with compatible mail
systems in Europe and other parts if the world.

Links with France and Germany

Campus 2000 has been connected by a gateway link
to Edutel, the teacher information service supplied by
the French Education Ministry, and 25 schools in both
France and the UK aretaking partin 5 curriculum-based
projects during 1991. Similarly provision has been made
for up to 100 German schools to have direct access to
Campus 2000 to take part in a programmeof collabo-
rative COmmunication projects. The aim is to introduce
communications more widely into the German schoo!
classroom.

Oneof the aspects of these linksis foreign language
learning. Campus 2000 provides access to the FELINE
database's tAodern Languages section which consists
of carefully selected authentic texts, taken from French,
German and Spanish satellite TV news broadcasts.
Eachtext is accompanied by exercises at an appropri-
ate level (GCSE andAlevel), and can be retrieved for
printing out compiete with all accents.

Of course, the system is used for pen-pal exchanges
between students wanting to practice their use of
foreign languages, but group events also take place.
For example, during Marchofthis year, two schools in
Hampshire and a school in Germany launched a new
activity basedon theCampus Satellite Education Project.
Pupils aged 13 simultaneously viewed a selection of
news broadcasts on the ASTRA satellite in German and
English. For two hours a rapid exchangeof electronic
mail took place from bothsites in response towhat was
viewed. The organiser of the event from Hampshire
commented:“It is my belief that communicating with
Campus 2000is providing exciting new links across
international borders and is set to provide genuine
sources for foreign language material. Perhaps more
importantly,it is helping to establish more informed and
nore enlightened Europeans.”

A Leaming Environment for Teachers
A special conference for teachers is hosted on Cau-

cus, called Staffroom. General issues such as teacher
appraisal, smoking in staffrooms, and mixed versus
single sexed schools have been discussed, along with
particular requests such as ideas for the schoo! musi-
cal, and more light-hearted exchanges. The Scottish
Council for Educational Technology established a con-
ference specifically to focus on Scottish issues, and
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another conference provides online access to consult-
ants with experience of administrative, financial and
staffing implications of Local Management of Schools.
For an additional sum, consultants are available to
answer lar queries on the management and
implementation of the latest education reforms, legal
and financial matters and information technology mat-
ters,

Undoubtedly many teachers find the introduction of
electronic communication into the classroom to be an
exciting and stimulating aspect of their own develop-
ment. Not only does it allow teachers to prepare their
students for the jobs of tomorrow,it prepares teachers
for the changes in their own profession. As one teacher
who tas experienced the value of telecommunicating
for his own development, comments:

Hf we as teachers thinkthat our jobs are in the 20%
that won't significantly change, we are wrong. Edu-
cation must and will changedramatically in the next
few years. Thus we will need new tools for teaching
- tools that can make the Global Village concept a
reality in the classroom.

Teachers, especially if they are trying new ideas in,
their Classrooms, need to knowthat they are on the
righttrack.It is Often very difficult to find a personin
your building or even in your district that under-
siands what you are doing and gives valuable feed-
back. With a connection to a wide audience, you are
able to find another teacher who can be helpful and
legitimise what you are doing.

For me, telecommunications is exciting and fun. |
find that, when | as a teacher enjoy something, the
kids are more motivated to leam. (Hay, 1989)

Obtaining professional qualificationsis also possible
online. The Department of Further and Vocational Edu-
cation at the University of Ulsterhas chosen Caucus as
the main medium in plans to introduce distance leaming
into its two year part-time course which leads to a
professional teaching qualification - the Advanced Di-
ploma in Education. The course caters for nearly 200
candidates, mast of whom are lecturers in the 26
colleges of Further Education in Northem Ireland, Hav-
ing already used computer conferencing on short in-
service training courses, they find that it has many
advantages In allowing a much higher degree of flexibil-
ity to beexercised by both staff and colleges. They also
find economic benefits for their teachers, by reducing
the numberof miles they haveto travel in order to study
for a diploma.

Resources for Teachers

Campus 2000 has been active in promoting direct
curricular uses of its online systems by acting as an
intermediary to business and industrial organisations
seeking to demonstrate theircommitment to education.
This has led toavariety of business-sponsoredprojects
and resources for teachers. For example, the Midland
bank supports an online database of banking informa-
tion, and to complement this, they have prepared a
booklet containing student assignmentsand a quide for
teachers giving ideas and examples of ways in which

the online resources can be used in the classroom. The
English Heritage association has also sponsored an
online history project, involving email and a software
package for designing a castle. Participating schools
receive dally clues via email relating to the location and
construction of a real castle, which will enable them to
bulld a 3-dimensicnal model to scale.

in the past databases in schoo! science have been
used to confirm theory oras a basis for induction, not as
a means of testing hypotheses. A new project on
Campus 2000 aims to change this. The National Envi-
ronmental Database Project is aimed at upper level
science siudents, and has been sponsored by British
Nuclear Forum. Students collect data about the envi-
ronment using expenments and questionnaire surveys.
Using specially developed software,this data is sent to
Campus 2000 and made available to other schools in
the UK and abroad, Through discussion on a chosen
topic, students are encouraged to form hypotheses
which then require methods and data in order to test.
Access to data from other schoolsallows testing of the
hypothesis from a broader sample.

As thesemanyexamples demonstrate, Campus 2000
aims to connect communities of people with common
interests. Teachers are at the same time the mainstay
and the beneficiaries of this network.

PLUTO

PLUTO is a loose cooperation of individuals and
institutions involved with teaching and teacher training
in Europe, and engage electronically in exchange of
ideas, experiences anc. educational material related to
the classroom in many subjects. As a communication
medium they use the PLUTO European Network, which
is based on Bitnet, UUCP and Janet.

The participants are faculty members at teacher
training colleges oruniversities, student teachers, class-
room teachersand their studentsat general and special
schools, and finally, trainers for in-service traininginsti-
tutions of private enterprises. At present they have
email connections with participants from over 14 Euro-
pean countries.

The project has three overall educational goals:

® Thefirst is to introduce into teacher training, skills
in the use of information and communication technolo-
gies, which are expected to be commonplace by the
end of the century.

* The second, and ultimately the more important,
goal is thatof identifying those new formsof classroom
activity, andchanges in the learning environment, which
are brought about by the use of new information and
communication technologies.

* The third is to establish practical collaborative
projects which practise these activities and to dissemi-
nate the results of these into the wider teachertraining
environment through a widening of the participation in
the network.

The central concept of the PLUTO project has been
identified as ‘collaborative distance learning’. That is,
the project expiores the new modalities of learning that
become possible when educators who are geographi-
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cally and sometimes Culturally remote from each other
are enabled to work togetheron shared projects ann to
become resources for each other, This approach nas
the dual advantage of developing their understanding
of the technologies and their intemational perspectives
at the same time and by the practical use of the
technology itself. In this way it creates an awareness of
and a respect for, the cultural diversity whichis part of
Europe's educational heritage.

PLUTO’s management style devolves the ownership
Ofits projects to thenodes themselves. Each participat-
ing institution is expected to run and manageat least
one major activity or project and to take part in four
additional ones run by other nodes. In this way the
central group coordinates and manages rather than
imposes, and the flexibility of a wide range of projects
whichare of real interest to the regional organisations is
emphasised. The results are made available to the
whole network, and these should be in the form of
deliverable items such as teaching materials and data-
bases.

CONCLUSIONS

Computer conferencing is an increasingly valuable
medium for teachers - as a means of training and
updating the teaching profession, as a resource for
supporting teachers in the classroom, and as a facility
for networking teachers themselves. Conferencing also
plays a role in the mutual understanding of different
peoples of the world, in opening horizons to wider
perspectives, and in creating friendships across inter-
national boundaries.

As anew medium for distance educators, computer
conferencing brings interaction, feedback and active
participation to the student studying at a distance.It
reduces the sense ofisolation and bringsflexibility and
convenience to the life-long leaming needs of adults.

Finally, computer conferencing creates communi-
ties, new groupings of people based on mutualinterest

_rather than geographical proximity. The value of this

oe
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facility for education is unprecedented: we have only
barely scratched the surfacein exploiting its potential.
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Extending the RJ-I1 Connection for Audio
and Computer Conferencing

by
Larry Hudson, Robert Paugh and Phyilis Olmstead

Overview

Using computer conferencingasamedium forteacher
education is a benefit to the profession. This use ex-
poses teachers to high technology. Teachers at remote
sites, who would not otherwise benefit from university
courses due to logistics, can be included. There is the
benefit of reaching larger numbers of active intelligent
students (Jordahi, 1991).

Human nature resists change: using technologyis no
different. Uniess an educator was trained on comput-
ers, worked in the computer industry, or was just
intrigued by computers, few ever spend the hours
needed to learn to use the equipment (Kotrik & Smith,
1989; Smith & Kotrlik, 1989), This thoughtis recognized
as aroad block to staff development(Kinnaman, 1990).
Some educators whouse the typewriter do not see the
potential of the computer especially if they struggled
with mastering the typewriter.

A student registered for a computer-conferencing
class will have no choice but to leam computing in a
very short time frame. This intense trainingis justlike a
six-week summerterm. There is no time to waste and
superficial attention to the subject would be detrimen-
tal. Training of teachers on computers is discussed
intently by Kinnaman (1990) as being an integral com-
ponent of purchasing technology by every district.

The novice computer userwill need to network with
other students and computer users in order to makeit
through difficulties. The technology “bug”will bite most
of them, and they will look for every computer confer-
encing course theycan find. They will look for opportu-
nities to introduce conferencing in their classroomsand
will seek out grants for expanding technology at the
schoo! and at home (National Research Council, 1988).
Many students in remote areas will be able to obtain
coursework that is not convenient or accessible in the
conventional sense. Teachers who work full time are
unable to attend recertification ordegree advancement
courses unless they are within an acceptable driving
zone of a majoruniversity or off campu:facility. Insome
major cities attending class at night might mean rushing
twenty-five miles or more through heavy traffic to make
it to a class that starts shortly after work hours. Traffic
probiems, long distances, time constraints, and toll
fees are serious considerations for some educators,
especially in this time of educational funding cutbacks.

Not all studentslive within easy commuting distance
of a university community. There are professional edu-
cators who choose to live in remote or rural areas far
awayfromthe hubbub ofamajorcampus. Through long
distance leaming students can actively share their ex-
periences with fellow students and teacher educators.
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A combination of audio and computer conferencing
mediums provide access to the university and empow-
ers the adult leamer.

History of Teleconferencing at the
University of Central Florids

Oneof the authors first used audio teleconferencein
1979 while working as a graduate assistant at the
University of lowa. In 1982 upon beginning a positionas
a faculty member, he proposed the use of audiotele-
conferencing for vocational education courses, not
because of the weather or mountains, but because of
traffic and few studentsat eachsite. in January 1984 the
first courses were taught using Radio Shack speaker
phones purchased by the UCF Alumni Association and
the university operator for connecting the parties. This
extended the RJ 11 connection for providing courses
for distant leamers. The use of the university operator
was hindered by the switch board closingat 6:00 p.m.
In 1985, time on another locai bridge was borrowed for
use. This was the first bridge used at UCF for an audio
teleconferencing course. Purchase of an audio bridge
for the university was completed in 1986 by combining
funds from five different sources on campus: Business
Services, Sponsored Research, College of Education,
Administration and Finance, and Instructional Re-
sources. Equipment necessary for audio teleconfer-
encing includes: telephone and handset, headset or
speakerphone. Applications include committee and
administrative meetings and courses. Transmittal can
be through an operator, a service, or a “bridge.” Costs
for “local” calls are nothing but direct dial can be used
for “long ‘“istance” calls. Since then, primary use has
been by tne Vocational Education faculty with three of
the four faculty having taught over 20 courses using
audio teleconferencing. Acceptanceoftelephone tech-
nologies has not been broadened toother faculty within
the College of Education and the University as a whole.
Maybe it's the technology or the change process, but
some faculty are afraid of it. As one person said in a
faculty senate meeting “pratty soon nobody will be
here, We'll just have boxes talking to each other” -
whichis not the case.

To identify attributes of successful audio tele-confer-
encing instructorsof amodest in-house research project
funded a survey. Using a national directory of persons
conducting audio teleconferencing;the following items
were determined by percentage to strongly agres/
agree with the item as being an attribute with no item
having less than an 80% agreement (Hudson, 1989).
The top ten itemsare listed for each category.
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Genera! Characteristics
. Generates enthusiasm during session
. Gains participants’attention

Demonstrates credibility as an instructor
. Elicits participation of students

Maintains participation of students
Actively listens during session
Has commitment of instructional leaders

Has funding
. Has staff support
. Requires more planning than traditional course

SOOBNanawn=
—

Personal Characteristics
. Positive attitude

Adaptable
. Enthusiastic

Flexible

Responsive
Confident

. Innovative

. Encouraging

. Approachable
10. Supportive

DONDEws
Aren't someofthese characteristics thesameas one

should have for “regular” teaching or for using other
telephone technologies? In 1987, a pilot project withthe
Racal Milgo Corporation using freeze frame technology
was initiated for one year. During courses additional
equipment such as a camera and a cart hindered
acceptance of these two technologies. The equipment
is still housed at the University on a permanent loan
from the Racal Milgo Corporation.

Pilot Project Center for Education and Training for
Employment Ohio State University

In January 1989, a representative of the Vocational
Education Consortium from Florida was contacted re-
garding a faculty member from the university system
attending a training session using “Participate,” a com-
puter-conferencing software from the Compu- Serve
service. Other faculty were offered a chanceto attend,
and for one reasonor another, were not able to attend.
One of the authors was offered the opportunity to
attend a seminar in the Spring of 1989at the CETE/OSU
here in Columbus to jeam how to use “Participate” for
teaching courses. Twofaculty from the state of Florida
were in attendance at this session (Rosemary Baum,
FIU, and Larry Hudson, UCF).

Wewould like to say that over the summer intemal
thought planning about application occurred, but that’s
not actually the case; actually fear of this new technol-
ogy, another extension of the RJ 11 connection using a
computer and amodem, prevailed. Maybe it was trans-
ference and maybe it was the addition of a new technol-
ogy, but it was a little intimidating to add this “new”
technology.

The calendar of events was:

Sten Date
Call for interest January, 1989
Training January, 1989 -

2 days
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Thinking Jan, - Aug., 1989
Requests for course August, 1989
Call for accounts August, 1989
Registration August, 1989
Self raview September, 1989
Studenttraining/first class September, 1989 -

2 hours

Getting on-line Sept. - Nov., 1989
Assignments completed Oct. - Nov., 1989
Graduation/presentations December 6, 1989

During the 1989 fall semester, the pilot project using
audio teleconferencing and computer conferencing
(electronic mail) began. Accounts were established for
eachofthe ten studentsin the courseand each student
did access the system; some to a much greater extent
than others, and some only accessed the system within
the last two weeks of class. Tha plan for using computer
conferencing was introduced 3t mid-term after suc-
ceeding at audio teleconferencing. One technology
was againadded to another,furtherextending the RJ * 1
connection. Not all students in the class had access to

computer, much less a modem. Modemsare still noi
commoninthe classrcom ortheschools. The computer
as a stand alone PC may be available, but modems
connecting to computers outside are not available
everywhere. Ali ten students did complete the course
and had some success with the technology and com-
puter conferencing. During December of 1989, the
American Vocational Association annual convention
was held in Orlando. All students were requested to
attend and be co-presenters at a meeting during this
convention. iach of the ten students offered a five

minute critique of the pilot project from their perspec-
tive. Overall, this pilot project was very well received.

Pilot Project Florida information Resource
Network (FIRN) UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL
FLORIDA FIRN System

The “fundamenta! goal of the FIRN is to provide
Florida's educators with access tocomputing resources
that serve public education” {FIRN, 1990, p-l). The
primary missionis to “provide electronic pathways and
procedures enabling users to utilize computing re-
sources located in public education data centers
throughout Florida” (p.4). in the inception of FIRN
primary use was administrative but now more instruc-
tional applications have been added.

Funding for FIRN is provided annually by the state
legisiature from general revenue appropriations. This
funding supports ongoing and pilot projects across the
state.

Discussions of a possible pilot project were initiated
during the 1990 fall semester. New software and sys-
tem changes to the Florida Information Resource Net-
work (FIRN) would be completed by the end of January
in the spring semester. After a small delay, preliminary
information was provided and accounts established.

The graduate course in Vocational Education had, as
the primary emphasis, program improvement. Access
todatabaseswas a critical element as well as electronic
mail and computer conferencing.
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Students were later requested to attend an orienta-
tion session of the FIRN system at the main campusat
which moderate success was achieved in logging on
the FIRN system. Ten students registered and began
the course using audio teleconferencing. The students
were from nine locations in Florida. Some of the stu-
dents were outside the designated “Service Area” (Ap-
pendix A) but wished to participate in the course. Some
students were “on-line” the next day, while newer
students weren't able to get on-line until later.

Equipmentsetuo.One of the more perplexing things
about new computersystemsisthat they are structured
in multip!e layers with unfamiliar terms. Each new piece
of equipment or program comes complete with a new
vocabulary to eam.The world of modemsand telecom-
munications is no different. Without a firm mental image
and knowledge, things can becomevery confusing.

The important components that are necessary to
deliver computer conferencing include: the computer
(CPU) monitor, modem, and a telephone. The authors'
preferred systam is -

Computer: an IBM PC XT, AT PS/2 or compatible
computer.

Memory: at least 192K of available RAM.
Operating System: PC-DOS or MS-DOS,version 2.0

or later.

Disk Drive: at least one floppy drive, or one floppy
drive and a hard drive.

Display: a Monochrome monitor and display adapter,
a composite monitor with a Color Graphics Adapter, an
EGA monitor and EGA display adapter, a VGA monitor
and VGA adapteror a monitor and adapter compatible
with any of these.

Modem: virtually any modem, Hayes compatible,
extemal or internal, any speed.

The computer is a digital device that “talks” in binary
code with a vocabulary of ones and zeros. The tele-
phone network is an analog system which uses varying
tones to communicate.

The modem is a device that speaksboth the “Analog”
and the “Digital” Janguages and translates between
them.

Modems purchased for use with the computer are
either internal or external. An external modem is housed
Outside of the computer and is easier to install. It
requires littie computer knowledge to install following
the directions providd with the modem.

Modems are avrilable from mail order computer
stores, or from your local Computer store. Modemsare
built in one or more different speeds known as the baud
rate. It is more cost efficient for on-line time if you
purchase a modem at the faster rates, such as 2400
baud. In addition, modems should be Hayes compat-
ible as Hayes is the standard for modem communica-
tions. A modest price of $85.00 would purchase a good
2400 baud modem.

Installation is a two-level process consisting of the
hardware installation and the software installation and
configuration. Software is the “stuff” which permits the
computer to do all the wonderful thingsthat it can.It is
the coded language that controls the computer hard-
ware. Software is often called by differont names de-
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pending upon the specific taskitwas written to perform.
When the purpose of the code is to contro! such
mundane yet important tasks as handling disk files,
screen displays, and microprocessor interrupts, the
software is called the “operating system”. Spread-
sheets, word , and communications soft-
ware fall into the class called “applications software”.

Before using the modem, the Operator must be sure
that itis set up correctly. This depends on the use of an
extemal or internal modem. The set up for external and
intemal modems are quite different. Therefore, this
paper will not detail how the setup is done. The most
important aspect is to follow the documentation that
comes with the modem.In addition to setting up the
modem, the operator must also reconfigure or change
settings in the computer's operating system to work
with most communication programs.If using a hard
disk drive, the config.sys and the autoexec.bat files
should be modified. Again, this depends on the com-
puter and the communications software being used.
Mostall software programs mustbeconfigured to work
with a particular computer. It is important to read the
documentation that comes with the software as most

software today has an “install” program.If the install is
not followed correctly, the program will not run or work
properly. Computer connectionsare initiated by having
the modem dial the telephone number for that com-
puter. Besides knowing the telephone numberof the
other computer being called, the operator must know
some additional information such as baudrate,parity,
and databits.All of this information should be provided
by the System operator (SYSOP) with whom the opera-
tor is communicating. All of this sounds very complex
but with patience,it will be possible to snjoy the won-
derful world of computer conferencing.

c f the FIRN/UCF pilot fect.
When one uses different Computer systems as faculty
and students do — one term does cometomind - user

friendly. That means not only the equipmentbut also the
software.

Another commentalso comes to mind. Naisbitt says
in Megatrends(1982) “whenever new technology is
introduced into society there must ba a counterbalanc-
ing human response — that is, high touch — or the
technology is rejected” (1°32, p. 39). In all of our audio
teleconferencing activities we have tried to maintain
“high touch,” in response to this comment and to the
research completed by the University of Wisconsin -
Madison, and others over that last 20 years on audio
teleconferencing. Personalizing makes it successful.
This sense of “high touch” can come through in audio
andcomputer conferencing. One ofthe majorstrengths
in using the FIRN system for electronic mail and com-
puter conferencing is accessibility. The system is ac-
cessible to all public school personne! in the state of
Florida through a “local” or 800 number so that there is
no charge for a long distance call (Appendix B). In this
course the ten people who enrolled were requested to
have access to a computer and a modem from either
work or home. The FIRN network provides a means of
tending electronic messages to one or multiple parties
simultaneously and setting up conference topics for
discussion.
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At the end of the pilot project two of the students in
the course (Cynthia Woodley and Phyllis Olmstead)
participated in the developmentofa video tapedemon-
strating access to the FIRN system. Both Jim Neill and
Bill Schmidt came to Orlando from Tallahassee to
participate in the interviews and demonstrations of the
procedure for accessing the FIRN system.

The technology should not overpower the contentof
the course. In the spring semesterdifficulties with the
on-line audio teleconference bridge overpowered the
content of the course and the course suffered for that
reason.In that respect use of the technology must be
high touch or user friendly, so that faculty and students
can and will use the system. The ability to contro! time
working for the class and sending messages electroni-
cally is of paramountimportanceto students, especially
those whoare full time teachers and administrators.
They can get on-line in the evening, if they are “night
people,” or in the moming,if not a night person. A
student can get on the system at five o'clock in the
moming, receive and answer messages, and be done
for the day. it is important to log on to a system on a
regular basis.

Listed below are sume student attributes for using
telephone technologies as observed by one of the
instructors (L.H.):

1. sense of adventure

2. risk taking
3. patience
4. persistence
5. support of significant others

With ten or more students, one is on everydayand,if the
instructor does not go on-line for three days or even a
week messages canpile up.it’s like checking the mail;
it is overwhelming if not continued on a regular hasis.

After completion of the course, students were asked
to provide feedback, Items used were gleaned from a
reviewofliterature in 1985 and havebeen used foraudio
teleconferencing as well as computer conferencing
courses.

Certain demographic characteristicsare important to
discuss. Fourof the nine students had completed three
or more courses using audio/computer conferencing
and four participated from their homes. Four saved one
to two hours while two others saved over three hours

per weekly session. Although mileage may not be as
critical as traffic, miles saved per week overall were
significant.

Related to tle teleconferenceitems, overall response
was positive with 15 of 17 items having a mean of 4.1 or
higher of a possible 5.0 points - with the caveat that only
nine people were involved. A very high rating supported
the methods and future involvement in courses using
these technologies.
 (WOT DERELive Of iis eG hdeee b

The graduate class offered in the FIRN pilot program
wastitled “Vocational Program Planning, Developing,
and Evaluation.” The three hour course included review
of research and preparation of papers on the history of
program improvement process, current procedures,
and proposed program improvements. The review of
researchin the course was accessed via computer and
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modem. One database used frequently is the State
University System’s Library Users Information Service
(LUIS)-an electronic card catalog, ADVOCNET and it’s
bibliographic retrieval sources, such as VECM and
ERIC.

Locai sources were obtained from the University of
Central Florida library system through theuse of Library
User information Service (LUIS). The on-line library
media database is a program provided on the Florida
Information Resource Network (FIRN). The user may
access media bytitle, author, or subject. They will
receive a response of an index of books with thattitle,
by that author, or on that subject. A subindex may be
presented for more detailed titles on subjects or by
authors. A choice of a particular iitie will present a
bibliography, subject headings,location of media in the
library, the call number, and the availability of the
materia!

This information will provide the long distance learn-
ers with a meansofwritinga“shopping list” of materials
to investigate or check out. They can arrange their
selection process by stacksorfloors, according to the
information, and leave off their list materials that are
checked out or missing based on the availability :1ote.

For example, an important text for an upcoming
course was obtained through a bulletin on the Depart-
ment of Education Bulletin Board on FIRN. Elorida
Schoo! Laws1990from theState Department is used as
the only text for the Legal Aspects of Education course.
The instructorof the course is currently using the 1988
edition because the newer editions have not yet been
made available to the local bookstores, The day the
1990 edition came off the presses at the state depart-
ment, the bulletin was posted onthe DOE Bulletin Board
and was available for only $3.91 delivered.

ADVOCNET,an electronic communications system
on a national leve! for networking in vocational eciuca-
tion, wasalsoaccessed. ADVOCNET is managed by the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education.

This system provided access to the nationa! database
Bibliographic Retrieval Service (BRS) which provides
Vocational Education Curniculum Materials (VECM),
ERIC, RIVE, and other databases for research and
curriculum development.

ERIC Clearinghouse publications were accessed di-
rectly from the publishers after contacting JudyWagner
over the ADVOCNET electronic mail system. Research
journals were accessed through the use of LUIS both
from home and on-campus. When research journal
articles were unavailable, requests directly to the au-
thors were necessary. ERIC and Dissertation Abstracts
were accessed both on CD/ROM at the main University
campus and the ADVOCNET system.All data-
base Information was available for downloading toafile
or printer for future reference.

The FIAN system cormitted personal conferencing
with individual fellow students and groups with the
professor. Students e:.periencing technology difficul-
ties and communication blocks could easily “talk” to
fellow FIRNSto discuss “how to enter a door” or utilize
the programmingtoit's fullest. The FIRN system opera-
tors replied quickly to questions and were very recep-
tive to questions from the “guinea pigs.”
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This pilot program required personal exploration of
the state system and contact with national leaders
regarding issues in Vocational Education. There were
numerous databases and conferences on the new fed-
eral legislation and important state activities were ac-
cessible prior to the information “trickling down’to the
local schoo! district. Instant contact with state level
Officials, including tie State Commissioner of Educa-
tion was possible through FIRN.

The use of FIRN, ERIC, VECM, LUIS, Dissertation
Abstracts and RIVE via computer and modem reduced
thenumber of 50 mileand six dollar toll round trips tothe
main campus, for just this one student, not including
students from greaterdistances. The ability to organize
and plan thelibrary “Junkets” increased the availability
of reading and composing time. Time compression is
extremely important to the full time teacher/parent/
student.

Electronic mail for individual and group messages or
discussion of topics via computer conferencing em-
powered the students to manage their “class” time
more efficiently for their particular_lifestyles.

Summary

Will faculty in vocational education continue to use
telephone technologies to take the university to the
distance tearner? YES, we will continue to use this
technology. Quite a cadre of graduate students have
been developed who are proficient in the use of audio
teleconferencing and electronic mail/computer confer-
encing. They expect these technologies to be used.
There is still hope that other faculty members will use
these technologies to provide courses for the distance
leamers.

Use of these technologies provides increasedaccess
to sources of information and enhanced management
of time. These issues were well stated by Naisbitt and
Aburdene in Megatrends 2000 (1990):

(1) “New technologies have changed the importance
of scale and location and extended the powerof
individuals” (p. 301)

(2) "Computers, cellular phones, and fax machines
empowerindividuals, rather than oppress them,
as previously feared” (P. 303)

Teachers and students who use the RJ 11 - standard

telephone connection empower themselves and what
is learning, if not empowerment?
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Telecommunications Networksin Action:
An inter-university Project

by
ConstancePollard and Valerie Akeyo

As we enter the 1990's, the need for electronic
communications networks in classrooms, among pro-
fessionals and colleagues is increasing. At iocal, na-
tional and international levels, computer communica-
tions systems are being used to share ideas and infor-
mation as well as to ciistribute materials.

In vocational education programs, teachers and stu-
dentscan benefit from electronic communications sys-
tems through collaborative classroom projects with
other institutions. An example of such a project was
conducted between the University of Idaho and the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) fall semester,
1990.In the project, students gained hands-on expeni-
ence by using BITNET and Intemet (wide-area net-
works) to exchange messages and search other
institution’s libraries.

The purposes of this collaborative project were to
provide vocational education students with needed
telecommunicationsconcepts and skills and to update
the curriculum to reflect current business needs and
trends. Participants gained knowledge of telecommu-
nications terminology and concepts while gaining skills
in the use of modems, communications software and
mainframe computers.

As avitalcomponentinthe learing-teachingsystem,
teachers with telecommunications competencies can
offer students learning experiences utilizing the latestin

‘technology, Electronic communications networkskills
enable us to share and compare research data and
ideas and enhance the vocational education curricu-
lum.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS IN ACTION:
AN INTERUNIVERSITY PROJECT

As we enter the 1990's, the need for electronic
communications networks in classrooms, among pro-
fessionals end colleagues is increasing. At local, na-
tional and intemational levels, computer communica-
tions systems are being used to share ideas and infor-
mation as weil as to distribute materials.

In vocational education programs,teachers and stu-
dents can benefit from electronic communications sys-
tems through collaborative classroom projects with
otherinstitutions. An example of such a project was
conducted between the University of Idaho and the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) fall semester,
1990. In the project, students gained hands-on experi-
ence by using BITNET and Internet (wide-area net-
works) to exchange messages and search other

institution's libraries. Participants gained knowledgeof
telecommunications terminolegy anc concepts while
gaining skills in the use of modems, communications
software and mainframe Computers.

Project Purpose and Objectives
The purposes of this collaborative project were to

provide vocational education students with needed
telecommunications concepts and skills and to update
the curriculum to reflect current business needs and
trends. Specific project objectives were leamer-ori-
ented and focused on providing students the meansto:

understand and usebasic telecommunicationster-
minology
gain needed telecommunications competencies
and skills

understand and use telecomputing components:
hardware and software

communicate electronically and gain first-hand
knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages
of E-mail

access and use a mainframe Computer
share Ideas with other vocational education stu-
dents

explore telecommunications as a means for voca-
tional teachers to enrich Curriculum

This project was designed to insure that students
gained experience using a mainframe Computer(this
was the only time in their programs in which they
actually had an opportunity to use a mainframe) and
learned about telecommunications through hands-on
applications. The project was employed as an avenue
to encouragestudents to examine electronic communi-
cation as a way to network with their colleagues and
implement cooperative leaming exercises within their
own classroom settings in the future.

s

Description of Student Population

Eleven (11) students enrolled in an administrative
office procedures class at the University of Idaho and
seventeen (17) students in a business telecommunica-
tions class at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln par-
ticipated in the project. These courses are required for
business education and administrative office manage-
ment students. Theclasseswere composed primarily of
third and fourth year studants. Although the students
from both universities did have experience using a
personal computer, none of them had used a main-
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frame computer, modem or communications software
prior to the project, Students were enthusiastic (and
perhapsalittle apprehensive) aboutthe project.

Procedursn

The developmentand implementation of a project of
this nature required the support of the university com-
puter services departmentsaswell as structured class-
room discussionsand demonstrations. Specifically, the
following steps were taken to accomplish the objec-
tives and goals of the project: 1) gain computerservices
support; 2) provide telecommunications background;
3) demonstrate and discuss telecomputing compo-
nents; 4) demonstrate and discuss electronic mail (e-
mail) applications; 5) demonstrate and discuss BITNET
and Internet: and, 6) provide student assignment/trans-
mission guidelines.

Gain Computer Services Support, To insure the
project’s successful outcome, support was elicited
from the computer services departments at each uni-
versity. Project directorsconsulted with theirrespective
institutions’ computer services departments to acquire
computer mainframe time for their classes. Although
each university hasa policy concerning who hasaccess
to the mainframe(s), essentially that timeis available to
all students enrolled in collages across campuses.
Although BITNET and Internet are free to users of
connected institutions’ mainframes, specific university
policies do differ in respect to student permission to use
these networks. Someuniversities grant unlimited ac-
cess to any enrolled student, while others limit access
to graduate students, faculty and staff. The latter was
the case for both the University of Idaho and the
University of Nebraska; however, projects of this nature
are encouraged and permission for student use was
readily granted. Students were assigned useridentifi-
cation numbers and passwords.

Provide Telecommunications Background,For a unit
dealing with electronic communication over wide area
networks, students were introduced tobasic definitions
of telecommunications, networks, transmission media,
mainframe (host computer), and telecomputing com-
ponents. Concepts were discussed during class ses-
sions utilizing as many visual aids as possible.

There are many telecommunications textbooks and
resources available for use as reference aids (a partial
list is contained in the bibliography).

Discuss and Demonstrate Telecomputing Compo-
nents. Although students could access the mainframe
directly through terminals on Campus (and UNL stu-
Gents did use this medium on occasion), an objective of
the project was for students to learn how to use @
modem and communications software. Class discus-
sion conceming the concept of telecomputing focused
on the use of a modem and communications software
to enable a personal computer to communicate with
another computerthrough telephone lines. Communi-
cations software features and functions were demon-
strated and explained. University of Idaho students
used PROCOMM communications software (under
$40.00), and University of Nebraska students used
CONNECT(public domain communications software).
There are a number of communications software pro-
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grams available commercially and/or in the public do-
main, anyof which would besuitableforatelecomputing
project.

Students learned that protoco! parameters must be
set for successful communication totake place. Fortwo
computersystems to make senseout of the information
they're exchanging with each other, there are certain
aspects of the process that they must handle in a
compatible way. The useris required to set the baud
rate (modem transmission speed), parity, data bits, and
echo. How do students know whatthose settings are?
They must get the settings from the computer system
(bulletin board, mainframe,etc.)with which they wantto
communicate.

Other features of communications software were
explored and used. Students discovered how to oper-
ate a dialing directo: y, capture data, automatic dialing
and redi2! ge %e «s download and upload files.

Discuss andDemonstrate Electronic Mail, Electronic
mail is conceptually a simple application—the sending
of a message from one person to another, but discus-
sion also covered aspects of e™ mail including advan-
tages and disadvantages. Althoughfacsimile transmis-
sion was discussed as a form of electronic mail, this
project concentrated primarily on communication be-
tween computers—telecomputing, The uses of e-mail
in the workplace as well as the speed and cost advan-
tagesof the medium were reviewed.In support of using
e-mail, the following research was discussed:

® 75 percentof all business calls are not completed
on thefirst try

* 55 percent of all business communications are one
way

« 76 percentof all business communicationsare not
time sensitive

* 50 percent of a business call is not business-
related

® 60 percent of all incoming calls are less important
tran the work they interrupt

* 90 percent of written phone messages are incom-
plete or garbled (Michigan Bell Telephone Com-
pany, 1988, p.2)

Although specific e-mail formats differ across soft-
ware andhardware systems,thebasiccomputer-based
memorandum includes thesame information contained
in the traditional paper memorandum. Students were
encouraged tocomposeand type messagesina factual
and understandable manner resulting in a clear and
effective message.

Discuss andDemonstrate BITNETand Intemet. Back-
ground information on BITNET and Intemet, network
applications, and support services were examined dur-
ing class time. BITNET, a wide area network, connects
over a 600 colleges, universities, government agencies
andprivate research organizationsin the United States
and around the world. BITNET, founded in 1981 by the
City University of New York and Yale University, Is one
of the largest general pu academic networks
(Updegrove, Muffo, and Dunn, 1989). The BITNET infor-
mation center which providesuser servicesandadmin-
istrative support, is administered by EDUCOM.In order
to promote the use of BITNET in higher education,
EDUCOMprovides a number of services including an
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on™|ine directory, paper and electronic newsletters,
end-user documentation, workshops, publications,
seminars, and conference presentations (Dyrenfurth &
Mihatevich, 1986).

BITNET encompasses the NetNorth network in
Canada and the EARN network in Europe. These com-
bined networks include over 3,000 computer sides in
Mexico, Canada, West Germany,Isreal, Japan, Korea
and other countries around the world. Internet is an
interlinked set of regional, national end intemational
computer networks. Among the major networks in the
Internet are NSFNET, ARPANET, and CSNET,but not
BITNET.

Through the Internet, one may access remote com-
puters, send electronic mail, obtain free software, and
use the electronic catalogues of someof the nation’s
largest researchlibraries.

Although the following applications of BITNET and
Internet were addressed in class discussions,time did
not permit for students to attempt every application:

® send/receive electronic mail

® interactive messages (real time)
®* file transfer
® discussion groups
® electronic magazines
® communicate with colleagues
*® develop new contacts and network with colleagues
® instructional support (student/professor messag-

ing, distribution of course assignments and mate-
rials, etc.)

® search jibrary electronic Catalogues
® download free software program

The project concentrated primarily on communicat-
ing with students through the sending and receiving e-
mail.

StudentAssignment/Transmission Guidelines. Com-
puter services departmentsconducted thefirst session
to acquaint the students with the logging or/off pro-
cess, passwords and e-mail features. At this time.
students sent messages to each other and worked their
way through the process.

The next e-mail class exercise required that students
log on and access the read mail option. They were
pleasantly surprised to find a message from their in-
structor waiting for them. The Message contained their
day’s assignment and asked them to respond to their
mail and send messages to other class members. This
gave them practice in accessing and generating com-
puter messages prior to using BITNET. The University
of Idaho students could go to a room containing a
personal computer with a Hayes 2400 baud internal
modem. The computer lab at the University of Nebraska
had22400 baud external modem attached toone of the
personal computers for student use.

Assignments were given which involved students
sending and receiving three messages between Idaho
and Nebraska. The students were to introduce them-
selves, ask questions, and/or give problems to their
counterparts across the country. No other structured
limits were given as to the actual content of student
messages; however, messages received were to be
printed and handed in. Ethics and etiquette for e-mail
were also discussed in relation to the project assign-
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ments. Much of the ethics and etiquette problems
associated with e-mail seem to stem from the lack of
cues for readers. This can be attributed somewhat to
the lack of clues, such as body language. Updegrove,
Muffo, and Dunn (1989) provide guidelines for e-mail:

® Cover only one subject per message, which facili-
tates replies, forwarding, andfiling.

® Use upper and lower case text because MES-
SAGES IN ALL CAPITAL LETTERS HAVE THE
EFFECT OF SHOUTING.

* Be diplomatic. Criticism is always harsher when
written, and electronic messages are easily for-
warded.

Be calm. You may have misinterpreted the implied
criticism or missed the ironic humor in a message;
don’t send a reply while you are still hot under the
collar. (Networkers cail this “flaming”)
To signal your humorous intent, use the “sideways
smile”:-).
Don't use the academic networks for commercial
or proprietary work.
Be extremely careful about executing any pro-
gramsthatyoureceive overthe network,sincethey
may contain viruses that erases or damage your
files or, by propagating themselves, disrupt the
network.

Don't sendanything electronicallythat you wouldn't
want to seeon pageone ofThe Chronicle of Higher
Education, There is no assurance that a message

youintend to be personalisn't being read routinely
by a secretary or casually by a colleague or family
member passing by a terminal.

In addition to the BN JET e-mail exercises, students
used Internet to search the CARLlibraries of Colorado
and Wyoming and were encouraged to access other
library systems and discussion groups.

Rewards, Difficulties and Frustrations. The primary
difficulties associated with the project stemmed from
problems with mainframe computers and computer
services policies. For example, messages are retained
on the University of Idaho system for only seven days:
this was frustrating for students especially if they could
not get in to check their mail often. The University of
Nebraska, Lincoln computerservicesdepartment shuts
down the mainframe every Wednesday moming which
was the class meeting time. Also, there wore times
when (because a student inadvertently touched the
wrong keys) that a message would not send. Of course,
the student would be unawareofthis until after he/she
had typed a “long” message.

One of the most frustrating elements was the lack of
time since the project was initiated after the semester
was in progress. Additionally, this telecommunications
unit was only one segment within the course syllabus
and assignments had to be proportioned accordingly.

Although there were difficulties and frustrations as-
sociated with the project, the project purposes and
objectives were accomplished. Students gained needed
telecommunications conceptsand skillsthrough hands-
on application exercises. By using a modem and com-
munications software to access the mainframe com-
puter, they gained an understanding of telecomputing
hardware and software components. Telecommunica-
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tions terminology-™ networks, e-mail, online, real time,
etc.—came alive and was not just something to read
about. Additionally, perspective vocational teachers
were able to explore telecommunicationsasameans of
enriching curriculum within the classroom.

Student comments about the project were elicited as
a means of evaluation. On the whole, they were very
favorable and students acknowledged that they were
reacly to do more in the field of telecommunications.
Somespecific comments were:

® We didn’t Just read about it—we actually did it!
© This was the best part of the course.
® Can we still send messages to each other after the

project is over?
 [tisn’t that hard! | thought using a modem would be

more difficult. Now | can’t wait to buy one for my
computer.

¢ This is frustrating! | only wish we had a better
mainframe system.

Summary

Wou'd we doit again? YES! Through hands-ontele-
communications applications, studentsareable toleam
by experience.Active participative leaming experiences
enrich the curriculum and enable students to go beyond
the classroom setting. Of course, as with any project,
we would makesomemodifications.Initiating the project
earlier inthesemester would give students more time to
“play” with thesystem and gain more experience using
features of the communications software. Additionally,
other activities such as conducting library searches,

joining a discussion group and/or downloading soft-
ware could be integrated into the project.

As avital componentin the leaming-teachingsystem,
teachers with telecommunications competencies cun
offer stucients leaming experiences utilizing the latest in
technology. Electronic communications network skills
enable us to share and compare research data and
ideasandenhancethe vocational education curriculum.
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Electronic Mail, Conferencing, and Student Teaching

by
Paul E. Post

The project was designed to increase the communi-
cation betweenall the parties involved in the student
teaching experience of students in the industrial tech-
nology education program at The Ohio State University.
The project loaned each student teacher a laptop com-
puter and provided the student teachers, cooperating
teachers, and university supervisors with electronic
mail accounts onthe university mail system. The project
had its first trial spring quarter of 1991 with seven
student teachers inthefield. A Ph. D, candidate used an
action research design to collect data on the effective-
ness of the system developed. Analysis of the data is
currently underway.

The project hadfourmajorgoa!s. First, to increase the
communication between student teachers, cooperat-
ing teachers, and university supervisors. Second, to
promote student's reflection uponcritical incidents in
their teaching. Third, develop a data bank of instruc-
tional materials for use by student teachers.Finally, to
provide a forum forall involved in the industrial techno!-
ogy education programatOSU to help student teachers
solve problems.

The hardware used by the university included the
MAGNUS(Mail And Global News User System) system
which is running on two DEC 5500 computers. The
system has 64 megabytes of memory 4 gigabytes of
disk storageand 64 phonelines. Student teachers were
each joaned a Tandy JIOOFD laptop computer with 640
kilobytes of RAM,asingle high density floppy disk drive,
and a built-in 2400 baud modem. All the students had
phonelines at home. The cooperating teachers shared
their student's laptop or used a computerthey already
had. The computers used included, Apple Ils, Macin-
toshes, and IBMs. Some cooperating teachers had
phone lines in their iab or their office, others had to go
elsewhere in the building. The university supervisors
used their office computers, Macintosh SEs with 4
megabytes of RAM and 20 - 45 megabyte herddisks.
The computers are linked on an AppleTalk network and
share a 2400 baud Shiva NetModem with its own
phoneline.

The software used by the university included the Unix
system, MAGNUS, MM and ELM mail systems,vi and
fse editors, and the rn newsgroup reader. The students
used Tandy DeskMate and ProComm. The cooperating
teachers used the same software as the students plus

a variety of other communication packages that they
had. The university supervisors used White Knight.

The laptopcomputers arrived during the first week of
school delaying orientation of the students until then.
Students were first taught to use the DeskMatecommu-
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nication software and the MM mail system and thevi
editor on MAGNUS. That proving cumbersome
ProComm was obtained and the student were taught to
use it and the ELM mail system and full screen editor
(fs6) on MAGNUS. Midway through the quarter they
were introduced to m and the use of newsgroups.

Five mail lists were created to make mailing mes-
sages to groups of users easier. STEACH - sent mail to
all student teachers. COOPS - sent mail to all the
cooperating teachers. USUP - sent mail to all the
university supervisors. INFAC - sent mail to all the
industrial technology education program faculty. IN-
TEC - sent mail to all of the above.

The students were required to complete a number of
assignments to insure their usage of electronic mail.
They were required to respondto all questions from the
university supervisors. Each was to send two message
a weekfor thefirst two weeks to STEACH,Each student
was also required to post at {east one critical incident
report each week.

During the quarter it was observed that the greatest
amount of communication developed between the stu-
dent teachers and the university supervisors. There
were some requests for jesson information that drew
responses from ail involved groups. Student teachers
appeared to increase their reflection on the critical
incidents in their teaching, or at least the university
supervisors knew more about it. Large differences in
student usage of electronic mail did not seem to be
linked to past observation of student classroom behav-
ior. Some of the students wis used electronic mail the
most seemed to be the quietest ones in classroom
discussions.

The following recommendations are suggested on
the basisof observation since thedata analysis has not
been completed. The students need to be oriented to
the electronic mail system before the start of student
teaching and more time spent on developing theirfile
transmissionabilities. Increasing the numberof refiec-
tive questions asked of student teachers may help to
increase the reflection upon their expenences as might
having students keep their daily log on-line, Learning
may also be enhanced by involving others such as
students who are not currently student teaching and
university faculty not supervising student teachers. The
on-line involvernent of the cooperating teachers needs
to be increased by including them in more questions.
The system also makes it possible to conduct a weekly
three-way conference with each student teacher and
cooperating teacher team. Also more feedbackto the
cooperating teachers on their performance should be
provided.
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Overall the project was successful and did increase
the amount of communication between studen teach-

ers, cooperating teachers, and university supervisors,
The industrial technology education program has al-
ready begun teachingabout electronic mail in anumber
of pre-student teaching courses and in the fall will add

the topic to the program's methods courses. The stu-
dent teachers, cooperating teachers, and university
supervisors all commentedquitefavorably on the use of
electronic mailasa means of improving communica-
tion.
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A Focus Group Report
on

Religious On-Line Education

by
JamesTerry Roberson,Jr.

Executive Summary

The technology of the Information Age profoundly
affects the rate at which information is gathered and
disseminated. In consequence,sociaty is being trans-
formed with respect to the way things are dons. The
Black community is beginning to fee! the effects of, and
is slowly acclimating itself to this trend. The church,as
one of society's primary institutions,is feeling the im-
pactofthis revolutionary shift. Nevertheless,theAfrican
American Church has been essentially unconscious of
the challenges of the Information Age. The purpose of
this study is to focus on the African American Church
and its appropriation of technology for ministry in the
21st century. The general objective of the study is to
raise the level of theological education within the Black
Churchby showing a practical use of the technology of
the Information Age.

In Phase One of this study, a series of online focus
groups were established on the BRSNET network to
ascertain the perspectives on theological educators of
Biack Religious Studies on in the Black Church. These
discussions were focused on whether Computer- Me-
diated Communications could be adopted as a re-
source for Mistance Education pedagogy in order to
enlarge and strengthen theological education in the
African American Church and community.

This phase of the study has demonstrated the tech-
nical feasibility of Distance Education using Computer-
Mediated Communications ontheBlack Religious Stud-
ies Network. This phase has also demonstrated online
focus groups on BRSNET as an economical way of
doing research on particular problems within the Black
Church.

A recommendation is made to proceed to the next
phase of the ReligiousOn-Line Education (ROLE) project.
This next phase would pilot an online course in the
Centra! Hudson Baptist Association of New York. The
syllabus derived from this phase is to be used for the
pilot course.

The writer wishes to thank the following organiza-
tions for their direct participation in this study:

. The Society for the Study of Black Religion.

. The Empire Missionary Baptist State Convention.
. The Central Hudson Baptist Association.
. The Interdenominational Theological Center.

Howard University Schoolof Divinity.
. New York Theological Seminary.

Payne Theological Seminary.

NOnhons

Lastly, | wish to thank Dr. Gayraud S. Wilmore for his
mentoring and encouragement in this project.

Purpose of the Study

The technology of the Information Age profoundly
affects the rate at which information is gathered and
disseminated (Cetron, Roca and Luckin 1988; Naisbit
1984: Toffler 1980). In consequence, society is being
transformed in terms of how things are done (Ferguson
1980: Naisbitt 1984). The African American community
is beginning to fee! theeffects of, and is slowlyacclimat-
ing itself to this trend (Jaynes and Williams 1989). The
church, as one of society's primary institutions, is
feeling the impact of this revolutionary shift (Davis and
Clapp 1983; Lochhead 1988; Bedell and Rossman
1984; Rossman 1985). Nevertheless, the Black Church
has been essentially unconscious of this shift, slowly
becoming ineffective in responding to the challenges of
the Information Age.

The purpose of this study is to focus on the African
American Church in anticipation of its appropriation of
technology for ministry in the 21st century. The general
objective of the study is to raise the level of theological
education within the Black Church by showing a prag-
matic use of the technology of the Information Age.

The Research Questions

Key question being looked at in this study is “Can
computer conferencing be used as a pedagogy for
theological education and scholarly research and col-
laboration within the Black Church?” Someother ques-
tions being looked at are: What are the inhibitors to
theological education in the Black Church? Will Black
Religious Studies educators accept this method of
delivery as practicable and credible? How will educa-
tors be prepared to use this technology ff it is accept-
able? What are the inhibitors to the acceptance ofthis
technology in the Black Church and the academy?

The Research Design

ROLE project is designed to use the modemfacilities
of Computer-Mediated Communications and Distance
Education to conduct theo!ogical education classes in
the Black Church at the local congregation level. To
cope with the turbulent setting of evaluation projects,
Caro! Weiss, drawsfromtheworkof EdwardA. Suchman
to propose a four phased approach to evaluation
projects. This project is being designed and imple-
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mented on the Black Religious Studies NETwork
(BRSNET) and is divided into four phases as follow:

1. Pre-piiot Phase.
Phase One engages educators of African Ameri-
can Religious Studies in an evaluation of the
concept of online education as a potential peda-
gogyfortheological education inthe Black Church.
This phase uses focus groups as a qualitative
research method to explore the phenomenon of
online education in the Black Church and has
already servedto raise collateral issues/questions
conceming thenature of Black theological studies
heretofore unexamined by religious scholars. This
phase is also designed to teach the teachers
about the nuances of online education. Data from

this pre-pilot phase will be used as input to the
pilot phase and also for triangulation purposes.

2. Pilot Phase

Phase Two will engage pastors of local Black
congregations in a pilot class on the BRSNET
network. This phase will be an evaluation research
project using qualitative inquiry methods. The
Central Hudson Baptist Association of New York
will be used as a sample frame. The specifics of
this phase will be determined after data collection
and analysis of Phase One.

3. Prototype Phase
PhaseThree will develop a prototype mode! of the
general availability on the network of courses
pertinent to African American Religious Studies.
The objective of this phase will be to subject the
mode! to realistic operating conditions. This phase
will also seek to influence seminary and university
programs to better accommodate theological
education within the Black Church.This phase will
use the Empire Baptist Missionary State Conven-
tion as a sample frame.

4, Institutionalization Phase
Phase Fourwill be devoted to institutionalization
ofthan. delinto the structureofthe Black Church.

During this phase, efforts will be made to make
this offering an ongoing part of the Black Church.
Using the definition of C. Eric Lincoln, an appeal
will be made through the national offices of the
seven denominations that constitute the greater
part of the African American Church in the U.S.

The remainderof this report focuses on Phase One,
its methods,its findings, and its conclusions.

Phase One:The object of this phase is to expose the
prospective online teachers to the technology and to
have them evaluate the potential of this technologyfor
theological education within the Black Church. Accord-
ingly, several members of the Society for the Study of
Black Religion (SSBR) werecontactedand requested to
acquire the necessary hardware and software and to
join in this on-line project {in most cases, all that was
neededwasa modem). This phaseofthe project started
in June 1990 and ran through August 1890.

Phase One Methodology: Jane Templeton defines a
focus group as “a small, temporary Community formed
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for the purpose of the collaborative enterprise of dis-
covery.” She further sees focus groups .5 a group
method of exploration in the search for marketplace
truths. While this form of qualitative research method-
ology has been used almost exctusively for marketing
research, focus groups are increasingly being used by
researchers as a self contained means of collecting
data and as a supplement to both quantitative and
qualitative methods. This phase uses a focus group as
qualitative research device instrumentality to explore
the feasibility of using Computer-Mediated Communi-
cations or computer conferencing as a pedagogy for
theological education within the Black Church. This
phase is being implemented as an online class in which
the prospective teachers of online African American
Religious Studies temporanty become students.It is
believed by this writer that these instructors will have a
better appreciation for the problemsand frustrations of
the student if they have experienced a class online
themselves.

The structure of the Religious On-Line Education
class was to have an online focus group meeting that
would serve as the ROLE root meeting for this project.
Several sub-meetings were initiated under the root
mesting. The participants of the ROLE focus group
were as follows:

J. T. Roberson, Moderator and Researcher. Dr. Paul
Levinson, Co-moderator and Consultant.

Theinvited participants were:

. Dr. Randy Bailey, ITC, Atlanta, GA.

. Dr. James Evans, CRDS, Rochester, NY

. Dr. John Diamond, ITC, Atlanta, GA.

. Dr, Jacquelyn Grant, ITC, Atlanta, GA.

. Dr. John Kampen, Payne, Wilberforce, OH.
Rev. J. Edward Lewis, NYTS, New York, NY.

. Dr. Miles Jones, VUU, Richmond, VA.

iHenry H. Mitchell, ITC (VUU/UTS), Atlanta,

O@nNANSUNnN—
9. Dr, Larry Murphy, Garrett, Evanston, iL.

. Dr. Lawrence Mamiya, Vasser, Poughkeepsie,
NY.

. Dr.C. Gano Newsome, HUSD, Washington, D.C.

. Dr. David Shannon,ITC, Atlanta, GA.

. Rev. ‘ len Stanley, Empire State Convention,
Troy, NY.

. Dr. Sherman Tribble, Star Baptist Church,
Ossining, NY.

15. Dr. Gayraud Wilmore, ITC, Atlanta, GA.

In addition, several people on the ECUNET network
were invited to monitor this study and offer comments
directly to the researcher.

As moderator of the meetings, my objective was to
start the meetings with a brief introduction to the prob-
lem in the form of an open-ended question. The group
would then determine the direction ofthe discussion.It

is necessary that a high level of homogeneity exists in
a focus group. Most of the persons in this group are
members of the SSBR and are therefore, interested in
research in African American or Black Religion. The
general sequence of the meetings was as follows:
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1, General discussion and getting acquainted with
the network via discussions in ROLE CHAT.

2. Adiscussion of the problem in ROLE PROBLEM.
3. A look at computer conferencing as a potential

solution to the problem in ROLE TECHNOLOGY.
4. Aclosing discussion on approaches to using this

technology. This discussion included anyfinal
reflections and conclusions,

The asynchronous characterof Computer-Mediated
Communications allows the user to conduct a mean-
ingtul interactive dialogue without regard to time and
space.Thisfacility created an on- going forum in which
users could log on ai their convenience and participate
in the dialogue. Meetings were opened as necessary to
get discussions started. Initially, only ROLE, ROLE
CHAT, and ROLE DESCRIPTION were started on June
14, 1990. A few weeks later, June 25, 1990, ROLE
PROBLEM was opened.After several weeks ofdiscus-
sion in ROLE PROBLEM,the discussion was moved on
to ROLE TECHNOLOGY. ROLE TECHNOLOGY was
open on July 10, 1990 and ran throughto the beginning
of September, 1990. Final reflections and remarks were
requested in mid-September.

The Results

The results can be summarized in three sections.
First, the general comments that were found in ROLE
and ROLE CHATwereof a technical nature, Next, the
conversation in ROLE PROBLEMfocused on the ques-
tion “Whatis theessential problem with raising the level
of theological education within the Black Church?”
Finally, the discussion in ROLE TECHNOLOGYpro-
posedan answer to the question “How canthis technol-
ogy be used as a pedagogy for theological educatio.1in
the Black Church?”

ROLE CHAT

ROLE CHAT was a general purpose meeting de-
signed to allow participants the opportunity to discuss
problems they encountered getting onto the system.Of
the 15 participants invited, three (3) were not able to get
on the system because of other commitments. Two of
the participants had hardware difficulty but they man-
aged to get on. The remaining ten (10) were able to get
onto the network using the instructions found in the
BRSNET User's Guide, There were three areas of con-
cem discussed in this meeting. They were hardware
problems, navigating the BRSNET network, (particu-
larly uploading and downloading) andlastly, using an
editor program to read and modify messages for up-
load/download.

Hardware Concems

Ali the concernsfor hardware were with the modem,
In at least one case, there was an actual hardware
problem and the modem had to be returned. All the
other problems were a matter of adjusting the param-
eters in the communications software to match the
hardware configuration. The most common problems
involved the communications port (COM1 vs. COM2)
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andincorrect data rate settings (2400 bpsset fora 1200
bps modem). Another common problem was using a
“tone” dialing commandon a “pulse” line. Generally, a
telephone conversation was sufficient to resolve these
problems.

Navigating the system
| participants were issued a BRSNET User's Guide.

This exercise was also a test of its usability. Most
participants were able to get onto BRSNET w’in the
instructions provided in the User's Guide. Participants
were required to log on, enter a message online and
send the message to the moderator and the ROLE
CHAT meeting. They were also required to download
the contents of ROLE DESCRIPTION.All participants
were able to get online and enter a message online.
Manyof the participants expressed having somediffi-
culty with the upload and download feature; however,
most were able to complete the assignment. Thediffi-
culty encountered in this area has suggested some
modifications in the upioad/download section of the
BRSNET User’s Guide. Participants were able to achieve
effective communications after a few attempts with
upload/download.

The Editor Program

To create messages off-line for uploading and also to
modify/edit messages that have been downloaded, an
editor program is required. Most of the participants
used WordPerfect. In preparing a messagefor upload-
ing, the ASCII file option of WordPerfect(Alt-FS, 1, 1)
was used. The one problem encountered was confu-
sion of the sub- directories. The communicationssoft-
ware (PROCOMM) and the editor (WORD PERFECT)
were indifferent sub-directories. This sometimescaused
the user problems in not being able to get to the
downloaded message from WordPerfect. Mostof these
problems were resolved over the telephone.

ROLE PROBLEM

The conversation in this meeting was opened with a
brief discussion on the evolving nature of the African
American community and the growing demand for
theologically trained clergy. A new outreach approach
was called for which was characterizedasa “seminary
without walls.” The conversation immediately jumped
to the perceived cleavage between “academic types”
and “pastor types.” Suggestions were madethat semi-
naries should “retool in light of our particular needs.”
There was much discussion on this subject and pos-
sible items of agreement on this subject were:

e A holistic interdisciplinary approach to religious
studies in the Black or African Americantradition is
essential as a hermeneutical base for theological
education within the Black Church, both at the
theoretical and practical level.

* Most pastors want to do and be better than they
are. Unfortunately, we have not found the best
method for reaching and instructing them.
Special attention must be devoted to the “pastors
without degrees.” This population seems primed
for Distance Education.
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* There must be an appreciation of the gifts of both
“academic” as well as “pastoral” that lack theairof
“anti- intellectualism” sometimes seen in Black
Religious Education.

The general conclusion drawn from this dialogue was
that a program should be put in place that brings
aciJemics in touch with the practitioners in a manner
that promotes the contributions of both. Such a pro-
gram must be interdisciplinary and must appeal to non-
college pastors as well as academics. To raise the level
of theological education in the Black Church, a program
must be developed that reaches outside of the semi-
nary and into the local congregations.

ROLE TECHNOLOGY

The opening note in this meeting was done by Paul
Levinson. Paul provideda provocative opener to get the
discussion started by referring to the computer as an
“equalizer” between teacher and student. The relation-
ship between teacherandstudent in this environment is
not the teacher in front of the students but rather the
sacher “among” the students. Paul spoke from the

pedagogical experiences he has acquired using this
technology at Connected Education. There was a rich
dialogue in this meeting and much material was dis-
cussed.

The conversation immediately proceeded to practi-
cal concems with this technology. Such questions as
when should a student uploac/download, how long
should a response be, how soon should the instructor
insist on a response, when should the Instructor insist
on a response,etc . . . were posed. Several comments
were put forward concerning the first time use of this
technology, whether it is wise to initiate a class of this
nature with a fact- to-face meeting, etc...

Participants raised questions of how the classroom
dialogue would be implemented in this environment.
The question of confidentiality was raised. Such things
astestsand examinations, teaching methodology, class
structure, mixing of online education with conventional
in-person education were discussed. Thought was given
to the potential of this technology for enhancing con-
tinuing education procrams. Suggestions were made
regarding enhancingci ent DMin. programs with online
supplements,

Wereviewed a report from a studentinvolved in an
online class for graduate credits. This report from the
Boise State University program was quite valuable in
getting a different perspective on the use of computer
technology as the basis of a new pedagogyin theologi-
cal education.

After approximately two months of online discus-
sion, and some telephone conversations, we were able
to evolve a syllabus for a proposed fall course online.
The following structure is proposed:

® The first course to be offered should be “Introduc-
tion toAfrican American Religious Studies (AARS).”
The course will use team teaching and the profes-
sors will monitor each module for interdisciplinary
opportunities. The modules for this course, along
with the proposed instructors are as follows:
Introduction, Wilmore and Roberson
Biblical Studies module, Balley

Historical Studies module, Murphy
Theological Studies module, Grant
Ministry Studies module, Mitchell

The method of delivery will follow two approaches:

- The remotefacilitator approach in which a theo-
logically trained individual would use the curricu-
jum developed by the interdisciplinary teaching
team at alocal congregation. The Mount Lebanon
Baptist Church of Peekskill, NY was selected as
a case study site to 6xamine this approachin the
context of the Black Church.This site was recom-
mended because of Roberson's heavy invoive-
ment with this church and the expressed willing-
ness of the congregation.

- The completely online approach should be tried
with several pastors within a given geographic
area. The Central Hudson Baptist Association of
New York was recommended. This group was
recommended because of heavy Robersonin-
volvement and also because of the 45 churches,

of which approximately 50 9% have access to a
computer already,

For the completely online class, the first and last
class Meeting should be face-to-face. This option
is being used because of the convenience of get-
ting all the students together. Also, the pilot nature
of this coursesuggests we should go with the face-
to-face meeting.

® The Electronic week is to start on Wednesday and
end on the following Tuesday. This should give
pastors the weekend for their normal pastoral re-
sponsibilities.

¢ Tests and Examination:
Students will be required to make a two-screen
maximum response to the opening meetings. Stu-
dents will also be required to respond to each
other's reaction. The purpose of this requirement is
to ensure healthy dialogue among the students.
The final exam will be a 10 page double spaced
reflection paper submitted to Robersononline.
Class credits.
The New York Theological Seminary will work with
Robersontogrant Continuing Ecucation Unit cred-
its for this class. Based on a planned 30 contact
hour curriculum, three CEU credits will begranted.

The conclusion drawn from this dialogue was that we
could conduct a class on the network in African Amen-

can Religious Studies. The syllabus for the proposed
class can be seen in Appendix B.

LIMITATIONS

During the discussions, two areas were pointed out
as having serious limitation factors. These areas were
of economic and psychological concems.

Economic Goncems

Several oftheparticipants raised questionsabout the
prerequisites for pa. ..ipation in this kind of course. The
one obvious fact is that ons must have a computer and
modem. Given thesocio-economicstatusofmost Black
people, can they afford this program? The answer has

A
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to do with personal priorities rather than economics.In
today's environment, a computer system can be pur-
chased for less than a component stereo system, The
question now becomes “Is astereo system more impor-
tant to me than a computer?” Another point to note
regarding the required system has to do with future
projections. Futurists have suggested that by the year
2000, eighty percent of all households will have a
computer. tis therefore reasonableto expectthatwhile
system availability may pose a problem now,this will
not be the case by the year 2000.

Technophobia

The psychological problem ofusingthis equipmentis
more difficult to deal with. The very high presence of
“technophobia”is an undeniable fact within this com-
munity. Our experience in the Computer Literacy Into
our Community (CLIC) project has demonstrated that
this problem can be dealt with; however,it takes time.
The CLIC projecthasdemonstrated that membersfrom
the African American community will engage this tech-
nology much more readily in achurch environment.Itis
believed that the strong faith dimension within this
community, combined with the non-offensive environ-
mentof the church works as powerfultools to combat
the effects of technophobia.

Paradigm Shift

Using the works of Thomas S. Kuhn and Adam
Smith, Joe! Barker defines a paradigm as “...a set of
rules and regulations that: 1) defines boundaries; and
2) tells you what to do to be successful within those
boundaries.” And he adds “A paradigm, in a sense,
tells u that there is a game, what the gameis, and
how 10 play it successfully.” Barker then defines a
paradigm shift as “. . .a change to a new game, a new
set of rules,” The evolving demographics ofthe college
campus, with more adult learners present, is having a
profound affect on curriculum. Continuing Education
programs, Distant Leamers and Adult Learners are
becoming more the norm. Computer-Mediated Com-
munications offers great potential in Distance Educa-
tion as a meaningful delivery mechanism for a new
pedagogy. Distance Education using Computer- Me-
diated Communications provides an environment that
is conducive to the work schedules of the adult eamer.

According to Barker, Kuhn writes that whenacritical
mass of unresolved problems creates enough uneasi-
ness within a community, certain kinds of people are
going to search for a new paradigm to replace their
existing and now dysfunctional set of assumptions. The
change in campus demographics,along with trends in
Distance Education, trends in the technology of the
Information Age combined with the problemsof theo-
logical education within the Black Church all point to
what Barker, Kuhn, and Smith have alluded to as a
paradigm shift. The old paradigm that has kepi the
“pastor types” separated from the “academic types” is
no longer acceptable. The technological trendssweep-
ing the society in general and the African American
community in particular, are demanding a new game, a
new set of rules. Dr. Miles Jones is right on target when
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he suggests “.. . this might meanthat Black seminaries
will be required to re-tool in light of our own
particular needs.”

This writer shares the idea that Computer-Medlated
Communications will shortly emerge as a new educa-
tional paradigm,taking itsplacealongsideface-to-face
education. This technology is especially appropriate for
theological education because of the reflective dimen-
sion of theological education.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This study has demonstrated the feasibility of online
educationin the Black community. It has shown that, at
least from the perspective of the educators a,J wii.) the
proper support, online education appears to beaviable
altemative to traditional education in addressing the
problem of preparing ministers for the Black Church.
Most technical user problems can be handied over the
telephone and users can becomereasonably proficient
on the system without face-to-face contact and in a
short period of time. Even though economics is a
concem,it is the opinion ofthis writerthat this problem
will be minimal or non-existent by the year 2000. The
technophobia concer is more serious and must be
dealt with meticulously. The strong faith dimension,
however, can be used very effectively to combat this
fear.

Based on the Gialogue of this study, a syllabus has
been developed, which is highly recommended for
Phase Twoof the ROLE project. A proposal has been
made to the Centra! Hudson Baptist Association and
this group hasagreed to be thevenue forthePilot Phase
of the ROLE project. The Mount Lebanon Baptist Church
of Peekskill, NY hasalso agreed to bea pilot site forthis
study.

Giventhe positive results of this Pre-Pilot Phase and
the commitments attained from the various organiza-
tions, this project is moving into Phase Two.

Online Focus Groups

As a corollary, the use of online focus groups has
provento beavery efficient and effective way of getting
a small group to focus on a particular problem. Focus
groups have madesignificantstrides in becoming use-
ful for exploratory research where relatively little is
known about the phenomenon of interest. The unique
combination of Focus Group research and Computer-
Mediated Communications have given riseto the Online
Focus Group, This project has brought together some
of the leading minds on Black Religicus Studies along
with experts in online commu.ications to produce a
valuable work and at a relatively small cost. It is highly
recommended that this method ofqualitative inquiry be
used more often to focus specialized attention on
problems and issues within the Black Church and the
African American community.
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Research and DevelopmentActivities Regarding
Opportunities and Problems with Computer Conferencing

for Rural America

by
Dr. Ronald M. Stammen

Futurists predict that the education systems of !o-
morrow will be drastically differant from those of today.
They forecast that current information about teaching
and leaming will proliferate and will be used more
effectively because of educational technology and tele-
communications. However, they add that it might take
a century to bring to bear the applications of the
knowledge base thatis now in its genesis stage. After
all, they emphasize,it took a century for our nation to
develop a super highwayand transportation infrastruc-
ture to support the automobile industry that evolved
concurrently (S.ammen, 1991).

The following summarizes the research regarding
rural schoo! administrative usage and perspective of
computer conferencing in eastern Montana, northem
South Dakota, North Dakota, and western Minnesota:

1. Typically, an axperienced rural schoo] administra-
tor does not use computers for communicating
long distances and has no knowledge about ad-
vancedcomputer conferencing capabilities. There
is some familiarity with bulletin boards and eiec-
tronic mail, but it is not being used forinstructional
or administrative purposes.

2. A typical rural school administrator agrees with
over half of the problemsor barriers currentlitera-
ture says impede the usage of computer
con.erancing technologies in schools. The follow-
ing describes these typ ‘cal concem:

a. Equityconcerns ofthese rural school administra-
tors agree that subject -matter exparts are not
available in their rural communities. They feel
computer conferencing will help with this as well
as with the problem of not being ableto interact
with career role models. They also haveadesire to
use this medium for interaction andjoint activities
with peers in other locations, They suggest this
technology will heip with acquiring needed addi-
tional resources for information and instruction.
Finally, they agree it would provide additional staff
development courses, equity of educational op-
portunity, and equal access to increase quality of
information services.

b. Infrastructure for rural schools
are adequate, but schoo! administrators do feelit
is somewhatofa barrier that many rural telephone
companies lack a system with equalized capabil-
ity and service. Two-thirds of the rural telephone
companies providedigital switches and high-qual-
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ity transmission lines for reliable data transmis-
sion. Fiber optics is installed in half of the rural
areas included in this study.

. Financlal aspects would not be a barrier for
school administrators if they knew computer con-
ferencing was cost effective; however, they indi-
cate that financial support is not available for
computer conferencing equipment and to cover
long-distance charges. Budget cuts and con-
straints have prevented previous usage.

. Consortia and Cooperatives provide ways for
area rural schools to develop lony-range strategic
plans to use computer conferencing. The school
administrators indicated that a cluster of cooper-
ating schools are idealfor developing an adminis-
trative network for state and local communica-
tions needs.

. Regulations and policy problemsaffecting rural
schools are issues not being dealt with by either
nationalor individual state leadership groups who
should be interested in changing policy in favor of
education. There is aneed forcollaboration among
administrators regarding such regulations for us-
ing technologies like Computer conferencing.
School administrators agree that Congress must
review ~nd shape policies to reflect the nation’s
educational needsinlight of the possibilities cre-
ated by new computer conferencing technolo-
gies. They also feel policy makers atail leveis of
goverment are not giving enough attention to
expanding the amount and capability of computer
conferencing technology in schools.

{. Users’ interest statements found that rural school
administrators have a desire to use Computer
conferencing for instructional and administrative
purposes. Half of these respondents lacked com-
puter-accessing skills needed for searching and
retrieving information on-line with a computer.
They believeit can be a part of their daily style and
routine. They have the ability ano xeyhoarding
skills necessary touse this medium effectively, yet
they admit, overwhelmingly, that schoo! districts
do not have clear goals for using technologies
such as computer conferencing.

pose manybarriers for
the rural school administrators to contend with as
leaders in the transition toward utilization of tele-
communication technologies. These administra-
tors agree the knowledge explosion is too much
for anyone to handle without assistance of long-
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distance telecommunication technology. They also
admit educators are reluctant to eam because of

computer anxiety. They agree teachers are reluc-
tant to becometechnologists In addition to being
educational professionals. They disagree that com-
puter networking skills should be taught in voca-
tional education courses and that computer
conferencing is becoming one of the needsof the
workplace.

h. To educators, “educational technology” implies
devices, not the process approachto instructional
development. Administrators realize they have to
break down the barriers that make many educa-
tors fes! compelled by powerful social and admin-
istrative Pressure to teach in particular ways which
limit their opportunity to utilize computers. They
agreed it is necessary to lead in changing the
perception that computers are “another” techno!l-
ogy ratherthan a mode that extends an educator's
capacity to help people.

i. Management and leadership problems appear
nonexistent among the administrators surveyed.
Althoughthe majority felt they should utilize com-
puter conferencing for state and local purposes,
they overwhelmingly rejected the notion to de-
velop such skills for nationwide communication
needs. However, most everyone acreed that they
should Provide teachers with the opportunity to
expand their thinking about use for instructional
purposes.

j. Time consideration poses problems and creates
bariers for implementing technologies in rural
schools. A typical rural school administrator ad-
mits there is a lack of time for proper training of
people to use computer. Turnaround time and
timely feedback for exchanging information is a
problem. These administrators contend they do
not have time to explore and implement computer
conferencing networks.

k. Support Resources involve bariers for rural
schools because they lack sufficient support per-
sonine] to properly utilize computer conferencing.
The administrators agreed that resources are not
used properly to train people in how to use the
computers. Personne! are just not available in rural
areas to help explore educators’ creative capabili-
ties with computer conferencing.

|. Access Issues involve such concerns as having a
dedicated telephoneline in each of the school
buildings and access to computer conferencing
services. The schoo! administrators admit it is a
barrier that rural areas have inequitable access to
telephone services, and desire access to competi-
tive long-distance cariers.

There is a keen interest among rural schoo! adminis-
trators to develop these telecommunication links to
enhance curriculum and support added instructional
opportunity for students. These schoo! administrators
tend to perceive this medium for instruction rather than
administrative purposes. Yet the findings suggest there
is much interest to develop projects which organize
networks between administrators who are involved in
consortia or cooperative activities.

The research shows that rural administrators are
faced with a majority of the problems and barriers the
lterature suggests occurs throughout the nation.

The fact that funding is a concer and most school
districts lack proper goals to use new communication
technologies in education suggests diffusion of new
projects will occur slowly during the next few years.
However, indications that diffusion will occur are evi-
dent because administrators place a high priority on
eliminating equity-and-access bamiers in rural areas
with telecommunications. Rural school administrators

recognize the need to help expand their teachers’
thinking toward change, adaptation, and implementa-
tion of telecommunication projects. These administra-
tors admit they have much to leam. They lack time for
proper imptementation, but appear to be committed to
start using these technologies. This could occur faster
when oriftheywere trained to theextent that they could
obtain the skills to make computer conferencing cost
effective. Theinfrastructure for telecommunication ap-
pears to be in plaze for these mural areas to utilize these
opportunities.

The findings suggestthatif the schoo! administrators
would become involved in utilizing communication net-
works via computer conferencing, they might also be-
come more involved in urging policy makers on the
state and national levels to give education more atten-
tion regarding related regulations and policies.

The findings also showthat leaders have much to do
to help associates overcomethe barriers involved with
computer anxiety, This includes helping eliminate the
reluctance of educators to be involved as technolo-

gists, andaccepting technologyasa process approach
to instructional development. This 2'<n implies the need
for administrators to set the to:ie so educators do not

limit their opportunity to use computers when it is more
expedient and effective to enhance the delivery of
education.

Finally, this study found that school administrators
wholeheartedly agree that the knowledge explosion is
too much for any one person to handle without assis-
tance from telecommunication technology. Therefore,
even though minima! utilization of computer
conferencing was detected, the existence of the IRIS
project in Minnesota and the EDUNET service in Mon-
tana reveals the seeds are sown for long-range devel-
opmentfor instructional and administrative purposes.
The upsurge of consortia and cooperatives created to
support these rural activities suggests that much in-
volvement should occurin all aspects of telecommuni-
cations, This movementis exactly what the literature
predicted will happen while projecting an increasing
need for rural school administrators to collaborate and

coordinate through Computer conferencing. The ad-
ministrators responding to this study concur.

The following abstract describes a grant proposal
named SEND-IT. It developed in October utilizing the
data from this research completed in August, 1990.It
was subsequentlyapproved for a $200,000 pilot project
by the North Dakota Telecommunication Council in
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November, 1991 using funds from the$4 million appro-
priated during the 1989-1990 legislative period. The
state legislature has appropriated another $5.1 million
to further develop the educational telecommunication
infrastructure within the state Most of these funds will
be utilized to complete the telecommunications tech-
nologies infrastructure for schools regarding
interactive television. However, $400,000 has been
budgeted to extend SEND-IT throughout the state by
1993.

The SEND-IT Pilot Project Team Members
Dr. William Woods, Co-Chairm 1, Educational Ad-

ministration Program, School of Education, NDSU
Don Peterson, Co-Chairman, Computer Center Man-

ager and NDHECN, NDSU, Fargo, ND
Dr. Ron Stammen, Trainer, Educational Administra-

tion Program, Schoo! of Education, NDSU
Sandy Sprafka, Trainer, Assistant Academic Com-

puting Director, Comouter Center, NDSU
Dan Pullen, Trainer, InteractiveTelevision Specialist,

School of Education, NDSU

Abstract

K-12-UNIVERSITY COMPUTER TELECOMMUNICA-
TION FORUMS

The purpose of the SEND-IT project is to use the
capacity of the Higher Education Computer Network
(HECN)to enhanceinstructional conferencing and co-
ordination between K-12 school districts in North Da-
kota.

The initial application was a pilot project between
school districts of the SEND Consortium in southeast-
erm North Dakota and North Dakota State University. An
experimental component would reach out to an ex-
treme remote clusterofthe Northwest Telecommunica-
tion Consortium in Region 1.

This project complemanted endeavors of the Gover-
nors’ Gifted and Talented Mentorship Program andthe
Department of Public Instruction’s Talented and Gifted
Center both of which are also based in Fargo, North
Dakota. These centers of activity could provided dem-
onstration support, as well as resources for this pilot
project.

The projectis designed to meet the following objec-
tives:

1. Facilitate seof the computer to network between
the students and teachers of different North Da-
kota Schoo!Districts. Aspacial emphasis will be to
enhance within and across academic disciplines.

. Encourage use of the computer by students and
teachers within K-12 districts to draw information
from the North Dakota Information Network.

. Encourage use ofthe computer by students,teach-
ers, and support personne! to tap national and
global networks (both academic and private sec-
tor) for informationthat enhances student leaming.

The secondary objectives will be to increase interac-
tion between university faculty and K-12 instruction and
individual students, as well as increase interaction be-
tween NDSU School of Education, Computer Center,
and K-12 districts of North Dakota.

Backgrouns of the Project
Responsibility for operation of this project rests with

the School
of Education (academic application) and Computer

Center (technology application) of North Dakota State
University. The responsibility for the operation of the
technology rests with the North Dakota Higher Educa-
tion Computer Network (ND-HECN) at North Dakota
State University which is also located at Fargo. The
North Dakota Information Network (NDIN) is asystem of
communications lines that Is jointly funded and man-
aged by the HECN which represents all state supported
institutions of higher education and the Information
System Division (SD) which represents all state agen-
cies.

The representatives from NDIN a proposal pending
with the National Science Foundation (NSF) requesting
furnds to enhance the capabilities of the network. One of
the major emphasis of the proposal was to point out the
value of the network to other agencies such as the
Department of Public Instruction, Indian Schools, and
other related agencies. This proposal utilizes this net-
work, to substantially reduce the communication costs
from the schooldistricts to the host computer and to
Internet with the computer communication protocol
termed TCP//PAtleast one computer and modem will
also be located at each remotesite to assure a neces-

sary ievelof interaction.
The services ofthis network would improve thecapa-

bility of the K-12 schools to deal with the instructional
problems which they have faced alone or by attending
travel intensive conferences and consortia.

NDSU houses the K-12 host computer, server, and
communication equipment and technical expertise
needed to operate the equipment that wouldlinkthe K-
12 schools to each other. NDSU has professional ex-
pertise in the School of Education to organize and
provide the training necessary for instructors. They are
also in a position to coordinate support personne!of the
K-12 SENDdistricts to help use this equipment to
improve the learning of the participating schools.

The SENDDistricts enroll twenty-five per cent of the
entire K-12 student body of North Dakota. The higher
education institutions at Fargo, Mayville, Valley City,
and Wahpeton are members of SEND. The Universities
or colleges located at these cities, along with the state
institution at Jamestown were to besupplemented with
extra telephone ports to handle the increased traffic
accessing HECN’s dedicated server for the secondary
schoolsin this project. However, 800-toll numbers are
being used until the entire HECNis restructured under
the NSF grant. Students have access to the library
services of PALS at North Dakota State University
which has access to the Minnesota Higher Education
library system through its Tri-College University con-
nection and ODIN a North Dakota Library system man-
aged at the University of North Dakota in Grand Forks..

Networking between the students and teachers of
geographically isolated schoots throughcomputers has
proven to be an increasingly popular and cost effective
approach to improving instructional opportunities of K-
12 students. The National Science Foundation is en-
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couraging schoo!-coliege interactions which take place
electronically to promote counseling, curriculum en-
hancement, admission questions, financial aid ques-
tions, and teacher in-service or staff development

The key to successful introduction of such technol-
ogy has beento jointly plan activities with all parties
invotved in the project. A two day workshoptrained the
cluster trainers from each region who in tum,trained
building trainers of the schools within these clusters.
These activities adequately trained and supported the
teachers and students who are the primary users of the
system.
Follow up workshops for the cluster trainers will be
taking place in June and July, 1991. Online discussions
continue to reinforce the training, along with a print-
base monthly newsletter which servesasa documenta-
tion source.

The statistics gathered to assess the progress in-
clude users, new users, sessions, timeused, and whether
teachers, students. or staff logged in the system.

The long-term prospects of this system would in-
clude expand the networking capabilities to all North

Dakota Schoo! Districts and Higher Education Institu-
tions . The proposal forreplicating the project to another
third of the stata was approved June 3, 1991 along with
tentative plans to complete the final third during the
1992-1993 school year.
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Examining Computer Conferencing As A
Technique For Enhancing

Personnel DevelopmentActivities

Vocational teachers are facing rapid changes in both
the knowledge base and technology available to them
as they prepare young people and adults for employ-
ment in the twenty-first century. Centron and Davies
(1989) suggested that our present level of technical
knowledgewill represent only one percent of the know!-
ecige that will be available in 2050. Additionalty, tech-
nological advances such as computers, lasers, and
robots will open many new avenues for enhancing
teaching.

Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990) state that this type of
technology will empowerindividuals by making infor-
mation readily available to them.The types of changes
described above will have adramatic impact on the way
in-service education is delivered.

Congress has also addressed legisiation to nrovide
financial resources for improving the ecucatio..al tech-
nology and staff development in our schools (Knauth,
1989; West, 1989).

One way of supplementing and enhancing in-service
programsisthrough theuseof computerconferencing—
involving the use of both computers and telecommuni-
cations,

Norton and Stammen (1990) stated:
Computer conferencing allows students to enjoy an inter-
active classroom environment without having to leave
home or work. Face-to-face classroom discussions are
recreated on computer terminals. Communication de-
vices called modems allow the course instructor and
studentto talk to each other electronically over telephone
lines, The lecture portions of a course are replaced by
individualized compstency-based packets of materials
students read and study at their own pace.

Throughout the course, the instructorinitiates and facili-
tates discussions by computer with one studentor with a
group of students, depanding on whatthey are studying.
At the end, studentsaregiven either a writtenor real world
performance test. (p.26)
Additionally, they describe computer conferencing

as an innovative form of in™ service training that ad-
dresses many problems vocational teachers and ad-
ministrators face when courses are taken to stay in-
formed about their fields.

Barriers such as demandsof work and family or long
commutes to class that inhibit vocational teachers’ and
administrators’ ability to stay abreastin their ares can
beovercomethroughthe useofcomputer conferencing.
Roberts (1987), examined distance education to deter-
minethe interactive capabilities ofthecomputer, namely
electronic mail and conferencing.

Roberts concluded that computer conferencing can
extend many of the learning opportunities of the class-

by
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room to distance and independentstudy.
Additionally, it was felt that course delivery exclu-

sively by computer is not only feasible, b’ an exciting
alternative pedagogy.

Advantages reported by Roberts were that teaching
by conferencing overcomesthe mostseriousdisadvan-
tage of independent and distance learning: It breaks
down the isolation of the student from peers. It also
permits the student to benefit from the shared experi-
ence of a group engaged in the same study and the
opportunity ¢> measure his or herideasagainst those of
cther students in the class.

Conterencing also maintains a complete record ofall
thatis said andcan be reviewed at anytime.In addition,
conferencing is asynchronous, so time and distance
deprive no student of access to leaming.

He also indicated that an electronic seminardiffers
from a classroom seminar. Everything that is said can
be preserved for as long as the conferees wish and
reviewed by anyonein the conferenceatanytime. No
worthy ideais lost because the instructorfailed to pick
up on itat the time it was expressed. Equally, misstate-
ments are not forgotten.

Also, unless the instructor technically restncts stu-
dantinput, every participant has an equal opportunity to
be heard and io be ignored. Classes cannot be domi-
nated by more aggressive students and those whotalk,
just to talk, tend to feel pressure to be more thoughtful.

It was also indicated that the electronic seminar
generates more interaction among members of the
class and a greater proportion of studentparticipation
compared to that of the instructor.

In another study, Miller (1990) axamined thedegree to
which computer conferencing techniques can be used
to enhance personne! developmentactivities.

He concluded that computer conferencing is most
appropriate for 1) providing total instruction through
technology; 2) supplementing or enriching traditional
delivery systems; 3) providing or improving access to
new clients or audiences; and 4) reaching distance
learners.

Furthermore, he described students’ reactions as
positive regarding the use of computer conferencing as
a vehicle for instruction,

The most frequently mentioned advantage wasthe
ability to participate in an instructional activity based
upon a person's unique work schedule. Also students
indicated they greatly appreciated the saving of travel
time normally required to participate in campus-based
courses.

Adapting technology suchas computer conferencing
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to meet the needs of educators will not bean easy task.
In an evaluation of computer conferencing, Abat (1989)
reported thar.

Although the students felt generally that computer
conferencing enhanced communication during thecourse,
a number felt strongly that computer conferancing should
not replace classroom sessions. They expressed a need
to hava face to face communication with the instructor

and fellow students. Within this group a few felt that
computer conferencing tended to inhibit rather than pro-
mote communication, because the reactions of those
addressed by a message stored on the computer could
not be judged by the sender immediately, as would be the
case with a regular conversation during a discussion in
class. (p.14)

Thus, if it is to be successfully utilized. computer
conferencing will require resources, commitment, and
creativity. It also will require staff development and
training to effectively utilize the technology.

Many questions regarding the effectiveness, meth-
odology and design of such projects remain unan-
swered (U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, 1989).

Additionally, teacher educators will need valid and
reliable information regarding the availability of com-
putertechnology,as well asthecomprehension,utiliza-
tion, and attitudes of vocational teachers and adminis-
trators toward microcomputers. Yeun (1984), examined
the understanding and attitudes of 273 Pennsylvania
vocational teachers.

He reported that attitudes towards using microcom-
puters were positively correlated with educationallevel,
microcomputer experience, microcomputer training,
utilization of microcomputers, and the availability of
microcomputers.

Teachers’attitudes towards the use of microcomput-
ers showed negative relationships with age and service
area. In a survey of ten percent of Arkansas’ K-12
schoolprincipals, Cari and Hoelscher (1984) examined
opinions held by principals toward guiding theadoption
or rejection of the use of computers within their scope
of control,

It was concluded that principals seem to have devel-
oped a strong commitmentto the belief that computers
will have a positive effect on education. Raven and
Welton (1989) assessed microcomputer utilization in 87
Kansas vocational agriculture progra.nsto identify cur-
rent uses of microcomputers.

They concluded that there was a moderate positive
correlation between respondent's years of teaching
experience and the number ofcomputers in the agricul-
ture department. They alec found that the lack of time
by instructors to learn more about computers was the
primary factor inhibiting the use of microcomputers.

Additionally, they reported thatthe lack of funding for
hardware and software was an inhibitor. Redick, Loyd
and Chatraphorm (1989) examined factors that pro-
moted or inhibited the voluntary participation of voca-
tional educators in professional development activities.

They reported that the two personne! development
activities ranking highest by amountof time spent and
the degree of benefit were: (1) personal activities that
lead to prof <<:oral growth, and (2) college and univer-
sity in-service activities. Computer conferencing offers
the potential for combining these two activities.
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Vocational educators in the State of Ohio have been

involved in a limited use of computer conferencing.
However, information on its availability, utility, and
effectiveness as a medium for enhancing and suppie-
menting in-service and personnel development efforts
is lacking.

Purpose and Objectives
This studywasdesignedto examine the potential use

of computer conferencing to enhance and supplement
in-service programsoffered for vocational educators in
secondaryschools (i.6., comprehensive and joint voca-
tional) by the Central Region Vocational Education
Personnel Development Center. The broad objectives
of the study were to:

1. Determine the availability of resources for con-
ducting personne! developmentactivities by com-
puter conferencing in the Central Region of Ohio.

2. Identify and develop technical and pedagogical
topics that could be addressed with computer
conferencing techniques.

3. Determinetheeffectivenessand efficiency ofcom-
puter conferencing in enhancing and supplement-
ing personnel development activities.

This research and development project was planned
fora three-year period consisting of three phases, each
phase coinciding with a project year: Phase |—Contex-
tual Analysis; Phase ||— Developmentand Pilot Testing
and Phase Ill—Evaluation and Reporting.

This paper summarizes Phase |, Contextual Analysis,
and coincides with the first broad objective. The spe-
cific objectives were as follows:

a. To describe the demographic characteristics of
vocational teachers and administrators.

b. Todeterminetheavailabilityofcomputer resources
for vocational teachers and administrators.

c, To determine vocational teachers’ and adminis-

trators’ opinions of and competence in using mi-
crocomputers.

d. To identify factors underlying vocational teach-
ers’ and administrators’ attitude toward using
computers.

Methodology Design

This study utilized descriptive survey research (Ary,
Jacobs, and Razavieh, 1990).

Mailed surveyquestionnaires were used to determine
the availability of microcomputer resources and the
perceptions of vocational teachers’ andadministrators’
conceming their microcomputer competence and atti-
tudes toward microcomputers

Populations and Samples

The populations for this study were all secondary
vocational teachers (N = 1,341) and administrators
including Superintendents, Supervisors, Vocational Di-
rectors and Principals (N = 176) located in the 13
Vocational Education Planning Districts in the Central
Region of Ohio who were responsiblefor thevocational
programs in their school system during the 1990-91
academic year .
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The frame was obtained from the Office of Manage-
ment Information Systems, the Division of Vocational
and Career Education, Ohio Department of Education.

Randomly drawn samples were taken from both
vocational teachers (n = 339) and administrators (n =
137) based on Krejcie and Morgan (1970), reflecting a
5% margin of error.

Instrumentation

Aquestionnaire developed by Yeun (1984) guided the
development of the two instruments used to collect the
information from vocational teachers and administra-
tors.

The instruments consisted of three sections. Section
| was designed to determine the level of perceived
microcomputer competence using a five point Likert-
type scale ranging from 1=Very Competent to 4=Not at
all Competent and 5=Donot know.

Section Ii was designed to assess opinions about
using microcomputers for in-service education using a
five point Likert-type scale ranging from 1=Strungly
Agree (SA) to 5=Strongly Disagree (SD).

Section Ill gathered demographic and situational
information. A panel of eight graduate students and
four faculty members at The Ohio State University
assisted in refining items and establishing content and
face validity.

The instruments were then pilot tested with a pur-
posefully selected sample of 30 vocational teachers
and 30 administrators located outsice the Central Re-
gion of Ohio in order to establish the reliability of the
instrument.

Reliability coefficient were obtained for Section | and
it of both instruments. The vocational teachers’ instru-
ment hadaCronbach's alpha of .93 on Section | and .87
on Section II.

The reliability coefficient (Cronbach's alpha) obtained
for the administrators’ instrument was .95 on Section |
and .92 on SectionIl.

The final draft of the instruments contained 18 items
in Section |, 37 items in Section Il and 1C items for the
vocational teachers’ questionnaire and 15 itemsforthe
administrator's questionnaire in Section Ill.

Data Collection

Each individual received a packet including a cover
letter, questionnaire and a self-addressed, stamped
retum envelope.

Individuals who had not retumed the questionnaires
by the end of the second week following the initial
mailing received a mail follow-up including a reminder
letter, a copy of the cover letter, a questionnaire and a
sel!-stamped return envelope to obtained thequestion-
naires.

Asecond follow-up request (included was a second
reminder letter and copy of the cover letter, question-
naire, a self-addressed, stamped return envelope) was
mailed to the non-respondentsat the end of the forth
week.

At the end of the sixth week, 72.0% (244) usable
responseswereobtained from vocational teachers and
78.1% (107) usable responses were obtained from
administrators.
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As suggested by Miller and Smith (1983), early and
late respondentswere compared on randomlyselected
variables in order to address non-respondents.

No significant differences were found between the
early and late respondents. Therefore,the results were
generalized to the population.

Analysis of Data
The data were analyzed using the SPSS/PC-+statis-

tical program.
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the data

relative to demographic characteristics, competence in
using computers, and attitudes towards using comput-
ers.

Exploratory factor analysis was used to identify fac-
tors underlying attitudes towards using microcomput-
ers. Norusis (1888) suggested that factor analysis is
used to identify a relatively small number of factors that
can be used to represent relationstips among sets of
manyinterrelated variables.

Eigenvalues and Scree plots were used to identify
breaksor discontinuity in determiningthe factors. This
wasfollowed by a verimax rotation of the factors. An
alphalevel of .05 wasset a priori.

Results

The first objective was to determinethe demographic
characteristics of the vocational teachers and adminis-
trators.

The average age of vocational teachers and adminis-
tratorsin theCentral Region (Table 1) was 41.7 (SD=8.7)
and 45.2 (SD=7.4) respectively.

The average number of years worked in public edu-
cation was 14.2 years (SD=8.6) for vocational teachers
and 21.3 years (SD=6.9)for administrators.

The gender of the vocational teachers and adminis-
trators is presented in table 2.

Gender was equally split for vocational teachers,
where 50% (122) were femaleand 50% (122) were male.

Analysis of gender of administrators found 20.6%
(22) were female and 79.4% (85) were male.

Table 1. Respondent's Characteristics

Teachers Administrators

Characteristics Mean SD Mean SD

Age 41.7 B7 45.2 7.4
Years Worked in
Public Education 14.2 8.6 21.3 6.9

Table 2. Respondents’ Gender

Teachers Administrators

Gender Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Female 122 50.0 22 20.6
Male 122 50.0 B85 79.4
Total 244 100.0 107. 100.0

The highest educational level (Table 3) reported by
vocational teachersindicated that 7% (17) had a high
schoo! degree, 4.1% (10) had an associate degree,
48.3% (117) had a bachelor's degree, 40.1% (97) hada
master’s degree and 0.5% (1) had a doctorate, Admin-
istrators reportedthefollowing: 2.8% (3)hadabachelor’s
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degree, 89.7% (96) had a master's degree and 7.5% (8)
had a doctorate’s degree.

Table 3. Highest Educational Degree of the
Respondents

Teachers Administrators

Educational Level=Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

High Schoo! 17 7.0 0 0,0
Associate 10 4.1 0 0.0
Bachelor 47 48.3 3 2.8
Master 97 40.1 96 89,7
Doctorate 1 0.5 8 7.5

Missing 2 i = 0.0
Total 244 100.0 107 100.0

The areas in which vocational teachers taught (Table
4) were as follows: 8.296 (20) in agriculture, 11.9% (29)
in business, 7% (17) in marketing, 1.6% (4) in health,
23% (58) in home economics, 22.5% (55) in trade and
industrial, 9.4% (23) in occupational work experience,
8.2% (20) in occupational work adjustment, 0.4% (1) in
diversified occupations and 7.8% (19) indicated they
taught in other areas.

Table 4. Teaching Area of Vocational Teachers

Teaching Area Frequency Porcent
Agriculture 20 8.2
Business 29 11.9

Marketing 17 7.0
Health 4 1.6
Home Economics 56 23.0
Trade & Industrial 55 22.5
Occupational Work Experience 23 9.4
Occupational Work Adjustment 20 8.2
Diversified Occupations 1 0.4
Other 19 7.8
Total 244 100.0

Positions held by administrators (Table 5) are re-
flected by the following: 18.7% (20) were vocational
directors, 19.7% (21) were supervisors, 54,1% (58)
were principals, 3.7% (4) were superintendents and
4.7% (5) reported to have other positions.

Table 5. Administrative Positions of
Administrators

Position Frequency Percent
Vocational Director 20 18.7

Supervisor 21 19.7
Principal 58 54.1
Assistant Supt, 0 0.0
Superintendent 4 3.7
Other 5 4.7
Total 108” 100.0

"respondents were able to report holding more than one position.

In addressing the second objective of the study,
availabilityof microcomputer resources (Table6),it was
found that 48.1% (116) of the vocational teachers and
55.1% (59) of the administrators owned a computer.
When responding to the questions about modems,
11.5% (28) of the vocational teachers and 13.1% (14)
administrators reported to have access to a modem at
home. In addition, 15.6% (38) of the vocational teach-
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ers and 43.9% (47) of the administrators indicated that
they access to a modem at their schoo!. Analysis of
school microcomputer resources found that 52.2%
(111) of the vocational teachers reported that their
schoo! provided them with their own computers, 44.8
(99) reported having to share a computer with other
teachers or students, and 5.0% (11) indicated that their
school does not provide them with a computer.

Sixty-one point fourpercent (62) oftheadministrators
reported that their school provided them with their own
computer, while 30.7% (31) reported to share a com-
puter with other administrators, and 7.9% (8) reported
that their school does not provide them with a com-
puter.

Table 6 Availability of Microcomputer Resources

Teachers Administrators

Computer Resources Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Own a microcomputer 116 48.1 59 55.1
Have a modem at home 28 11,5 14 13.7
Have a modem at schoo! 38 15.6 47 43.9

Schools provide individuals
with a computer 177 50.2 62 61.4

Schools provide a
shared computer 99 44.8 31 30.7

Schools do not provide
B computer V1 5.0 8 7.9
Missing 23 — 6 _
Tota) 244 100.0 107 100.0

The type of computer training vocational teacher
reported to have received (Table 7) were as follows:
34.3% (68) reported to have been self-taught, 23.7%
(47) indicated they received individual instruction on a
one to one basis, and 32.8% (65) reported to have
attended workshops, seminars or courses in computer
training.

Other formsoftraining were reported by vocational
teachers, 3.0% (6), where as, 6.1% (12) reported to
have had noinstruction in computers, Administrators
indicated the following: 40.0% (38) reported to have
been self-taught, 16.8% (16) had received individual
instruction, 30.5% (29) had received instruction from
workshops, seminars, or courses and 3.2% (3) indi-
cated they had other formsof training, where as, 9.5%
(9) indicated they had received no instruction in com-
puters.

Table 7. Type of Computer Training Recaived

Teachers Administrators

Computer Training Frequency Percent Frequency Pearcant

Self-taught 68 3 38 40.0
Individual instruction 47 23.7 16 16.8

Workshop, Seminar
or Courses 65 32.8 29 30.5

Other 6 3.0 3 32

Noinstruction 12 6.1 9 9.6

Missing 46 = 12 _
Total 244 100.0 107 100.0
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Five items were selected from the questionnaire to
re vocational teachers’ and administrators’ in-
terest in using microcomputers for in-service educa-
tion.

Respondents reacted to the statements using a nu-
merical scale ranging from 1=strongly agree (SA) to
5=strongly disagree (SD).

The mean score and standard deviation are reported
for each item (Table 8).

The items, mean and standard deviation were as
follows: (1) the use of microcomputers can improve -he
quality of in-service programs — 2.04 (SD=.82) for
vocational teachers and — 2.00 (SD=.78) for adminis-
trators; (2) schools should have microcomputers avail-
able for in-service education — 1.97 (SD=.74)for voca-
tional teachers and — 1.84 (SD=60) for administrators;
(3) the use of microcomputers for in-service education
should be encouraged — 1.95 (SD=.74) for vocational
teachers and — 1.91 (SD=.64) for administrators; (4)
using microcomputers would add interest to in-service
programs — 2.15 (SD=.78)for vocational teachers and
— 2.14 (SD=.61) for administrators; (5) the use of
microcomputers for in-service education should occur
in your vocational area — 1.98 (SD=.72) for vocational
teachers and — 1.87 (SO=.62) for administrators; and
(6) microcomputers provide a supplemental instruc-
tional approachto in-serviceeducation —2.07 (SD=.70)
for vocational teachers and — 2.00 (SD=.48) for admin-
istrators.

The respondents agreed with the items,indicating an
interest in using microcomputers for in-service educa-
tion.

Table 8. Teachers’ and Administrators’ Interest in
Microcomputers for In-service Education

Teachers Administrators
Item Mean SD Mean SD

The use of microcomputers

can improve the quality
of in-service programs.

Schools should have

microcomputers available
for in-service education.

Use of microcomputers
for in-service education

should be encouraged.
Using microcomputers

would add interest to

in-service programs.
The use of microcomputers

for In-service education
should occurin your
vocational area.

Microcomputers provide a
supplemental instructional
approach to in-service
education.

2.04 82 2.00 7B

1.97 T4 1.84 .60

1.95 74 1.91

2.15 7B 61

1.98 8.72 1.87 62

2.07 70 2.00 48

Additionally, administrators’ willingness to support
vocational teachers for microcomputer in-service is
reported in table 9. It was found that 69.2% (74)
administrators are willing provide release time for their
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vocational teachers to attend a microcomputer in-
service.

While 18.7% (20) of the administrators reported their
willingness to support long distance telephone calls
associated with microcomputers. Twenty-two point
four percent(24) administrators reported their support
of microcomputer communication hook-up costs.

When questioned about theacquisition of microcom-
puter hardware and software, 31.8% (34) and 37.4%
(40) of the administrators supported these cost respec-
tively.

Further, 19.6% (21) indicated their willingness to
provide their vocational teachers with a telephoneline
for microcomputer communication, while onty 8.4% (9)
indicated that they would not support an’ of the men-
tioned costs.

Table 9. Administrators’ Willingness to Support
Vocational Teachers for a Microcomputer

in-service

Expenses Frequency Percent

Release time 74 69.2
Long distance telephone

calls associated with

microcomputers 20 18.7
Microcomputer

communication hook-up
cost 24 22.4

Acquisition of required
microcomputer hardware 34 31.8
Acquisition of required
microcomputer software 40 37.4

Acauisition of a telephone
line for microcomputer
communications 21 19.6

None of the expenses
listed 9 8.4

in addressing thethird objective it was found that, on
a scale of computer competence ranging from 1=not at
all competent to 4=very competent, vocational teach-
ers ranged from 2.04 to 3.74. Administrators’ compe-
tence ranged from 2.21 to 3.96 (Figure 1).

Thus, vocational teachers and administrator per-
ceived themselves to be somewhat competent in the
use of microcomputers.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Not Very Not At All Very Somewhat

Teachers -————__—__| 2.04 3.74
Administrators —————————___ 2.21 3.96

Figure 1. Range in Perceived Computer Competence

In addressing the fourth objective of the study, an
examination of the Eigenvalues and their Scree plots
resulted in the selection of four factors accounting for
56.5% of the variancein the attitude vocational teach-
ers have towards using microcomputers (Table 10).

The four factors and the percent of variance ac-
counted for include: (1) educational applications of
microcomputers—39.8%, (2) personal apprehensions
toward using microcomputers™ -7.0%, personal moti-
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vation for using microcomputers—4,9%, and (4) pro-
fessional/work context—4.8%.

Table 10. Factors Influencing Teachers’ Attitude
Toward Using Microcomputers

Proportion of
Cumulative Factors Explained Variance Percent

1. Educational application of
microcomputers 39.8 39.38

2. Personal apprehensions towards
using microcomputers 7.0 46.8

3. Personal motivation for using
microcomputers 4.9 51.7

4. Professional/work contest 4.8 56.5

Two examples are given for each of the four factors
and are presented beiow.

For the educational application of microcomputers
factor, the items and their factor loading include:

The use of microcomputers can improve the quality of
in-service programs.(.72)

The use of microcomputers would improve myinstruc-
tional effeccdiveness. (.56)

The personal apprehensions towards using micro-
computers factor consisted of the following two items
and thoir factor loadings:

The thought of using microcomputers to communicate/
network with people | can't see frightens me.(-.66)

Microcomputers are too mechanical for meto use.(-
51)
The personal motivation for using microcomputers

factor include the following two items and their factor
loadings:

| have a personalinterest in learning about microcom-
puters.(.69)

| have an interest to learn about microcomputers to
enhance student leaming.(.60)
Thefinal factor, professional/work context include

the following two items andtheir factor loading:
| consider myselt infarmed about the use of microcom-

puters in myfield. (.75)
lam knowledgeable about commercially produced mi-

crocomputer programs available for my subject matter
area, (.73)
Four factors were determined toaccount for 51.8% of

the vanunce in the attitude administrators have toward
using microcomputers (Table 11). The four factors and
the ent of variance accounted for include: (1) ad-
ministrative applications of microcomputers—32.5%,
(2) instructional benefits of microcomputers for in-ser-
vice education—7.8%, (3) personal ap sions to-
ward using microcomputers—6.4%, and (4) personal
motivation for using microcomputers—5.0%.

Table 11.Factors Influencing Administrator's
Attitude Toward Using Microcomputers

—_—————CS————OiOPOMONOFCC”
Cumulative Factors Explained Variance Percent

1, Administrative applications of
microcomputers 32.5 32.5

2, Instructional benefits of
microcomputers for
in-service education 7.8 40.3

3. Personal apprehensions towards
using microcomputers 6.4 46.7

4. Personal motivation for using
microcomputers 5.0 51.8
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Two examples are given for each of the four factors
and are presented below.

For the administrative applications ofmicrocomput-
ers factor, the items and their factor loading include:

Microcomputers are a flexible medium for administra-
tive work. (56)

The use of microcomputers would improve my admin-
istrative effectiveness, (.56)

The instructional benefits of microcomputerfor in-
service education factor consisted of the following two
items and their factor loading:

The use of microcomputers can improve the quality of
in-service programs.(.72)

Schools should have microcomputers availablefor in-
service education.(.69)

The personal apprehensions toward using micro-
computers factorcontained the following two itemsand
their factor Joading:

The thought of using microcomputers to communicate/
network with people | can't see frightens me.(-.66)

neeare too complicated for me to use.(-.

The final factorpersonal motivations for using micro-
computers contained the following two items andtheir
factor loading:

| would be interested in trying alternative instructional
methodsfor in-service education. (-64)

! would be willing to use microcomputers to send
electronic mail messages.(.51)

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the finding of the study, the following
conclusions have been formulated:

1. Vocational teachersand administrators are “some-
what” knowledgeable about computers.

Vocational administrators are somewhat willing to
provide teachers with release time for microcom-
puter in-service programs,

. Vocational teachers agree that microcomputers
can and should be used for in-service programs.

. Vocational teachersand administrators have com-

puters available for their use.
. Vocational teachers and administrators do not

have ready access to modems.

. Vocational teachers’attitude toward using micro-
computers are influenced bythefollowing factors:
perceptions of educational applications, personal
apprehensions, personal motivations, and pro-
fessional/work context for using microcomputers.

. Vocational administrators’ attitude toward using
microcomputers are influenced by the following
factors: perceptions of administrative applica-
tions, instructional benefits, personal ppprehen-
sions, and personal motivations for using micro-
computers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the findings and conclusions drawn from
this study, the following recommendations are sug-
gested:

2,
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1. Teacher educators should develop and field test
curriculum using computer conferencing for in-
service education programs offered to vocational
teachers and administrators located in Ohio's
Vocational Education Personnel Development
Center for the Central Region.

. Modems should be made accessible to teachers
and administrators involved in the field test of
computer conferencing for in-service education.

3. The computer conferencing curriculum should:
include information at an intermediate level, em-
phasize the educational applications and instruc-
tional benefits of microcomputers, reduce micro-
computer anxiety, and reinforce existing levels of
knowledge and competence.
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Columbus, OH 43210

Shinshin Chen
551 Montgomery Ct.
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: schen@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu
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Dan Cring
Knox County Career Center
306 Martinsburg Road
Mt. Vernon, OH 43015
E-mail:

Alex Cruz
1130 Beavercreek Pky, #104
Euless, TX 76039
E-mail: acruz@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

Suzanne Damarin

The Ohio State University
216 RamseyerHall
29 West Woodruff Ave
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: Damarin.1@osu.edu

Leon Deviin
Northeast Missouri State Univ,
Bamett Hall, Rm 228
Kirksville, MO 63501

Dong Eun Lee
1668 Neij/ Ave., Apt B
Columbus. OH 43201

Lonnie Echtemacht

PAUTE- University of Missouri
303 Hill Hall
Columbia, MO 65211

Mark Eisley
instructional Technology Dept.
College of Education
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
E-mail; AITEISLE@idbsu.idbsu.edu

Barbara Erdman

The Ohio State University
216 RamseyerHall
29 West Woodruff Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: berdman@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

Mike Garcia
Texas Hospital Education and Research Foundation
PO Box 15587
Austin, TX 78761
E-mail: Compuserve: 70325,1062

Joan Gritzmacher
Home Economics Education
The Ohio State University
1787 Neil Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: Gritzmacher.1@osu.edu
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Nan Hanahue

Executive Technology Associates,Inc.
2744 Washington St.
Allentown, PA 18104
E-mail: Compuserve(Parti): Nan

Linda Harasim

Dept. of Communications
Simon Fraser University
Bumaby, BC,
CANADAV5A 1S6
E-mail: LVDA@SFU.BITNET

Linda_Harasim@cc.sfu.ca

Johanna Hartfield

The Ohio State University
160 Ramseyer Hall
29 West Woodruff Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: jhartfie@magnus,acs.ohio-state.edu

Larry Hudson
Dupt. of Instructional Programs
College of Education, Ed. 346
University of Central Flonda
Orlando, FL 32816

MargoIzzo
The Ohio State University
Center on Education and Training
for Employment
1900 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: mizzo@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

William Jacoby
P.O. Box 3466

St. Augustine, FL 32085

Gilbert Jarvis

Department o7 Educational Studies
227 Arps Hall
1945 High Street
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail (BITNET): TS388S@OHSTMVSA

Sharon Johnson

Texas Hospital Education and Research Foundation
P.O. Box 15587
Austin, TX 78761
E-mail: Compuserve: 70325, 1062

Robert J. Kalal

Academic Computing Service
The Ohio State University
438 Baker Systems
1971 Neil Avenue

Carol Kizer

Columbus State Community College
Dept, of Hospitality Management
550 East Spring Street
Columbus, OH 43215

Dale Lature
300 Hillside Avenue, #151
Cincinnati, OH 45215

Morgan Lewis
The Ohio State University
Center on Education and Training
for Employment
1900 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: Lewis. 1@osu.edu

Joanne Loecher

1172 Autumn Creek Circle
Westerville, OH 43081

Debbie Loudon

Dept. of Rehabilitation and Corrections
P.O. Box 207
Orient, OH 43146

C. Michael Loyd
The Ohio State University
347 Campbell Hail
1787 Neil Avenue

Columbus, OH 43210-1295
E-mail: cloyd.1@osu.edu

Lung Sheng Lee (Steven)
National Taiwan Normal University
Dept. of Industrial Arts Education
Taipei, 10610
Taiwan, R.O.C.
E-mail: NTNUTO45@TWNMOE1@0

Nellie Martin

Dept. of Educational Studies: Vocational
The Ohio State University
160 Ramseyer Hall
29 West Woodruff Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210

Robin Mason

The Open University
Walton Hall
Milton Keynes
MK7 6AA

GREATBRITAIN

E-mail: rd_mason@vax.acs.open.ac.uk

Columbus, OH 43210 N. L, McCaslin
E-mail: Bob_Kalal@osu.edu Dept. of Agric. Education

The Ohio State University
Jane Kirg 2120 Fyffe Road
2043 Riley Road NE Columbus, OH 43210
Newark, OH 43055 E-mail: nmccasli@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu
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Donald R. McNeil
5726 Bradley Blvd.
Bethesda, MD 20814
E-mail: Compuserve (Parti): DMCNEIL.

Susan Meffley
Dept. of Educational Studies: Vocational
The Ohio State University
160 Ramseyer Hall
29 West Woodruff Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210E-mail: Mefflay.1@osu.edu

Aaron J. Miller

Dept. of Educational Studies: Vocational
The Ohio State University
160 RamseyerHall
29 West Woodruff Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: amiller+@osu.edu

Compuserve: 71337,744

William 8. Miller
Academic Computing Service
The Ohio State University
1971 Neil Avenus

Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: BILL+@osu.edu

Helen M. Miller
1186 Ironwood Drive
Columbus, OH 43229
E-mail: Compuserve: 71337,744

Paul A. Miller

Bethesda Hospital
2951 Maple Avenue
Zanesville, OH 43701

Michael G. Moore

The Pennsylvania State University
403 South Alien Street, Suite 206
University Park, PA 16801-5202
E-mail: NOG@PSU.EDU

Gayl Napier
Dept. of Educational Studies: Vocational
The Ohio State University
160 Ramseyer Hail
29 West Woodruff Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: Napier.3@osu.edu

Robert E. Norton

Center on Educ. & Tng. for Employment
The Ohio State University
1800 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: RNorton@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

Phyllis Oimstead
Dept. of Instructional Programs
Education 346

University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816

™§]

Robert Paugh
CERD

3051 Technology Pky., Suite 210
Onlando, FL 32826
Compuserve: 76557,1057

Morten Paulsen
American Ctr. Stdy of Distance Educ.
403 South Elm St.
State College, PA 16801
E-mail: mfp101@PSUVM.F3U.EDU
Compuserve: 76436.350

Constance Pollard
Vocational Tchr. & Adult Education
College of Education
University of Idaho
Moscow,ID 83843

Paul Post
INdustrial Tech. Education
The Ohio State University
190 West 19th Ave., Rm. 200
Columbus, OH 43210-1184
E-mail: Post.1@osu.edu

Shary Ratliff
700 Children’s Drive
Columbus, OH 43205

J.T. Roberson

3054 Douglas Drive
Yorktown Hts., NY 10598
E-mail: ROBERSON@FORDMULC

Compuserve: 76064,2622

James E. Sage
Dept. of Educationai Studies: Vocational
The Ohio State University
160 Ramseyer Hall
29 West Woodruff Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
E-Mail: Sage.2@osu.edu

Michael Scctt
INdustrial Tech. Education
The Ohio State University
190 West 19th Ave,, Rm. 200
Columbus, OK 43210-1184
E-mail. Scott.8B@osu.edu

Gayle Sisibano
Center on Educ. & Tng. for Employment
The Ohio State University
1900 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail; gshibano@magnus.acs.ohio-state,edu

Scott Simenson
1083 D Sells Ct.
Columbus, OH 43212
E-mail: simenson.1@osu.edu
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Ronald Stammen
321 Minard Hall

North Dakota State University
Fargo, ND 58105
E-mail: Stammen@plains.nodak.edu

Beth Thome

The Ohio State University
347 Campbell Hail
1787 Neil Avenue

Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: bthorne@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

Alan Toops
Dept. of Rehab. and Corrections
315 Phillipi Road
Columbus, OH 43228

Robert Torres

Dept. of Agn. Education
The Ohio State University
2120 Fyffe Road
Columbus, OH 43210
E-mail: RTorres@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

Blain Waldron
710 Hunters Run

Gahanna, OH 43230
E-mail: wwaldron@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu
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J. W. Weatherford
Univ. of Central Oklahoma

100 N. University Drive
Edmond, OK 73034

Brenda Weitman

Savannah Tech
5717 White Bluff Ra.
Savannah, GA 31499

Thomas R. White

Dept. of Educational Studies: Vocational
The Ohio State University
325 RamseyerHall
29 West Woodruff Avenue
Columbiis, OH 43210
E-mail: White.16@osu.edu

Edward B. Yarrish

Executive Technology Associates,Inc.
2744 Washington Street
Allentown, PA 18104
E-mail: Compuserve: 71057,525
Compuserve(Parti): Ed Yarrish
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